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Page 2.

The "Sanitary norms of the design of industrial enterprises" (SI

245-71) are developed by II of hygiene of work and of occupational

diseases by ANN of the USSR viza the sections of NII of the

conon/general/total and municipal hygiene in. A. N. Sysin of ANN of

the USSR, NII of biological physics, VNII of hygiene and toxicology

of pesticides, polymers and or plastics, VNII of social hygiene and

organization of public health, central institute for the development

of doctors, VNII of the hygiene oi water transport, 1st Moscow

medical institute in. I. N. Secnenov of the Ninistry of Pub. Health

of the USSR, Sverdlovsk medical institute of Gorkiy, Leningrad,

Sverdlovsk and Ufa NII ot the hygiene of work and of occupational

diseases, NII of hygiene in. F. F. Erisman of the Ministry of Pub.

Health of the RSFSR, Kiev medical institute Dcnets, Kiev, Krivoy Hog,

Kharkov NII of the hygiene of work and occupational diseases of the

ministry of Pub. Health of Ukrainian SSR, NII of the hygiene of work

and occupational diseasas of the ministry of Pub. Health of

Azerbaidzhan SSR, Ministry of Pub. Health of Armenian SS, Ministry

of Pub. Health of Georgian SSB, VNII of railroad hygiene of RPS, the

sanitary-epidemiological stations of Moscov and Leningrad, VTsII of

the industrial safety measures (Moscow), VII of the industrial

safety measures (Leningrad), VIII of the industrial safety measures
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(Tbilisi) of VTsSPS (All-Union CentralTrade-Union Council],

institutes of the Tslllrozdaniy [Central Scientific Research,

Planning and Experimental Iastitute of Industrial Buildings and

Structures], NII of structural physics and Prcmstroyproekt

[( - State Planning Institute for General-Construction

and Sanitary-Engineering Planning of Industrial Establishments] the

GOSSTROT of the USSR, GEI-I of dinlegprom (Ministry of Light

Industry] of the USSR, institute Tyazhpromelektroproyekt of

Hinmontazhspetsstroy of tne USSR.

Vith introduction to actioa/effect from I April, 1972, of the

"Sanitary norms of the design of industrial enterprises" (SY 245-71)

lose force the "Sanitary norms of the design of industrial

enterprises" (SN 24S5-63), "sanitary norms of the design of the

enterprises of meat industry" (SI 106-60) and "the indications for

the application/use of "sanitary norms of the design of industrial

enterprises" (W 101-54) during the design of ground-based buildings

and constructions of carbon saaft/mines, opencasts and concentrating

plants" (SY 172-61)
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Page 3.

State Committee of the Couancl of zinisters of the USSR on matters of

construction (GOSSTROY of the USSR).

Structural norms.

SN 245-71.

Sanitary norms of the design of industrial enterprises.

Instead of SN 245-63, SH 106-60 and SN 172-61.

They are introduced by the Ministry of Pub. Health of the USSR and

VTsSPS.

Are affirmed by the state Committee of the Council of Ministers of

the USSR on matters of the construction on 5 November, 1971.

Period of the introduction on I April, 1971.
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1. General Instructions

1.1. Present sanitary norms apply to design of newly projected

and reconstructed enterpri.es, buildings and constructions of

industry, transport, communication/connection, agriculture and

electric stations, researca-experimental productions and

installations.

1.2. Present norms do not apply to design of underground

structures and mine workings, or time/temporary industrial buildings

and constructions, erected Lor period of construction with period of

service of up to 5 years.

1.3. During design should De also fulfilled sanitary

requirements, which relate to concrete means cf industrial

production, production processes of enterprises of transport,

communication, agriculture, etc., given in appropriate standard

documents, matched and affirmed in routine.

1.4. In projects o± enterprises and separate productions, should

be provided for technological processes and production equipment,

during which should be irovided:

a) absence or minimum liberation/isolations into air of rooms,

in the atmosphere and into effluents of harmful or unpleasantly

reeking substances, and also absence or minimum heat liberations and
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moisture into working rooms;

Page 4.

b) absence or minimum iorsations of noise, vibration,

ultrasound, electromagnetic waves of radio-frequencies, static

electricity and ionizing emission/radiations.

1.5. During development of technological aspect of projects of

enterprises, one should provide for:

replacement of harsmul substances in production by harmless ones

or less harmful ones, dry methods of processing/treatment of dusty

materials - wet;

replacement of processes and technological process/operations,

connected with emergence of noise, vibration and other harmful

factors, processes or piocess/operations, with which will be provided

absence or smaller intensity of these factors;

replacement of flame heating with electric ones, solid and

liquid propellant gaseous;

sealing/pressurization and maximum intermediate lining and
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compounds in technological e~uiiaent and conduit/manifolds, for

preventing liberation/isolation ot harms in production;

the heat insulation of the heated surfaces of equipment, air

ducts and conduit/manifolds;

overall mechanization, automation and remote control, and also

automatic signaling about the course of separate processes and

process/operations, connected with the possibility of the

liberation/isolation of harms;

the continuity production;

the shelter of mechanical transport, and also the

application/use if a hydro- and airslide during the transportation of

dusty materials;

the recuperation of aarnful substances and the decontamination

from them of technological ejections, for the safeguard of fulfilling

requirements paragraphs 2.4; 2.15 and 5.6 present norms;

the preferred application/use of equipment with the passport,

which confirms favorable aealth and hygiene characteristic;

.. . . . . . . .. I' " . .. III I I il, . . .. . ,-- -..-- -- : -
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the automatic block system of technological equipment and

sanitary-technical devices, the application/use of equipment with the

built-in local suction and illuminating lamps;

noise suppression and dampLng/amortizaticn/shock absorption of

the vibration

Page 5.

the rational organizdtion ot work sites and their defense from

the effect of the electroayanetic waves of radio-frequencies and

ionizing emission/radiations;

the utilization of the processes, during which maximally is

reduced a quantity of ekf1uents.

Notes: 1. The need ror the utilization of technological

processes and equipment, being the sources of liberation/isolation

and formation of considerable industrial harms and which require in

connection with this supplementary measures for reduction these harms

to the levels, provided tor in norms (among other things special

safety devices, sanitary-engineering installations, increase in the

degree of the decontamination of technological and ventilation

ejections, increase of the width ot sanitary-Frotection zones), must
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be technical and economically substantiated.

2. Calculation of possible contamination of atmosphere and

basins by harmful substances, waich are contained in technological

ejections, and acoustic calculations must enter into composition of

technological aspect of project of enterprise.

In this case, in project, should be provided for the complex of

measures during execution of whica in the period of exploitation are

provided the accepted in calculations conditicns of the ejections of

harmful substances. The need of applying the devices for measurement

and permanent recording oi a quantity of those entering in the

atmosphere and basins ot harmful substances and control units of

magnitude due to the intensitication of decontamination, change in

the technological conditions/mode of the production or other measures

is determined by the special indications of GOSSTRO! of the OSSR,

matched with the Ninistry of Pub. Mealth of the USSR.
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1.6. Satisfaction of the requirements of this norm should be

ensured at the enterprise with a change in the technological process or

equipment an increase in production capacity intensification of production

processes and other changes.

2. Requirements for the selection of area/site for a construction I

to the design of general plans.

2.1. Area/sites fez construction of enterprises it is selected

and location on them of buildings and constructions should be

provided for in accordance with demands of chapter of SNiP
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[Construction norms and regulations] for design of general plans of

industrial enterprises and requirements of present norms.

Page 6.

2.2. Enterprises, their separate ones of building and

construction with technological processes, which are sources of

liberation/isolation into environment of harmful and unpleasantly

reeking substances, and also sources of increased noise levels,

vibration, ultrasound, electromagnetic waves of radio-frequencies,

static electricity and ionizing emission/radiations, should be

disengaged habitable building-up sanitary-protection zones.

2.3. Size/dimension of sanitary-protection zone to boundary of

habitable building-up snoald be establish/installed:

a) for enterprises with tecanological processes, which are

sources of contamination of atmosperic air by harmful and

unpleasantly reeking substances, it is direct from sources of

contamination of atmospnare ny concentrated ejections (through ducts,

shaft/mines) either by distributed ejections (through lamp/canopies

of buildings, etc.), and also from places of discharging raw material

or discovered warehouses;
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b) for enterprises wvir the technological processes, which are

the sources of noise, vibration, electromagnetic waves of the

radio-frequencies and cther harmful factors, which enter the

environment, from buildings, constructions and area/sites where

established/installed production ejuipuent (aggregates, mechanisms),

which creates these harmful factors;

c) for thermal electric stations, industrial and heating boiler

houses - from chimney stacks.

2.4. Enterprises, their separate ones of building and

construction with technological processes, which are sources of

liberation/isolations in the atmosphere of harmful and unpleasantly

reeking substances, and also being sources of ambient noise higher

than establish/installed by norms levels for habitable building-up,

should not be located from windward face for winds of predominant

direction with respect to habitable building-up.

The location of enterprises with the technological processes,

which do not release in the atmosphere of industrial harms, with the

processes, which do not create the levels of ambient noise and other

harmful factors, which exceed those establish/installed by norms for

habitable building-up and not requiring railroad siding tracks, is

allow/assumed inside residential areas.
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Page 7.

Area/sites for the construction of enterprises must be selected

taking into account aeroclimatic characteristic and area relief,

direct/straight solar irradiation and natural ventilation, and also

taking into account the conditions of scattering in the atmosphere of

industrial ejections and conditions of formation of mist.

2.5. For enterprises, their separate buildings and constructions

with technological processes, which are sources of industrial harms,

depending on power, conditions of realization of technological

process, character and quantity of isolatable into environment

harmful and unpleasantly reeking substances, created noise,

vibrations, electromagnetic waves of radio-frequencies, ultrasound

and other harmful factors, and also taking into account provided for

measures for decrease of their unfavorable effect on environment and

ensuring observance requirements of sections of 9-14 present norms in
accordance with sanitary classification of enterprises, productions

and objects, are establish/.nstalled following size/dimensions of

sanitary-protection zones for enterprises:

QKAM=c 1-1000 iu; Qza&cca IV- 100*;
If1-500* wr V- 50.

) III- 300.;

Key: (1) Class.
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The sanitary classification of enterprises, productions and

objects, with the technological processes, which are sources of

liberation/isolation into the environment of industrial harms

indicated above, and dimensions of the sanitary-protection zones for

then are establish/installed in accordance with the section of 8

present norms.

Note. During the reconstruction of the enterprises, located in

the line of populated points, the size/dimensions of the

sanitary-protection zones ror them should be set to the joint

solution of Ministry of Pub. Health and GOSSTBOY of union republic.

2.6. Sanitary-protection zone for enterprises and objects can be

increased if necessary and being proper technical and economic and

hygienic foundation, but it is not more than 3 times according to

joint resolution of main sanitary-epidemiological administration of

ministry of Pub. Health of USSR and GOSSTRO! of the USSR, for

example:

a) depending on effectiveness of provided or possible for

K -i , ."' :' ' ..' '
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realization purification methods of ejections in the atmosphere;

b) with absence of methods of decontamination of ejections;

Page 8.

c) if necessary for tue location of habitable development from

the lee side with respect to enterprise in the zone of the possible

contamination of the atmosphere:

d) depending on wind rose and other unfavorable local conditions

(for example, frequent caas and sist/fogs);

e) with the impossiblity to lover coming the environment noise,

vibration, electromagnetic waves of radio-frequencies and other

harmful factors to the limits, establish/installed by norms;

f) with the constructLons of new ones is still insufficient the

studied harmful in sanitary sense productions.

2.7. Size/dimensions o! sanitary-protection zones for separate

groups or complexes of large/coarse enterprises I and 4 II classes

chemical, oil refining, metallurgical, machine-building and other

branches of industry and tuarual electric stations with ejections,
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which are powerful of creating high concentrations of different

harmful substances in atmospheric air, of creating noise, vibration,

electromagnetic waves ot radio-frequencies or other harmful factors

and of exerting especially unfavorable effect on health and

sanitary-hygienic conditions ot life of population, are

establish/installed in eacn specific case according to joint

resolution of main sanitary-epideaiological administration of

Ministry of Pub. Health of USSR and GOSSTROY cf the USSR.

2.8. Size/dimension of sanitary-protection zone for enterprises,

buildings and constructions in which are conducted works with

application/use of radioactive substances, is establish/installed in

accordance with sanitary rules of work with radioactive substances

and sources of ionizing emission/radiations, affirmed in routine.

2.9. Size/dimensions of saAitary-protection zone can be

decreased:

a) if as a result ot calculation of scattering in the atmosphere

of harmful substances, which remain after decontamination of

ejections, perfection ot tecanological processes of production and

other measures will be establish/installed, that content of harmful

substances in atmospheric air of populated areas will not exceed of

indicated in section 9 Fresent norms;
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Page 9.

b) if as a result of acoustic calculation will be determined,

that the noise levels vithin the limits of habitable building-up will

not exceed of the establisaed/installed in the section 13 present

norms;

c) if in the limits of habitable building-up the levels of

vibration, ultrasound, electromagnetic waves of radio-frequencies,

static electricity and ionizing eaission/radiations will not exceed

those establish/installed by norms.

Notes: 1. The calculations of scattering in the atmosphere of

the harmful substances, uich are contained in technological

ejections, and also acoustic calculations should be performed in

accordance with the standard documents, affirmed or matched in

routine.

2. Determining dimension of sanitary-protection zone from

calculation of scattering in tue atmosphere of harmful substances is

to produce taking into account total contamination of surrounding air

by both the technological and ventilation ejections and by existing
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(background) contaminations.

3. Existing (background) contaminations of atmospheric air in

region of predicted construction or reconstruction of enterprise are

establish/installed by local organs of sanitary-epidemiological

service and hydrometeorological service and are presented to planning

organizations for account with determination of sanitary-protection

zones for enterprises.

2.10. Sanitary-protection zone or its any part cannot be

considered as reserve territory ot enterprise and be utilized for

expanding industrial area/site.

2.11. Possibility of utilization of earth/ground, diverted under

sanitary-protection zones for agrxcultural production (growing of

agricultural crops, pastures for cattle and hay moving), should be

determined taking into account character and quantity of harmful

substances, which are contained in industrial ejections and falling

into sanitary-protection zones, according to agreement with local

organs of Hinsellkhoz (Ministry of Agriculture] of USSR and if

necessary with organs of sanitary-epidemiological service.

2.12. Territory of sanitary-protection zone must be

vell-organized and planted greenery according to project of order,
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developed simultaneously with project of construction or

reconstruction of enterprise. The project of order and the selection

of the rock/species of green cultivations should be composed in

accordance with requirements of chapter of SNiP for the design of the

general plans of industrial enterprises.

Page 10.

During the design of the order of the sanitary-protection zone,

one should provide for the preservation/retention/maintaining of the

existing green cultivations. From the side of residential territory,

it is to provide for the band ot tree-shrub cultivations in wide not

less than 50 a, and with the width of zone to 100 a - it is not less

than 20 a.

2.13. In sanitary-krotection zone is allcw/assumed to place:

a) enterprise, their separate of building and construction with

productions of smaller class of harm, than production for which is

establish/installed sanitary-protection zone under condition of

analogous character of harm;

b) fire station, bath, Laundries, garages, warehouses (besides

public and specialized provision ones), buildings of administrations,
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design offices, training exercises, stores, enterprises of public

nutrition, polyclinic, research laboratories, connected with

maintenance of the given and adjacent enterprises;

c) room for attendant emergency personnel and protection of

enterprises for the established/inutalled workers on the payroll,

stand for a public and individual transport, local and transit

communications, LEP, the power station, petroleum and gas lines,

artesian holes for a technical water supply, water-cooling

constructions, constructions for the preparation for industrial

water, water-conducting and sewage pumping plants, constructions of

reverse water supply, the buried tanks, the nurseries of plants for

re-planting of enterprises and sanitary-protection zone.

Notes: 1. The location of the objects, indicated in p. 2.13,

should be provided for with the observance of the requirements which

are establish/installed for these objects in standard documents.

2. In territory of sanitary-protection zone, it is not

allow/assumed to locate enterprise, industrial buildings and

constructions when industrial harms, isolated by one of enterprises,

can exert harmful effect on healthy workers or lead to damage of

materials, equipment ana finished production of another enterFrise,

and also when this leads to increase of concentration of harm in zone

... .. . . I I II - I I I ,I, , . . w , ..
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of habitable building-up higher than permissible, establish/installed

in present norms.

3. Location of sport constructions, park/fleets, children's

institutions, schools, medicinal-pcophylactic and sanitation

institutions of common/yeniral/total use in territory of

sanitary-protection zone is not allow/assumed.

Page 11.

2.14. Location on upen areas of technological installations,

devices, aggregates and equipment, which release industrial harms,

should be provided for in accordance with requirements of norms of

technological design, matched in routine.

2.15. Separate buildugs and constructions should be placed in

area/site of enterprise that so that in places of organized and

disorganized air intake by ventilation systems and air conditioning

content of harmful substances in surrounding air on would exceed

30o/o of maximum permissiole concentrations fcr working zone of

industrial rooms.

In this case, must ba considexed the need for the safeguard of

requirements of paragraphs 1.4; 1.5 and 5.6 present norms.
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2.16. Sanitary discontinuity/interruptions between buildings and

constructions, lit through window openings, must be less greatest

height to top of cornice of opposing buildings and constructions.

Notes: 1. If one ot tue opposing buildings or the constructions

from the side, turned tc another, in the zone of possible blanket,

does not have light openings, then the distance between them is

determined only by the heignt of Duilding or construction without

light openings.

2. High-altitude constructions, which do not have light openings

(duct, tower, bookcase, column, etc.), it is possible to

arrange/locate from wall of ouilding with light openings at a

distance not less than width of high-altitude construction. If in the

zone of postible blanket from high-altitude ccnstruction within wall

of building not no light openings there are, then distance between

them by present norms is not standardized.

3. For buildings with Iongitudinal lamp/canopies,

arrange/located less than on 3 m from facade of building, for height

of building it is to accept heignt to top of cornice of lamp/canopy.

L
--- II II I

I
I , ro ... i" ' W '
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4. Indicated in p. 2.16 of present norms sanitary

discontinuity/interruptions can be decreased when according to

calculation, taking into account blanket of windows by opposing

buildings, can be provided required according to norms natural

illumination in both opposing buildings.

2.17. If necessary according to technological requirements of

device of discovered or under shed available warehouses of dusty

materials sanitary discontinuity/interruptions should be accepted not

less than 50 a to nearest detectable openings of industrial and

auxiliary buildings and rooms and 25 m to detectable openings of

domestic buildings and zooms.

2.18. On pad, diverted for construction or reconstruction of

enterprise, should be provided lor sections for sport games and

gynnastic exercises for workers in enterprise.

Page 12.

For these purposes it is, as a rule, to provide for sections

with smallest air pollution and less subjected to the effect of other

harmful factors, distant from main tracks of the movement of

transport.
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3. Requirements for industrial buildings I to constructions.

3.1. Volumetrically-planning and structural solutions of

industrial buildings and constructions of newly projected and

reconstructed enterprises must me accepted taking into account

requirements of corresponding cuapters W , norms of technological

design and present norms.

3.2. volume of industrial iooms to one worker must comprise not

less than 15 m3, and area of rooms - is mot less than 4.5 ms.

Note. Volumes and areas of rooms to one worker in buildings for

the processing/treatment of agricultural prcduction should be

accepted according to tae aipropriate chapter of SNiP.

3.3. Annexes to external walls of industrial buildings and

constructions with natural exchange of air (airing) it is

allow/assumed to provide for, ir within these walls between annexes

and above them is possibility of device of openings, which ensure

natural exchange of air, ana also required according to norms natural

illumination.

3.4. Room and sections for productions with surpluses of

explicit heat (pain 20 kkal/meh), and also for productions with
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considerable liberation/isolctions of harmful gases, vapors and dust

should be, as a rule, placed in external walls of buildings and

*1 constructions.

The greatest side of tuese rooms must adjoin the external wall

of building or construction.

Note. If according to tue conaitions of technology the rooms

indicated and the sections cannot be placed in the external walls of

buildings and constructions, then it is allow/assumed to accept

another location, but with the necessary safeguard for them of an

influx of surrounding air with the ventilation systems or with other

measures.

3.5. For location of productions with surpluses of explicit

heat, it is more than 20 kxal/s'.h and by considerable

liberation/isolations o± harmful gases, vapors and dust one should

provide for, as a rule, single-story buildings, in this case

airfoil/profile of roof and wiath of such buildings either their

separate parts must be assigned taking into account need for ensuring

most effective and econcical removal/distance of harmful

liberation/isolations and heat with natural method (airing) or

suction and exhaust ventilation.
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Page 13.

3.6. With need for locating productions, indicated in p. 3.5 of

present norms, in multistory buildings should be provided for

location of such productions in upper levels, if this it is

admissible on conditions ot tecAnological process.

In the case of the location of these productions in other floors

of the multistory buildings, should be provided for the effective

measures for the prevention/warniag of the penetration of harmful

substances from one ficor on anotner.

3.7. During design of productions of harmful substances I and of

II classes of danger in closed Looms, should be, as a rule, provided

for location of technological equipment in isolated/insulated cabs,

rooms or zones with control of tais equipment from panels or operator

zones.

In these cases in caDs, rooms and zones of the location of

equipment, and also in the sections of possible emergencies one

should allow for of utilization by personnel of the hose means of

individual defense in repair and emergency operations.

Note. The requirements of present point do not apply to the
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productions, placed on o6n areas.

3.8. During association in one building or construction of

productions and production sections with various sanitary-hygienic

conditions, should be provided for measures for prevention/warning of

effect of harmful factors on vorers, and also on those, who do not

work with these harms (insulazion/isolation, blower, air curtains.

etc.)

3.9. Arrangement of industrial rooms in basement and base floors

in sections, which have insufficient according to biological effect

natural illumination (daylight factor less than 0.1o/o) with

permanent work sites, is allow/assumed to provide only in presence of

special substantiation only when this is necessary according to

technological conditions.

3.10. Transit conduit/mauifolds, intended for transporting of

harmful liquids and gases, and dlso transit steam pipes to lay in

pedestrian tunnels and zooms of control panels is not allow/assumed.

Page 14.

3.11. Industrial buildings, rooms and their separate zones

(sections) without natural illumination or with insufficient
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according to biological effect natural illumination (daylight factor

less than 0.1o/o) is allow/assumed to provide:

a) for productions, separate shops and processes where this is

required by conditions for of technology and selecting of rational

voluaetrically-planning solutions., confirmed by special technical and

economic substantiation takiag into account medical and sanitary

requirements in comparison with versions of buildings and rooms with

natural illumination;

b) for productions, separate shops and processes, which do not

require stay of workers in such buildings and rooms of more than

50o/o time during workday;

c) in accordance vita tae standard documents according to the

structural design of buildings and constructions of the separate

branches of industry, affirmed in routine.

Note. For the reference of building, room or their separate

zones (sections) to category with insufficient in biological effect

natural illumination, the dadyligAt factor should be calculated from

the level of working plane (0.8 m of sex/floor), without taking into

account blanket by equipment and by communications.
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3.12. During design of industrial buildings, rooms and their

separate zones (sections) without natural illumination and with

insufficient according to biological effect natural illumination

should be provided for following supplementary health and hygiene

requirements:

a) increase in norm ot artiticial illumination in a'ccordance

with chapter SNIP according to design of artificial illumination;

b) device of erythemal irradiation in accordance with section of

7 present norms;

c) industrial rooms without natural illumination or with

insufficient according to bioogical effect natural illumination must

be design/projected, as a rule, with area not less than 200 m2 .

Page 15.

If necessary for smaller in the area of rooms, should be

separate/liberated them by glass partitions, if this is permissible

on the basis of the conditions oi technology;

d) for periodic rest of workers (without removal/taking of

working clothing) at a distance not more than 200 m from work sites
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must be provided for places with tae natural light, with daylight

factor at these places not less than 0.5o/o.

Places for periodic rest must be equipped analogous with rooms

for rest in accordance with the demands of chapter for the

design of auxiliary buildings and rooms of industrial enterprises.

For periodic rest ot worxers, can be used the corridors, halls,

vestibules, and other rooms with natural illumination, if they

satisfy requirements p. 3.12-g of present norms and their

direct/straight designation/purpose and other conditions

(fire-fighting, safety engineering, meteorological, etc.)

allow/assume the utilization of rooms for rest of workers.

3.13. External enclosure/protections of heated industrial

buildings and constructions should be provided for (besides buildings

and rooms with wet conditions/mode) so that wculd be excluded

possibility of sweating on internal surface of walls and ceilings.

Note. In industrial ouildings and constructions with wet

conditions/mode, is allow/assumed sweating cn the internal surfaces

of walls and ceiling.

3.14. Character and area of glazing light openings of industrial
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buildings and constructions should be provided for from condition of

safeguard of norms of natural illumination, establish/installed at

head SNIP according to design of natural illumination, observance of

meteorological conditions, establish/installed in present norms,

taking into account negative radiation and prevention/warning of

excess insolation on the basis of demands of chapter SNIP structural

heat engineering.

3.15. In industrial buildings and constructions independent of

presence of harmful liberation/isoiations and ventilation units must

provide for open/disclosed folds of interlacings and other

open/disclosed devices in windows in area not less than 20o/o total

area of light openings, for ventilation with possibility if necessary

for direction of air intake upward - in cold Feriod of year and

downward - in warm period of year.

Page 16.

In buildings and constructions with natural ventilation

(aerated) the area of the detectable openings one should determine

according to calculation, but their location must be provided for in

such a way that the distance from floor level to the bottom of the

double interlacings, intended for an air influx in the warm period of

year, would be not more than 1.8 a, but to the bottom of the
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open/disclosed openings, intended for an air influx in the cold

period of year, is not less than 4 a.

Note. Requirements cf the present point not extend to rooms with

24-hour and year-round air conditioning, to the industrial rooms of

cabin planning, or to the rooms, indicated in p. 5.10 of present

norms.

3.16. For open/disclosed window and lantern interlacings or

other open/disclosed devices in rooms, must be provided for easily

controlled from sex/flcci or working areas attachments for opening,

installation in position and closure of folds.

3.17. For repairing glazing windows and lamp/canopies and

decontamination of glass Lroa both sides, and also for servicing of

aeration openings and fittings should be utilized passages

(area/sites, staircases for output/yield to roof, etc.), special

mechanisms, devices and attachments, which ensure convenient and safe

execution of works indicated.

Note. Is allow/assumed utilization for these purposes of the

bridge cranes with the cbservance of the requirements of safety

engineering.
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3.18. For walls, ceilings had surfaces of constructions of

rooms, in vhich are placed productions with liberation/isolation of

harmful or agressive substances (for example, mercury, lead,

compounds of manganese, arsenic, benzene, hetero-organic compounds,

acids, sulfur dioxide). should be provided for finishing, preventing

sorption and allow/assuming light retraction or washing.

3.19. In productions wit considerable liberation/isolation of

dust, one should provide tor retraction of rooms with the aid of

vacuuming installations or via hydro-washing.

Page 17.

3.20. Color finishing of interiors of rooms must be provided for

in accordance with indications tor design of color finishing of

interiors of industrial buildings of industrial enterprises.

3.21. materials, intended tor device of sex/floors, must satisfy

hygienic and operating requirements for this production.

Floors must not allow penetration into the rooms of ground water

and harmful gases.

The selection of construct/designing the sex/floors is to
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produce depending on the ckaracter of production in accordance with

the demands of chapter SNIP according to the design of sex/floors.

3.22. Naterial of codtinq of sex/floors in heated industrial

rooms at permanent work sites, connected with work standing, must be

provided for with coefficient of neat-mastering not more than 6

kcal/m2ehredeg.

Note. Departure frcm this reuirement if necessary is

allow/assumed under arrangement condition to sex/floor at the work

sites of wooden panels or nat-insulating rugs.

3.23. During application/use in producticn of agressive and

harmful substances (acids, alkalies, salts, mercury, petroleum

products, etc.) should te provided for hems in places of possible

effect of these substances stable in relation to chemical effect, not

allowing sorption of substances indicated.

For the removal/diversion of the spilled to sex/floor agressive

and harmful liquids, must ne provided for the flows into sewerage, in

compliance by the demands of chapter SNIP according to the design of

internal sewerage and drains of buildings.

3.24, In entrances into iudustrial buildings, should be provided

4~!
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for metallic lattices and otuer devices for decontamination of

foot-wear.

4. Requirements for auxll.acy buildings I to rooms.

4.1. Auxiliary buildings and rooms of newly projected and

reconstructed enterprises shouLd be design/projected in accordance

with demands of chapter SNIP for design of auxiliary buildings and

rooms of industrial enterprises.

Page 18.

5. Requirements on heating, ventilation and air conditioning.

5.1. Design of heating, ventilation and air conditioning of

industrial buildings and constructions of enterprises, and also

ejections of ventilation air in the atmosphere and its

decontaminations before ejection should be produced in accordance

with demands of present norms and chapters SNIP according to design

of heating, ventilation and air conditioning.

5.2. Ventilation, hedting and air conditioning of industrial

buildings and constructions (including cabs of crane drivers, room of

control panels and the like isolated/insulated rooms) should be

-- -- -- . .. .. . ... i, ... ... . I i [ I I -- L * - I
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design/projected with safeguard at permanent work sites also in

working zone during conducting of basic and repair-auxiliary works of

meteorological conditions (temperature, relative humidity and speed

of air motion), and alsc of content of harmful substances in air in

accordance with requirements of sections 10 and 11 present norms.

5.3. In rooms with heat releases, it is allow/assumed to provide

for utilization of surpluses oi neat for heating and ventilation

taking into account requirements paragraphs of 5.14-5.17 present

norms,

5.4. Quantity of air, necessary for safeguard of required

parameters of air medium in working zone, one should determine by

calculation, taking into account nonuniformity of distribution of

harmful substances, heat and moisture according to height of room and

in working zone:

a) for rooms with heat releases - on surpluses of explicit heat;

b) for rooms with neat- and moisture removal - on surpluses of

explicit heat, moisture and concealed/latent heat, but by check to

prevention/warning of ccndensation of moisture on surfaces of

structures and equipment taxing into account requirements of p. 3.13

of present norms;
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c) for rooms with generation of gas - in a quantity of releasing

harms, from the condition of the safeguard of the maximum permissible

concentrations.

Notes: 1. A quantity of releasing into rooms industrial harmful

substances, heat and moisture should be accepted according to the

data of the technological part of project or norms of technological

design.

Page 19.

2. In the absence in tecnnological aspect of project or norms of

technological design of data on quantity of industrial harms, which

separate into rooms, them it is allow/assumed to determine according

to data of full-scale examination/inspections of analogous

enterprises or sanitary-hygiene characteristics, indicated in

passports of accepted in project enterprise of technological

equipment, and also by calculations.

3. During codeposition into rooms of harmful substances, heat

and moisture quantity ot additional air during design of ventilation

should be accepted greater, obtained from calculations for each form
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of industrial liberation/isolations.

5.5. To determine quantity of air for ventilation on

multiplicity of exchange of air is not allow/assumed, with exception

of cases, stipulated in standard documents, matched and affirmed in

routine.

5.6. Ejections in the atmosphere of air, driven out by

general/total exchange ventilation, which contains harmful and

unpleasantly reeking substances through concentrated devices (duct,

shaft/mine, deflectors) or tarouga distributed devices

(open/disclosed openings of lash/canopies, transom of windows and

other openings) and calculation ot scattering these substances, Rust

be provided for so that their concentration they would not exceed:

a) in atmospheric air of populated areas - maximum one-time,

indicated in section 9 Fre-ent norms.

Note. In the absence in taule 3 of values of the maximum

one-time concentrations or Aaratul substances should be taken during

the calculation of scattering the average/mean diurnal values of

concentrations, indicated in tAis table, for maximum one-time ones.

b) in the air, which enters inside buildings and constructions
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through intakes of the ventilation systems and air conditioning and

through openings for natural plenum ventilaticn, -30o/o of maximum

permissible concentrations of harmful substances in the working zone

of the industrial rooms, indicated in the section of 10 present

norms.

5.7. Air, driven out by local suction and dust-laden or harmful

and unpleasantly reeking substances, before ejection in the

atmosphere is subject to dacontaaination, which ensures requirements

p. 2.15, taking into account requirements paragraphs of 5.6 and 5.8

present norms, chapters SHIP on design of heating, ventilaticn and

air conditioning, and also branch standard documents, affirmed in

routine.

Page 20.

For the residual content oi harmful substances in ventilation

ejections during incomplete decontamination, just as in the absence

of technical means of decontamination, should be provided for

scattering harms in atmospheric air with the cbservance of the same

requirements.

With insignificant gross quantity of ventilation ejections with

by the content of harmful substances or by their small concentration

-
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in the ejected air it is allow/assumed not to provide for its

decontamination, if by scattering harmful substances in atmospheric

air under most unfavoratle conditions for this locality (direction

and wind force, atmospheric residue/settlings, Fressure, etc.) will

be provided requirements indicatea above.

In the absence of technical means of the decontamination of the

ejected air, one should allow for of constructing the purification

devices in enterprise in the future.

5.8. In calculations or contamination of atmospheric air,

created by ventilation ejections in populated areas and in territory

of enterprises, it is to consider maximum total ejections of harmful

substances in ventilation air, concentration of these substances in

atmospheric air from technological ejections according to data of

technological aspect of projects and background (existing)

concentrations of harms in region of constructions information about

which should be obtained from organs of sanitary-epidemiological

service of inistry of Pub. Health of USSR and Glavgidrometsluzhba.

Note. The calculation or scattering in the atmosphere of the

harmful substances, which are contained in ventilation ejections, is

conducted in the composition of the project of the ventilation of

enterprise.
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5.9. in industrial rooms wLth volume to one worker less than 20

m3 should be design/prcjected teed of surrounding air in quantity not

less than 30 m3/h to each worker, while in rooms with volume to each

worker it is more than O m3 - not less than 30 v3/h to each worker.

In rooms with the volume to each worker more than 40 nJ in the

presence of windows or windows and lamp/canopies and in the absence

of the liberation/isolation of the harmful and unpleasantly reeking

substances it is allow/assumed to frovide for the periodically acting

natural ventilation (open.ng of the folds of the interlacings of

windows and lamp/canopies).

Page 21.

During the design ot buildings, industrial rooms and their

separate zones (sections) wLtaout natural ventilation (ventilation)

with feed in them by the means of the mechanical ventilation only of

surrounding air, the vclume of surrounding air must comprise not less

than 60 v3/h by one working, out less single exchange of air (by

entire volume of room) in 1 h.

During application/use for these buildings, industrial rooms and
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their separate zones of taw systems of mechanical ventilation and air

conditioning with recirculation, the delivery volume of surrounding

air must be not less than 6U m'/a by one working, but less single

exchange of air in hour with the calculated multiplicity of exchange

of air 10 even more.

With the smaller calculated multiplicity of exchange of air (and

the application/use of recirculation) the delivery volume of

surrounding air must be not less than 60 m3/h by one worker, but is

not less than 20o/o common/general/total exchange of air.

Notes: 1. With the multiplicity of calculated exchange of air,

it is less than 10 and the application/use of recirculation it is

allow/assumed to decrease the delivery volume of surrounding air to

10o/o, if to one worker it is provided for to supply more than 120

m3/h of surrounding air.

2. To buildings and rooms witnout natural ventilation should be

related buildings and rooms in which is design/projected feed of

additional air only with means of mechanical ventilation, without

device of special openings for airing. To the zones (sections) of

rooms without natural ventilation should be also related the zones

(sections) of the aerated rooms, which are located at a distance more

than 30 a from external walls with aeration openings.
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3. By "absence of lineration/isolation of harmful substances"

should be understood this quantity in technological equipment, during

codeposition of which into air ot room of concentration in it of

harmful substances will not be exceeded maximum permissible,

establish/installed for working zone.

II51 5.10. General/total exchange suction and exhaust ventilation of

rooms without natural ventilation should be design/projected,

providing not less than two supply and two exhaust ventilation

installations productivity eaca not less than 50o/o required exchange

of air. It is allow/assumed to design/project according to one supply

and one exhaust installation, equipped with the reserve fan, included

automatically with the cessation of worker. Is allow/assumed also

blocking of the ventilation systems of this rcom with the systems,

which serve adjacent rooms for safeguard not less than 50o/o required

exchange of air with the cessation fan of basic system.
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Page 22.

5.11. If according to conditions of technology

isolated/insulated rooms without natural ventilation for dwelling

period of supply or exhaust general/total exchange ventilation can be

connected with adjacent rooms by open/disclosed openings, which

ensure sufficient aspiration or displacement of air, then for such

rooms it is allov/assumed not tc provide for indicated in p. 5.10 of

present norms reserve fans, out to have their necessary supply for

replacing malfunctioned fans in the course of twenty-four hours.

5.12. Disorganized influx of surrounding air for reimbursement

of drawing in cold period ox year during design of ventilation is

allow/assumed to accept in volume more single exchange of air in 1 h.

In this case, must be avcided a reduction in the temperature of air

in rooms lower than permissible temperature, the formation of mist in

rooms and the condensation of water vapors on the internal surfaces

of external walls, coatings and glazings of the openings the angle of

slope of which to the horizon is less than 550.
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5.13. It is allow/assused to provide for air intake from

adjacent rooms, if in them are not separate/liberated harmful and

unpleasantly reeking substances or if harmful substances are related

to 4 classes of danger and their content in air intake does not

exceed 30o/o of maximum paraissible concentrations in air of working

zone.

In this case, should be provided for the balance of air on the

organized influx and drawing in those interlocked by ventilation

adjacent rooms and the cbservance of the requirements of present

norms on the cleanliness of air.

Note. The device oi the exhaust ventilation with mechanical

stimulation, not compensated oy tae organized air influx, in

buildings and constructions witn furnace heating is not

allow/assumed.

5.14. During design of ventilation and hot-air heating, it is

allow/assumed to provide for recirculation cf air in cold and

transition periods of year.

For the airconditioning systems, it is allow/assuned to provide

for the recirculation of air in all seasons.
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During the application/use of recirculation of air, a quantity

of surrounding air, supplied to each worker, must correspond to the

requirements p. 5.9 of preseat norms.

Page 23.

5.15. Application/use of recirculation with hot-air heating, not

combined with ventilation, is allow/assumed to prcvide for in limits

one room, if in it there are no lioeration/isolations of harmful

substances, which are sublimated with contact with heated surfaces of

technological equipment and heaters of system of hot-air heating.

5.16. For recirculation it is allow/assumed to utilize air of

rooms, in which there are no liberation/isolaticns of harmful

substances or if releasing substances are related to 4 classes of

danger and concentraticn of these substances in supplied to room air

does not exceed 30o/o ot maximum permissible concentrations. In this

case, must be considered the requirements p. 5.17 of present norms.

It is allow/assumed to provide for the work of supply systems

for recirculation in idle time, if in rooms is excluded the

possibility of the residual liberation/isolations of harmful

substances 1 and 2 classes of danger.

I II I I I - ' -. r '
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5.17. Application/use of recirculation of air for ventilation,

hot-air heating and air conditioning is not allow/assumed to provide

for in rooms:

a) in air of which to oe contained pathogenic bacteria, viruses

and caps;

b) in which are clearly expressed unpleasant odors;

c) into air of which they are separate/liberated harmful

substances 1, 2 and 3 classes ot danger.

Note. The recirculation ot air it is allow/assumed to provide

for when a quantity of harmful suostances, which are found in

technological equipment, is suca, that during their one-time

liberation/isolation into air of the room of concentration in it will

not be exceeded maximum parmissible, establish/installed for a

working zone.

5.18. For rooms in which local increase in temperature and speed

of movement of additional air can lead to increase of concentrations

of harmful substances in air or working zone than higher provided for

by norms, in devices of systems ot plenum ventilation, hot-air

heating and air conditioning it is to provide fcr measures, which
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eliminate possibility ot increasiuy concentrations of harmful

substances in air of rooms.

Page 24.

5.19. Feed of additional air into ventilation rooms during

natural ventilation shculd oe, as a rule, provided for in warm period

of year at the level nct more than 1.8 a and in cold period of year -

not below 4 a from sex/floor to bottom of ventilation openings.

The feed of unheated air in the cold period of year on lower

marks allow/assumes under realization conditicn for the measures,

preventing the direct effect or cold air on wcrkers.

5.20. Temperature and delivery speed of air from air

distributors of ventilation systems, air conditioning and hot-air

heating should be calculated so that in working zone would be

provided meteorological conditions in accordance with section of 11

present norms.

5.21. Air or air-hear curtains (air curtains with preheating of

air) are to provide for in gates, which are open/disclosed more

frequent than five times or not less than on 40 min in exchange, or

in technological openings of heated buildings and constructions,
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which are constructed in regions with calculated temperature of

external air for designing heating - 150C it is below, in the absence

of trap-sluices, or when justified both at higher calculated

temperatures of surrounding air and with any duration of opening of

gates and other openings.

J

5.22. Air and air-beat curtains should be designed, so that for

period of opening winch, doors and technological openings temperature

of air in rooms at permanent work sites would be not below:

a) 140C in light physical work;

b) 120C in work of average/mean heaviness;

c) 80C in punishment.

In the-absence of permanent work sites near gates, doors and

technological openings, is allow/assumed a decrease in temperature of

air in this zone with taeir opening to 50C.

The temperature of tue mixture of the air, passing through gate,

technological openings and doors, should be provided for not lover

than temperatures of air, indicated in present point.
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5.23. Association into common/general/total exhaust installation

of suction of dust and easily condensing vapors, and also substances,

which are powerful with mixing o± creating harmful mixtures or

chemical compounds, of providing for is not allow/assumed.

Page 25.

5.24. Local suction, which drive out harmful substances I and 2

classes of danger from technological equipment, should be blocked

with this equipment in such d way that it cculd not work with

inaction of local exhaust ventilation.

If the cessation o production process with the disconnection of

local exhaust ventilation is impossible or with the cessation of

equipment (process) is continued the liberation/isolation of harmful

substances into air of rooms, in the quantities, which exceed those

indicated by note by 3 tc p. 5.9 of present norms, then should be

provided for the installation of reserve fans for local suction with

their automatic changeover.

5.25. Emergency ventilation should be provided for in accordance

with norms of technological design and requirements of departmental

standard documents, affirmed in routine in industrial rooms in which

most sudden possible admission into air of working zone of large
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quantities of harmful substances (besides dust). Design/projected

emergency ventilation should be, being guided by the demands of

chapter SNIP according to the design of heating, ventilation and air

conditioning, and also by other standard documents, affirmed in

routine.

If in departmental standard documents are absent indications

about the exchange of air oi emergency ventilation, then one should

provide for so that it tojetaer with the permanent ventilation would

provide exchange of air in room if necessary not less than 8

exchanges in 1 h by the inter-al volume of room.

5.26. Emergency ventilation must, as a rule, be provided for by

exhaust.

Deaeration by emergency ventilation (by exhaust and supply) it

must be provided for outside.

The reimbursement ot the adi, driven out by exhaust emergency

ventilation, must be prcvided for predominantly due to air intake

outside.

5.27. Discharge openings o emergency ventilation should not be

arrange/located in placas ot permanent stay of people and location of
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air-inlet devices of ventilation systems and air conditioning.

Page 26.

5.28. In projects irobanly as a rule, is provided for blocking

of emergency ventilation with gas analyzers, adjusted to permissible

concentrations of harmful substances.

Furthermore, the starting/launching of fans and the opening of

openings for deaeration ty emergency ventilation should be as a rule,

design/projected remote trom available places both from within and

outside rooms.

5.29. Installations of heatLng, ventilation and air conditioning

must not create at permanent work sites in industrial buildings in

service area of auxiliary bu.Lldins of noise, which exceeds

permissible sound pressure levels, and vibration, exceeding

establish/installed by Fresent norms.

5.30. In tunnels, intended for cycling or movement of people,

and also in rooms of technical floors should be provided for natural

or mechanical ventilaticn with calculated exchange of air.

5.31. For heating of buildings and constructions of enterprises,

I .. .III I I I | :t l 7+
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must be provided for systems, instruments and heat-transfer agents,

which do not create supilaaentary industrial harms.

5.32. Application/use of radiant heating with infrared gas

emitters is allov/assumed to provide for with full/total/complete

removal/distance of products of combustion in the atmosphere

(outside).

5.33. Heating systems must oe provided for with adjusters for

rooms, in which is necessary neat emission change.

5.34. During arrangement of permanent work sites about windows,

should be provided for defense ot workers from descending cold

airflow.

5.35. In systems ot panel neating, mean temperature of heating

surface must be provided for not nigher:

a) on heating surface of sex/tloor of 260C, with exception of

sex/floors in vestibules and other rooms with sojourn of people where

temperature on heating surtace of sex/floor is allow/assumed to

provide for to 30oC;

b) on heating surface of ceiling at height of room:

2.5-2,8 v - 28 C;
2.9-3,0 .v - 30° C;
3.1-3.4 - 33" C;
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c) on heating surface oi partitions and walls at height to I m

from the level of floor of 950C, but are above I to 3.5 a - 450C.

5.36. Heaters in industrial rooms with considerable

liberation/isolations of dust it is to provide for with smooth

surfaces, which allow/assume light decontamination.

5.37. Location of supply heating-ventilation equipment,

conditioners, which serve rooms, in which is not allow/assumed

recirculation of air, should be provided for in isolated/insulated

rooms.

During the design of exhaust ventilation installations, should

be provided for the measures, wnich prevent/warn the penetration of

the exhausted air into supply ventilation installations,

conditioners, into the rooms, intended for venting equipment, and

into industrial rooms.
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6. Requirements for water supply I of sewerage.

6.1. Design of water supply and sewerage of buildings and

constructions of enterprises should be carried out in accordance with

demands of chapters SNIP according to design of water supply and

sewerage and requirements of present norms.

6.2. Device of internal water supply line and sewerage, and also

systems of external water supply dad sewerage should be provided for

in industrial and auxiliary buildings and on industrial pads for

water supply to industrial and nousehold drinking needs and for

diversion/tap of effluents.

Note. The device of the household drinking water supply line and

sewerage in industrial ana auxiliary buildings is not necessary in

such a case, when in enterprise are absent thcse centralized water

supply line and sewerage and number of workers comprises not more

than 25 people into exchange.

6.3. Rules of selection of source of water supply and norm of

quality of water for household drinking needs and shower devices are

regulated by appropriate GOSTS.

Page 28.
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6.4. Selection of source o aousehold drinking water supplyIr
should be matched with local councils of deputies of workers and

local organs of sanitary-epidemiological service when selecting of

area/site under construction.

The maximum permissiole concentrations of harmful substances in

water of the basins of the public and domestic sanitation water-use

must not exceed sublimity, of the given in the section 12 present

norms.

6.5. Connection of grid/networks of household drinking water

supply with grid/networks of water supply lines, which feed water of

nonpotable quality, is not allow/assumed.

Note. In the individual exceptional cases according to agreement

in routine, it is allow/assumed to provide for the utilization of the

household drinking water supply as reserve for the water supply line,

which feeds water of nonpotable quality. The device of cross

connection in these cases must provide the air burst between

grid/networks.

6.6. Household drinking wazer supply lines, supplied from urban
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water supply line, must not have direct connection with other

household drinking water supply lines, supplied from local sources of

water supply.

6.7. Subterranean and underyround water, which satisfy health

and hygiene requirements for household drinking water, should be

provided for to utilization preaominantly for household drinking

water supply.

6.8. Project of hcusehold drinking water supply must provide for

organization of zones of sanitary protection of sources of water

supply and water-conducting constructions in accordance with acting

regulations and demands or chapter SNIP according to design of water

supply.

6.9. Norms of expenditure of water for household drinking needs

in industrial and auxiliary buildings of enterprises and variation

factors of water consumption it is to provide for in accordance with

chapter SNIP according to design of internal water supply line of

buildings.

Notes: 1. The norms of the expenditure/consumption of water

should be accepted lowered/reduced to 15 1 upon one worker into

exchange in the enterprises where is absent the domestic-human waste
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sewer age.

2. Quality of water for all torus of showers, manual and foot

baths, wash-stands, and also rot supply ventilation systems, cooling

of air of rooms by atomization/pulverization of water and

dust-depression must satisfy requirements of GOST for drinking water.

3. With deficiency/lacx in water of drinking quality, is

allow/assumed: supply of water to washing small reservoirs of toilet

bowls and to urinals from industrial water supply lines; to utilize

geothermal water (in their presence) on on target/purpose of hot

water supply of showers and wash-stands. The estimation of the

suitability of water must by performed by the organs of the

sanitary-epidemiological service.
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6.10. Diversion/tap of effluents and their decontamination

should be provided for in accordance with acting standard documents,

which are determining conditions of descent and degree of purity of

effluents.

6.11. It is forbidden to provide for descent of domestic-human

waste and industrial effluents into absorbing wells.
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The descent of tail waters from reverse vater-supply systems is

allow/assumed only into industrial sewerage of industrial enterprise.

The descent of the uncontaminated industrial effluents is

allow/assumed to provide for into shower sewerage.

The diversion/tap o efluents from showers and wash-stands

should be provided for into the grid/network cf the domestic-human

waste or industrial sewerage oi enterprise.

6.12. In the case of d.Lversion/tap and descent of industrial

flows, which release gases, should be provided for measures against

penetration of gases into rooms.

6.13. Association ot flows, during which are obtained chemical

reactions with liberaticn/isolation of harmful gases (for example,

hydrogen sulfide, hydrcen cyanide, hydrogen arsenide), is not

allow/assumed.

6.14. Descent into uruan sewer system of effluents, which

contain harmful substances, is permitted to provide for, if after

mixing with basic mass of effluents of concentration in them of

I I I -- I I II ' l l I II I " ...
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harmful substances they do not exceed establish/installed by norms

and do not influence course of biological deccntanination of floes.

6.15. Location of insAllations according to purification of

waste water in industrial nuildiags is allow/assumed to provide for

when from composition of eftiuents, and alsc during their mixing and

decontamination thay are not formed and are not separate/liberated

harmful or badly reeking vapors and gases (for example, mercaptans,

hydrogen sulfide, hydrogen cyanide, hydrogen arsenide) or under

condition of sealing/pressurization of all Frccesses of purification

of waste water.
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6.16. Location of external grid/networks and constructions of

water supply and sewerage should ve provided for in accordance with

instructions of corresponding chapters SNIP.

The sizes of the sanitary-protection zones for the constructions

of sewerage should be accepted in accordance with section 8 present

norms.

6.17. Devices for supply ot workers by drinking water should be

design/projected taking into account demands cf chapter. SNIP for the
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design of auxiliary buildings dnd rooms of industrial enterprises.

7. Requirements for illumiadtiou L to ultraviolet lighting.

7.1. During design of natural and artificial illumination in

industrial and auxiliary ouildings and rooms, and also artificial

illumination in territories or enterprises it is to be guided by

demands of chapters SNIP accordiay to design of natural and

artificial illumination and other chapters SNIP, and also by

requirements of branch norms of design of illumination, developed and

affirmed in routine, and Dy requirements of present norms.

7.2. Industrial rooms (vita permanent stay of workers) without

natural illumination or with insufficient according tc biological

effect natural illumination (daylight factor less than 0.1o/o) must

be equipped by installations of artificial ultraviolet radiation

(with erythemal lamps).

For this purpose is most ettective the application/use of

installations of the general erythemal irradiation of workers, which

must be provided for first of all in the enterprises, arrange/located

behind the Artic circle.

Until the safeguard of a tecanical capability of the creation of
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such installations, it is aecessazy to provide for the device

photariums (with erythenal lamps), the available in territory

enterprises.

The design of the installations of artificial ultraviolet

radiation should be produced on the special standard document,

affirmed in routine.
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,.40oSW&eS
8. Sanitary classificatioa ox enterprises WQ i productions, thermal

electric stations, storage Duildings, ar d7 constructions v4Nthe

size/dimensions of the sauJtary-protection zones for then.

8.1. For enterprises, buildings and constructions with

technological processes, waica are sources of liberation/isolation of

industrial harms into environment, should be provided for

sanitary-protection zones in accordance with section of 2 present

norms, depending on sanitary classification.

Note. During the orgauizatioa of new productions and

technological processes, not connected in this classification, the

size/dimension of the sanitary-protection zone must be

establish/installed in eacA speciic case according to agreement with
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the main sanitary-epidemioiogcdi administration of the Ministry of

Pub. Health of the USSR and GOSSTROY of the USSR.

INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISES.

8.2. For industriai aat rpcisus depending on character of

production and power, should De provided for sanitary-protection

zones indicated below.

Chemical enterprises and productions.

Class I. Sanitary-protection zone by the size/dimension of 1000

3.

1. Production of connectea nitrogen (ammcnia, nitric acid,

nitric manure and other tertiliaers).

2. Production of intarmediate products of aniline dye industry

of benzene and ether/ester saries/number (aniline, nitrobenzene,

phenol, etc.) at total Jode: oL production is more than 1000 t/yr.

3. Production of intermediate products of naphthalene and

anthracene series/number tnetaaaphthol, H-acid, phenyl-peri acid,

Schoellkopf's acid, antbraquiaone, phthalic anhydride, etc.) more
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than 2000 t/yr.

41. Production of broaine iron.

5. Manufacture of chemical pulp and hemicellulose using acid

sulfite, bisulfite or monosulpaite methods with preparation of

cooking solution/openings ay combusting of sulfur or other

sulfur-containing materials, and also manufacture of chemical pulp

using sulfate method (sulfateceliuLose).
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6. Production of illuminating, water and generator gases with

productivity is more than 50000 23/h.

7. Stations of subterranean gasification of carbcn/coal.

8. Production of sodium aydroxide'and chlorine electrolytically.

9. Production of rara earth metal by chlcrination

(titanium-magnetite, etc.).

10. Production of artiticial viscose fiber and cellophane.
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11. Production of concentratOu mineral fertilizers.

12. Production of orgalc solvents and oils (benzene, toluene,

xylene, naphthol, phenol, ccaosol, anthracene, phenanthrene,

acridine, carbazole)

13. Production in arsenic aud its inorganic compounds.

14. Production of oil gas in quantity of more than 5000 @3/h.

15. Enterprises foL refining of petroleum 1.

FOOTNOTE 1. During petroleum refining with the content of sulfur of

less than 0.5o/o (weight) the sanitary-protecticn zone should be

accepted the size/dimension of 500 m. ENDFOOTNOTE.

16. Production of Ficric acia.

17. Production of hydrofLucric acid, cryolite, hydrogen fluoride

and fluoride salts.

18. Enterprises with to processing/treatment of coal.

19. Enterprises for cremical processing/treatment of peat.
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20. Enterprises fox processing/treatment of bituminous shale.

21. Production of mercury.

22. Production of carnou aiacx.

23. Production of sulfuric acid, oleum and sulfur dioxide.

24. Production of caroon disulfide.

25. Production of kydrocnlcric acid.

26. Production of suparphosphate.

27. Production in lbospaorus (yellow, red) and

phosphorous-organic comjounds (Thiophos [ - parathion],

carbophos, etc.).

28. Production of cnlorinated and hydrochorinated hydrocarbons.

29. Production of caroide of calcium, acetylene from carbide of

calcium and derivatives on basis ot acetylene.
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30. Production of dimettaylterephthalate.
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31. Production of caproldctda.

32. Production of fiament "nitron".

33. Production of synthetic ethyl alcohol using sulfuric acid

method or method of direct/stra i t hydration when concentration of

sulfuric acid or sulfur removal is present,.

34. Production of syahetic rubber.

35. Production cf foaming agents.

36. Production of amines (monomethylamine, dimethylamine,

diethylamines, triethylamines, etc.).

37. Production of cyanid%* salts (potassium, sodium, copper,

etc.), black cyanide, dacydnaulde, cyanamide of calcium.
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38. Production of acids: aminoenanthic, undecane amide,

aminopelargonic, thiodivaleac and isophthalic.

39. Production nitrl-5oiU2, hydrazine of sulfate, hydrazine of

hydrate, sulfate of ammonium, tuionyl chloride, ammonium carbonate

and ammonium of carbonate.

40. Acetylene generation iron hydrocarbon gases.

41. Production of diameta Itormaxide.

42. Production of ethyl fluid.

43. Production of catalysts.

144. Production of Froducts and intermediate products for

synthetic polymeric materials.

45. Production of sulfurous organic dye/Figments

(sulfurous-black, etc.).

46. Production of hydrocyanic acid and its derivatives

(acrylates, diisocyanates, etc.).
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47. Production of beryllium.

48. Production of cnamicdl synthetic medicinal preparations.

49. Production of synthetic fatty acids and production of

highest greasy/fatty alconols by direct/straight oxidation by oxygen.

50. Production of ercajptas and interlocking plants imparting

odor to of gas by mercaptans with stocks of odorant.

51. Potassic combines.

Class I. Sanitary-protectioa zone by the size/dimension of 500

1. Production of urea and thiourea.

2. Enterprises for processingj/treatment of natural oil gas.

3. Production of niobium.

Page 34.

4. Production of tantalum.
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5. Production of genarator gas on angle and peat in quantity of

25000-50000 m3 /h.

6. Production and processing/treatment of natural resins and

their residue/remainders (coal-tar pitch, etc.).

7. production calcined soda using ammonium soda process in

quantity of more than 40O000 t/yr.

8. Productions of syntaseic ethyl alcohol using sulfate method

or using method of direct/straight hydration in the absence of shop

of boiling down of sulfur.c acid, and also in the absence of sulfur

removal at plant with second production method.

9. Production of ammonium, potassium, soda and calcium nitrate.

10. Production of chemical organic reagents.

11. Production of plastics trom ether/esters of cellulose.

12. Production of corundum.

I.l
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13. Production of barium chloride with utilization of hydrogen

sulfide.

14. Production of technical hydrogenated fat (with obtaining of

hydrogen by nonelectric matnod).

15. Production of artificial- (copper-ammonium and acetate), and

also synthetic chemical draw plates (caprone, Lavsan, Khlorin, Vinol,

Anid, enanthic fiber).

16. Production of ultramarine.

17. Production of chromic anhydride and salts of chromic acid.

18. Production of artiticial leather with application/use of

volatile organic solvents.

19. Production of esters.

20. Production of products ot organic synthesis (alcohol, ethyl

ether, etc.) and oil gases during processing/treatment is more than

5000 m3/h.

21. Production of Intermediate products of ariline dye industry

II II I I I: II I I Ia m , ,3 , ' r
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of benzene and ether/ester series/number (aniline, nitrobenzene,

nitroaniline, alkylamincle, calorobenzene, nitrochlorobenzene,

phenol, etc.) at total rcwer of less than 1000 t/yr.

22. Production of internedi4te products of naphthalene and

anthracene series/nuamber, ( etanapahol, H-acid, phenyl of

Schoellkopf's acid, Schoeliopffs acid, anthraquinone, phthalic

anhydride, etc.) at total power to 2000 t/yr.
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23. Production of vat dyes ot all classes of azotol and azoic

dyes.

24. Pilot plants of aniline dye industry at total power to 2000

t/yr and turned out productions ot less than 1000 t/yr.

25. Enterprises for production of asbestos articles.

26. Production of acetic acid.

27. Production of polyetaylene and polypropylene on basis of

petroleum casing-head gas.
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28. Production of nutrient yeast and furfural from wood and

agricultural departure/wu idrauals by method of hydrolysis.

29. Production 3.3 I ai (methyl chloride) oxocyclobutane,

polycarbonate, copolymeLs of ethylene with Frcpylene on basis of

natural casing-head gases; polymers of highest Folyolefins on basis

of natural casing-head gases.

30. Production of pitch, liquid and volatile fractions from

wood, methyl alcohol, acetic acid, turpentine, turpentine oils,

acetone, creosote.

31. Production of nicotine.

32. Production of puenol aldehyde, polyether/polyester, epoxy

and other synthetic resins in quantity of more than 300 t/yr.

33. Production of syntnetic camphor by isomerization method.

34. Production of aelamine and cyanuric acid.

35. Production of iolycarbonates.

Class III. Sanitary-protection zone by the size/dimension of 300
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1. Production of bitumen an4 other products from

residue/remainders of distillate of coal pitch, oil, evergreen (tar,

flux oil, etc.).

2. Production of soda asa using ammonium soda process in

quantity of less than 4q0(00 t/yr.

3. Production of caustic sodium hydroxide using Lovig's process

and calciferous.

4. Production of mineral salts, with exception of salts of

arsenic, phosphorus and chroaium, lead and mercury.

5. Production of petroleum gas in quantity from 1000 to 5000

m3/h, and also generator gases from 5000 to 25000 m3/h.

6. Production of plastics (carbolite, vinyl chloride, etc.).
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7. Production of phenol aldehyde molding materials, and also

pressed and winding articles made of paper and fabrics, impregnated
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with phenol aldehyde resins, in quantity more than 100 t/yr.

8. Production of artiricl mineral pigments.

9. Enterprises for reclaimin4 of rubber and rubber.

10. Production accordiny to production of busbar/tires, rubber

technical articles, ebonite and sized foot-wear, and also rubber

compound for them.

11. Chemical ore processing oi rare earth metal for obtaining

salts of antimony, bismuth, lithium, etc.

12. Production of tertilizer mixtures.

13. Production of carbon articles for electrical industry

(brush, electrocarbons, etc.).

14. Productions according to vulcanizaticn of articles made of

rubber with application/use o± carbon disulfide.

15. Production of acataldehyde in a vapor-phase manner without

application/use of metallic mercury.
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16. Production and tase line warehouses of ammonia water.

17. Production of foiysryraene and styrene copolymers.

18. Production of organosiilicon varnishes, liquids and resins.

19. Gas-distributing sLations of main-line gas lines with

odor-i:!Aparting installations wiLth mercaptans.

20. Production of sebdcic acid.

21. Production of vinyl acetate, polyvinyl acetate, polyvinyl

alcohol, polyvinyl acetate emulsion, acetals and Viniflex.

22. Production according to processing/treatment of

fluoroplasts.

23. Production of ilasticizers.

24. Production of nutrient yeast from departure/withdrawals of

wood and agriculture (subsolar null, maize cakbage hearts, straw,

etc.) by method of hydrolysis.

25. Production of isoactyl alcohol, oil anhydride, butyric acid,
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foam plastic, vinyltoluene, polyvinyl toluene, polyurethanes for

founding, polyformaldehyde, ragenezation of organic acids (acetic,

oil, etc.), formalin, urotropin, yiantaerythryte, methylpyrrolidone,

polyvinylpyrollidone, Froducts cr organic synthesis (alcohol, ethyl

alcohol, etc.) of oil gas during pLocessing/treatment is less than

5000 m3/h.

26. Production of varnishes (oil, alcoholic, typographical for

rubber industry, that insulates, etc.).
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27. Production of drying oil.

28. Production of phenol aldehyde, polyether/polyester,

poliamide, epoxy and other syntaetic resins in quantity to 300 t/yr.

29. Productions of carbonyls of metals.

30. Production of metuionine.

31. Production of anzibiotics biologically.

Class IV. Sanitary-protection zone by the size/dimension of 100
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1. Production of paper fro& finished cellulose and rags.

2. production of galiJta aud other protein plastics

(aminoplasts, etc.).

3. Production of glycerin.

4. Production of eaaael.s on condensation resin.

5. Production it wasned.

6. Production of organic preparations (see meat-packings plant).

7. Production of generaro gas on angle and peat in quantity to

5000 83/h.

8. Chemical ore processing of rare earth metal for obtaining

salts of molybdenum, tungsteu and cobalt.

9. Production of pneaol aldehyde mold4 ig materials, and also

pressed and winding articles made of paper and fabrics, impregnated

with phenol aldehyde resins, in quantity not more than 100 t/yr.
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10. Production of technical hydrogenated fat (with obtaining of

hydrogen by electrolytic method).

11. Productions, saIt-uaaLn9 and salt-grinding.

12. Production of phdraaceutical salts of potassium (chloride,

sulfate and of potash).

13. Production of ruaaer foot-wear without application/use of

organic solvents and rubber compounds without application/use of

carbon black.

14. Production of miaerai zertilizers of liquid ones.

15. Production of vcaillin and saccharin.

16. Production of oil gas in quantity to 1000 m3/h.

17. Production of pressing materials (phenol-formaldehyde, urea

and melamine-formaldehyde, organosilicon, etc.).

Page 38.
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18. Production of artiricial leather on basis of

polyvinylchloride and other resins without application/use of

volatile organic solvents.

19. Productions of polycnlorovinyl plasticizer, polyvinyl

chlorid plastic, miplastic separators of expanded polyurethane,

expanded plastics, fiberglass materials, styrcfoam.

20. Production of alLaloias and galenic preparations.

21. Production of mineral natural color/paints (chalk, ocher,

mummy. etc.).

22. Production of perfumery.

23. Production of tanning extract.

24. Production of articies made of synthetic resins, polymeric

materials and plastics oy difteren; methods (Fressing, extrusion,

press casting vacuum- mclding, etc.).

25. Production of synthetic powder-like cleaning agents.
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Class V. Sanitary-protection zone by the size/dimension of 50 a.

1. Production of inorgaaic reagents in the absence of chlorine

sh o ps.

2. Productions according to vulcanization of rubber without

application/use of carbon disulfiae.

3. Production of carbouic acid and "dry ice".

4. Production of artificial pearl.

5. Production of articles made of plastics and synthetic resins

(only machining).

6. Production photochemical (photographic plates, motion picture

films and photographic papers).

7. Production of mineral fertilizers of carbonate ones.

8. Points of purification, flushing and steaming of cisterns

(with transport of oil and petroleum products).
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9. Production of different forms of paper and carton from

imported semi-finished iroducts; manufacture cf mechanical wood pulp

and hemicellulose with application/use of soda or mono-sulfite during

obtaining of finished mcno-sulfite and without combustion of waste

sulfur-containing lyes and otuer materials and without

application/use of liquia sultuzr ioxide.

10. Plants of polygraphic color/paints.

11. Production of zinished medicinal forms.

12. Production of compressed and liquified products of

separation of air.
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Mfetallurgical, machine-building and metalworking enterprises and

productions.

Class I. Sanitary-protection zone by the size/dimension of 1000

m.
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1. Enterprises for secondary processing/treatment of nonferrous

metals (copper, lead, zinc, etc.) in quantity more than 3000 t/yr.

2. Production on burning out of coke.

3. Production on sieltiny or cast iron with total volume of

blast furnaces is more than 150U ma.

4. Combine of ferrous metaiiurgy with full/total/complete

metallurgical cycle in power ot more than 1 million t/yr of cast iron

they became.

5. Production they became open-hearth and direct spinning

methods with shops for processing/treatment of by-products (grinding

of Thomas slag, etc.) during issue of basic production from 1 million

t/yr and more.

6. Production on smelting of nonferrous metals is direct from

ores and concentrates (among other things lead, tin, copper, nickel).

7. Production of aluminum by method of electrolysis of fused

salts of aluminum (alumina).

8. Production on smelting of special-cast irons; production of
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ferro alloys.

9. Enterprises for ayg.oaeration of ores of ferrous and

nonferrous metals and burnt ore.

10. Production of alumina (oxide of aluminum).

11. Production of pig iron mold casting in quantity of more than

100,000 t/yr.

Class II. Sanitary-Frotection zone by the size/dimension of 500

me

1. Production of magnesium (by all methods, except chloride).

2. Production of ncnferrous metals in quantity of more toan 2000

t/yr.

3. Enterprises for secondary processing/treatment of nonferrous

metals (copper, lead, zinc, etc.) in quantity from 2000 to 3000 t/yr.

4. Production on smelting of cast iron with total volume of

blast furnaces from 500 to 1500 n3.
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5. Combine of ferrous metallurgy with full/total/complete

metallurgical cycle in power to I million t/yr of cast iron and

steel.
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6. Production they became open-hearth, electrosselting and

direct spinning methods with shops for reworking of

departure/vithdravals (grinding of Thomas slag, etc.) with issue

basic production in quantity to I million t/yr.

7. Production of lead batteries.

8. Production for guiding Thomas slag.

9./Production of autimony by the pyro-metallurgical me*t,-c.

10. Production of cast-iron shaped casting in the amount of more

than 20,000 to 100,000 ton per year.

11. Production of zinc, copper, nickel, and cobalt by the elec-

trolysis of afueous soluctions method.

Class III. SanitarV - protective zone with a dimension of

300 m.

1. Production in beneficiating metals without hot working.

2. Production of' lead-sheathed Cables ur with rubber insulation.

3 Production of cast-iron shaped castings in the amount from

10,000 to 20,000 ton per year.

F " I I-- ' I i i J I - i I i i ,- - .. .. .



4. Enterprises for secondary processing of non-ferrous metals

(copper, lead, zinc and others) in the amount of up to 1000 tons per

year.

5. Production of non-ferrous metals in the amount of from 100 to

2,000 tons per year.

6. Production of mercury and instruments with mercury (mercury

rectifiers, thermometers, lamps and so forth).

7. Production in founding pig iron with total volume of blast

furnaces of less than 500 m

8. Production of shaped colored press casting in power 10000 t

of founding per annum (9500 t of press casting from aluminum alloys

and 500 t of founding from zinc alloys).

9. Production of metal electrodes (with utilization of

manganese).

Class IV. Sanitary-protection zone by the size/dimension of 100

m.

[ 1. Production of machines ad instruments of electrical
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engineering industry (dynaaos, condenser/capacitors, transformers,

projectors, etc.) in presence of small foundry and other

metallurgical plants.

2. Production of cable of Dare.

3. Production of boilers.

4. Production of metal electrodes.

5. Enterprises of meral iaorication industry with pig iron,

steel (in quantity to IUO t/yr) and colored (in quantity to 100

t/yr) founding.
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6. Production of aatiaony electrolytically.

7. Type-casting plants (with possible ejections of lead in the

atmnosphere) .

Class V. Sanitary-protection zone by the size/dimension of 50 a.

1. Enterprises of metal tabrication industry with heat

A-"
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processing/treatment without foundries.

2. Production of alkaline batteries.

3. Type-casting plants.

4. Production of instruments for electric industry (electric

lamps, lamp/canopies, etc.) in tie absence of foundries and without

application/use of mercury.

5. Production of hard alloys and refractory metals in the

absence of shops of chemical treatment of ores.

6. Printing houses.

Enterprises for the yield of ores and nonmetallic ores.

Class I. Sanitary-protection zone by the size/dimension of 1000

U.

1. Enterprises for yie.Ld of o.1 with ejection of hydrogen

sulfide from 0.5 to I t/24 hrs, ana also with large content of

volatile hydrocarbons.
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2. Enterprises for yield or lead ores, mercury, arsenic,

manganese.

3. Enterprises for yield of natural gas.

Class II. Sanitary-protection zone by the size/dimension of 500

a.

1. Enterprises for yield it is phosphorite, apatite, pyrites

without chemical treatment.

2. Enterprises for yield of bituminous shale.

3. Enterprises for yield of stone, brown and other carbon/coals.

4. Enterprises for yield of iron and polymetallic ores (with

exception of lead ones, mercury, arsenic and manganese) and rocks of

VIII-XI categories by open pit mining.

Class l11. Sanitary-protection zone by the size/dimension of 300

3.

1. Enterprises for yield of oil with election of hydrogen

sulfide to 0.5 t/24 hrs with small content of volatile hydrocarbons.
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2. Enterprises for yield of rocks of VI-VII category: dolomite,

magnesite, asbestos, *ars, asphdit by open pit mining.

-I
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Page 42.

3. Enterprises for yield of metalloids in an open manner.

4. Production of bLa.uettes from small/fine peat and

carbon/coal.

5. Hydro-shaft/mines and concentrating plants with wet process

of enrichment.

Class IV. Sanitary-protection zone by the size/dimension of 100

U.

1. Enterprises for yield oi stone common salt.

2. Enterprises to to yielu or peat by milling.

3. Enterprises for yield of ores of metals and metalloids in a

mine/shaft manner, with excepticn of lead ores, mercury, arsenic and

manganese.
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Productions of building industry.

Class 1. Sanitary-protection zone by the size/disension of 1000

3.

1. Production of portland cement, portland slag cement and

pozzolana cement in quantity of more than 150,000 t/yr.

2. Production of magnesite, dolomite and fireclay vith firing in

shaft, rotary and other kilns.

Class II. Sanitary-protection zone by the size/dimension of 500

1. Production of gypsum (alabaster).

2. Production of asbestos.

3. Production of lime (calciferous plants with shaft and rotary

kilns).

4. Production of portland cement, portland slag cement, etc. in

quantity to 15$000 t/yr.

.. .-I ,h
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5. Production of aspuat concrete at not stationary plants.

Class III. Sanitary-protection zone by size/dimension 300 a.

1. Production of artificial fillers (kerasite, etc.).

2. Production of glass wool and slag wool.

3. Production of local cements (clay cement, roman cement,

gypsum slag, etc.) in quantity to 5000 t/yr.

4. Production of tar paper and Ruberoid.

5. Production of asphalt concrete at stationary plants.

Class IV. Sanitary-protection zone by size/dimension 100 a.

1. Production of artificial stones and concrete articles.

Page 43.

2. Elevators of cements and other dusty building materials.

3. Production of building materials from departure/withdrawals
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of heat and power plant,

4, Production of asbestos cement articles.

5. Production of polymeric building materials.

6. Production of porcelain and faience articles.

7. Production of red and silicate brick.

8. Production of ceramic and refractory articles and marls.

9. Stone-foundry.

10. Production of glass.

Class V. Sanitary-protection zone by size/dimension 50 a.

1. Enterprises for yield ot stone nonexplosively and enterprise

for processing/treatment of natural stones.

2. Production of gypsum articles.

3. Production of reed pressboard, pressed straw, trim,
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fibrolite, etc.

i. Production of clayey articles.

Productions according tc processing/treatment are woody.

Class 1. Sanitary-protection zone by size/dimension 1000 a.

1. Lumber-industry economies (production with chemical

processing of wood and obtaining charcoal).

Class I. Sanitary-protection zone by size/dimension 500 a.

1. Production of charcoal in a retort manner.

Class I1. Sanitary-protection zone by size/dimension 300 a.

1. Enterprises for wood preservation by impregnation.

2. Production of articles made of wood wool: particle boards,

wood fiberboard with utilization as connecting/cementing synthetic

resins.
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Class IT. Sanitary-protection zone by size/dimension 100 a.

1. Production of wood wool.

2. Plants saw-mill, plywood and parts of wooden standard

* buildings.

3. Ship-building shipyards for producing wooden vessels.

4. Production transport.

Page 44.

5. Production of conzferous-vitanin flour, chlorophyll-carotine

paste, coniferous extract.

Class T. Sanitary-protection zone by size/dimension 50 a.

1. Enterprises of woodworking-carpentry, furniture, parquet,

box.

2. Enterprises for wood preservation by salt and aqueous

I
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solutions (without salts of arsenic) and by supercoating.

3. Production of articles made of wood wool: particle, wood

fiberboard, cement-fiber oards, etc.

4. Production of cooper articles made of finished stave.

5. Production cloth-weaving.

6. Ship-building shipyards for producing of wooden launches and

boats.

Textile productions and productions of light industry.

Class I. sanitary-protection zone by size/dimension 1000 m.

1. Enterprises for primary processing/treatment of knock with

device of shops for processing/treatment of seeds by mercury-organic

preparations.

Class II. Sanitary-protection zone of size 500 a.

1. Enterprises for chemical impregnation and

processing/treatment of fabrics by carbon disulfide.
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2. Production of artificial leather and film materials, oil

cloth, artificial leather with application/use of volatile organic

solvents to 2 t/24 hrs.

Class 111. Sanitary-protection zone by size/dimension 300 m.

1. Enterprises for contnaous impregnation of fabrics and papers

by oil, oil-asphalt, Bakelite and other varnishes volume of

production are mor _ than 300 t/yr of impregnated material.

2. Enterprises for primary processing/treatment of vegetable

fiber (flax, hemp, cotton and indian hemp).

3. Enterprises for the impregnation and processing/treatment of

fabrics (leatherette, leather substitute, etc.) by chemical

substances, with exception of carDon disulfide.

4. Enterprises bleacangn and dying.

5a Production of polyvimelchloride one-sided reinforced films

and films from combined polymers, rubbers for bottom of foot-wear,

regenerate with application/use of solvents to I t/24 hrs.

I ..
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Page 45.

Class IV. Sanitary-protection zone by size/dimension 100 a.

1. Enterprises for continuous impregnation of fabrics and papers

by oil, oil-asphalt, Bakelite and other varnishes in volume of

production to 300 t/yr of impregnated material.

2. Enterprises of cottonized fibers.

3. Enterprises coccon-cooking and silk-unwinding.

4. Mixed enterprises.

5. Enterprises of heap-jute winding, rope, binding twine, string

and according to processing/treatment of ends.

6. Production of yarn and fabrics from wool, knock and flax in

presence of dye, bleaching and foundry shops.

7. Production of haberdashery-tanning carton with finishing with

polymers with application/use of organic solvents to 0.5 t/24 hrs and
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production of rubbers for bottom of shoes without application/use of

volatile organic solvents.

Class V. Sanitary-protection zone by size/dimension 50 m.

1. Production of yarn and faorics from knock, flax and wool in

the absence of dye and tleaching shops.

2. Enterprises knitted and lace.

3. Silk-weaving producrions.

4. Sewing factories.

5. Production of carpets and artificial astrakman.

6. Production of shoe cartons on tanning and tanning-cellulose

filament without application/use ot solvents.

7. Production of foot-wear.

Productions according to the processing/treatment of animal products.

Class I. Sanitary-protection zone by size/dimension 1000 m.
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1. Plants of glue boiling, preparing glue from

residue/remainders skin/leatner, field and dumping bone and other

animal departure/withdrawals and discards.

2. Production of tecanical gelatin from field rotted bone,

fleshings, residue/remainders of skin/leather and other animal

departure/withdrawals and discards with their storage on warehouse

and in open air.

Page 46.

3. Reclaim plants according to processing/treatment fell

animals, fishes, their parts and other animal departure/withdrawals

and discards (conversion into grease, feed for animals, fertilizer,

etc.,).

Class II. Sanitary-protection zone by size/dimension 500 m.

1. Plants bonecalcinating and bone grinding.

2. Enterprises fatmeltxng (production of technical grease) in

quantity more than 30 t/yr.
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Class III. Sanitary-protection zone by size/dimension 300 a.

1. Enterprises for processiuj/treatuent of damp/crude fur hides

of animals and dying/coloring: saeepskin-fur, sheepskin-tanned, fur,

production of chamois, saffian, caeverel and sc forth - with

processing/treatment of by-proaucrs.

2. Enterprises for processLng/treatment of damp/crude

skin/leather of large/coarse animals: skin-tawing and skin-tanning

(production of bottom material, russet, kip and calf leathers) - with

processing/treatment of by-products.

3. Enterprises fatmelting (production of technical grease) in

quantity to 30 t/yr.

4. enterprises for wasn of wool.

5. Warehouses of wet-brine and unfinished skin/leather (more

than 200 pieces).

Class IV. Sanitary-protection zone by size/dimension 100 m.
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1. Production of steletons and visual aids from corpses of

animals.

2. Mixed feed plants (production of feeds for animals from food

residue/remainders).

3. Production fulling dnd edging- felt.

4. Production of gelatin ot highest type from fresh undecayed

bones with minimum period or storage on specially arranged warehouses

with cooling.

5. Enterprises according to processing/treatment of hair,

bristle, down, pen, horns and hooves.

6. Productions intestinal-string and catgut.

Class V. Sanitary-protection zone by size/dimension 50 m.

1. Production of lacquered stin/leather.

2. Production of articles made of finished leather.

3. Production of brushes from bristle and hair.
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4. Warehouses of wt-brine skin/leather (to 200 pieces) for

time/temporary storage (without processing/treatment).

5. Fulling workshoks.

Page 47.

Productions according to the processing/treatment of foodstuffs and

food flavorings.

Class II. Sanitary-irotection zone by size/dimension 500 m.

1. Cattle base are more than 1000 heads of given cattle.

2. Slaughter houses (large/coarse and small/fine cattle),

meat-packings plant and slaughterhouses, including bases for

pre-slaughter content of cattle within limits to three-day supply of

beef cattle.

3. Enterprises on melting cf grease from marine animals.

4. Enterprises intestiual-wasaing.
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5. Stations and points of decontamination and flushing of cars

after transport of cattle (disinfection-washing stations and points).

Class III. Sanitary-protection zone by size/dimension 300 a.

1. Enterprises beet sugar.

2. Plants of feed 4ntibiotics.

3. Fish trades.

4. Cattle bases to 1000 heads of given cattle.

5. Shops for production of ferments with surface method of

cultivation.

6, Slaughter houses of small/fine animals and birds.

Class IV. Sanitary-protection zone by size/dimension 100 a.

1. Hills, hulling mill, grain-hulling enterprises and sixed feed

plants.
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2. Elevators.

3. Enterprises coftee-roasting.

4. Enterprises for boiiiag of cheese.

5. Production of oleomargarxne and margarine.

6. Enterprises meat-smoking.

7. Production of food alcohol.

8. Enterprises fish-canning and fish-sirloin with scrap

processing shops, fisheries.

9. Shops for production of ferments with deep method of

cultivation.

10. Beet sugar plants without pulp storage.

11, Maize- starch, maize-sirup plants.
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12. Production of albumin.

13. Enterprises for processing/treatuent of vegetables (to

drying, to salting to leavening).

14. Production of dextrin, glucose and sirup.

15. Production of starch.

Page 48.

Class V. Sanitary-potection zone by size/dimension 50 a.

1. Confectionery factories.

2. Production of table vinegar.

3. Enterprises tobacco-lov-grade tobacco (tobacco-fermentation

plants, tobacco and cigarette-lov-grade tobacco factories).

4. Tea-veiqhing factories.

5. Plants distillery.
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6. Enterprises oil (veyatable oils).

7. Canneries.

8. Vegetable storages.

9. Sugar-refining plants.

10. Plants of cognac brandy.

11. Breweries (without malthouse).

12. Macaroni factories.

13. Milky and butter-makng plants (animal oils)

14. Sausage factories by productivity are sore than 3 t into

exchange.

15. Bread-baking plants.

16. Factories food procurement.

17. Coolers capacitance than bOO t.
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18. Plants of primary wine-aaking.

19. Vine plants.

20. Plants of grape juice.

21. Plants of fruit and vegetable juices and alcohol-free

beverages.

22. Enterprises for ooiling of commercial malt and preparation

of yeast.

23. Fish-smoking plants.

THERMAL POWER STATIONS AND BOILAR hOUSES.

8.3. Sanitary-protection zones for thermal pover stations and

boiler houses should be defined oy calculation of scattering in the

atmosphere of containing in ejections harmful substances on the basis

of standard documents, dftirmed in routine.

SANITARY-ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTIONS AND INSTALLATIONS OF MUNICIPAL

.. .... I i I
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DESIGNATION

8.4. For sanitary-eainaerin- constructions and installations of

municipal designation/purposa sanitary-protection zones should be

establish/installed in dependence on their sanitary classification

and power.

Page 49.

Class I. sanitary-protection zone by size/dimension 1000 a.

1. Controlled/inspected unimproved dumps for impurities and

liquid economic discards of organic origin and solid putrefying

discards.

2. Fields of plowing-in and field of sanitation.

Class II. Sanitary-protection zone by size/dimension 500 a.

1. Cattle cemeteries with ourial/concealment in pits.

2. Reclaim plants [or liquidation of corpses of animals and meat

waste.

-- I . . . ..,. . .. , ' , , :; ' ' " s
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3. ubbishincinerating and ruabish-processing plants central.

4. Perfected dumps for solid waste.

5. Sections of couoosting of solid wastes and impurities of

populated area (central).

Class 1II. Sanitary-protection zone by size/dimension 300 a.

1. Cemeteries.

2. Rubbishincinerating and xubbish-sorting plants of district

designation/purpose.

3. Central bases for collection of reclaimable scrap.

4. Cattle burial vita biological by camera/chambers.

5. Drainage stations.

6. Sections for greenhouses, not-houses with utilization of

debris.

7. Sections for greenhouses, hot-houses with utilization of

l .. . .. . .. . .... i. .... .. . . .... . .' . . ,. ', : ' . .
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debris.

Class IV. Sanitary-protection zone by size/dimension 100 a.

1. Basis of district desiguation/purpose for collection of

reclaimable scrap.

2. Mechanized transport park/z1eets according to decontamination

of cities.

3. Warehouses of time/temporary storage of reclaimable scrap

vithout its processing/treatment.

4. Enterprises for servicing of automobiles (trucks, and also

buses of urban transport).

Class V. Sanitary-protuction zone by size/dimension 50 a.

1. Enterprises for servicing of automobiles (passenger

automobiles, besides those belonging to citizens, and buses, besides

buses of urban transport).

SEWAGE PURIFICATION CONSTRUCTIONS.
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8.5. Sanitary-protection zones for sewage purification

. constructions should be accepted onTable 1.

Pages 50-51 missing.

Page 52.

8.6. Sanitary discontinuity/interruptions from buildings of

pumping plants of sewerage saould be accepted:

a) with design capacity to 5q000 m3/day - 20 a;

b) the same, more than 54000 m3/day - 30 m.

Note. For pumping klants with output to 200 m3 in a 24 hour

period it is allow/assumed to accept sanitary

discontinuity/interruption tae equal to 15 m.

STORAGE BuILDINGS AND CCNSTBUCTIONS.

8.7. Sanitary-protection zones for storage buildings and

constructions should be establish/installed in accordance with acting

standard documents according to design of storage buildings and

constructions of different designation/purpose, affirmed or matched

.....................................
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with GOSSTROY of the USSb.

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIONS AND OBJECTS.

8.8. Sanitary-protection zones for agricultural enterprises and

objects of agricultural designation/purpose should be accepted on

fable 2 (see pg. 51)o

9. Maximum permissible concentrations of harmful substances in

atmospheric air of populated points.

9.1. In atmospheric air of populated areas, are

establish/installed maximum permissible concentrations of harmful

substances, asserted by Ministry of Pub. Health of USSR, given in

table 3 whose excess is not allow/assumed.

9.2. During combinel presence in atmospheric air of several

substances, which possess summation of action/effect, sum of their

concentrations must not exceed 1 (unity) during calculation according

to formula (11

c, cph.rc,,air)' 1, (I)
where Ci.-... ,C- actual concentrations of harmful substances in

atmos pheric air*,
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flLK1WJ(,...flK.... axia permissible concentrations of

harmful substances in ataospheric air.

"Add F.
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Page 53.

Table 3. Maximum permissiole concentrations of harmful substances in

atmospheric air of the populated areas.

C)pKCMISAbiay CP*umcy1@.

I r±3

0,085 0,085I. ANOTa ASYOXNCb . . .....

2. AnOTua t cuc..on:
no uoAexyae HNO& ........ .... 0,4 0,4
UO BOAOPOAHOUY S........0.006 0.006

1 Upo, aum0,03.... . 003 0,03

4. A4ame amcTpO . .... . . .00,000
& A.4u, TOXHO .. .......... 0, 0.006
6. Aimiasra01 0.1

. A o.... . ........... 0.05 0.03
1O Auta....A . . 0....... 01 0,01
o A . . ... ........... 0.35 0,35

IS Ata....- . ................. 0.00 0.003
* 1,,.." .......... .... 35 0,5

l.., a C) . . . . . . . 5 1.5
IS I,.. • CAc.ManSWA (1 nepecere Na

L(.. . ............ 0,05 0,05
16 b)ta. ............. 200
17. G) t..laueT ...... .. .O. 0.1 0.1
is. f)TLeu... ............ ... 3 3
19. BI yLlOoUA cnmp.. ............... I
110. ByT14aoc .. ........... .. 0.01 0,01
21. 13a. Cp1a1 oaaa,1 KCAOT. 0..... 0,03 0,01
2. W1anwAI ngTHOIHCb ...... . - 0,002
23. Bmw. auera? . ......... . 0,15 0.15
24. reocauOMen ANaIm... .......... 0.001 0.001
25. rexcaiopu nnorexca. .. ... .. 0.03 0,03
26. I.H...a 3........... 3
27. ItieTe.. ........... 0,007 -
26. ,nMxeTnianlr.H . . .. ........ 0,0055 010055
29. 21tMTKCyA4KsIA ... ....... 0,08 -
30. tla er..amuu. ....... .... . 0,005 0,006
31. UaeNAAcyJ4UA ... . .. 0.7 -
31 EHwmACTM(PopUB)O auu ... ....... 0,03 0,03
33. Aimo .. . ... ............ 0,01 0.01
34. Lai.opaa . ......... 335. 2,3 nAxop - 1,4 iaiTOXNoH .. 0.05 0.05
36. A213TwHAaMr.. .... ......... 0,05 0,05
37. It3onponUaeaUonj. ....... . 0.014 0,014

Key: (a), Substances. (b). laximus permissible Concentrations in

n -•... .'_-. - -- a - . .. -++,++ +<,. - ,+
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mg/ m3 . (c). maximum one-time. (d). Mean-daily. (1). Nitrogen dioxide.

(2). Nitric acid: on mclecule RUs1 on hydrogen ion. (3). Acrolein.

(4). Alphamethylstyrene. (5). Alpaanaphthaquinone. (6). Amylacetate.

(7). Amylon. (8). Ammonia. (9). Anilin. (10). Acetaldehyde. (11).

Acetone [?]. (12). Illegible. (13). Illegible. (14). Gasoline

(petroleum, low-sulfur, converzea to C). (15). Gasoline shale

(converted to C). (16). butane. (17). Butylacetate. (18). Butylene.

(19). Butyl alcohol. (20). butyphos. (21). Valeric acid. (22).

Vanadium pentoxide. (23). Viayi acetate. (24) . Hexamethylenediamine.

(25). Hexachlorocyclohexane. (26). Divinyl. (27). Diketene. (28).

Dimethylaniline. (29). Diethylsultide. (30). Dimethylamine. (31).

Dimethyldisulfide. (32) . Dimethyl tormamide. (33). Dowtherm. (34).

Dichloroethane. (35) . 2.3 uiculoro- 1.4 naphthoquinones. (36) .

Diethylamine. (37). Isopropyl benzene.

I-
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.1 Page 54.

Continuation table 3.

3X H30ox~auOAi............. .015
39. 143onPoniul~6eI3o0a& rmApoitepexuc . 0,007 0,007

41 Knp.1asM n pb,&3O3Ab) .. 0.06 0,06

45. M-81, (rnpavm).. ........ 01001 0100146. Ma.w1en01ouMA aflHNAPN4 (na8Ph, 83PO-
30Ab) ............... 0.2 0,05

47. Mapraueu j4 ero cocAuxenHN (s ne.
PeCtIee iia MnOt) .. ........- 0,01

48. Macmillan KIIC.IOTa .. ........ 0.015 0,01
49. Mle3;;Ir.. ............. .0003 0,003
50. .MeTa1oA .. ............ 1 0,5
5t. MeITa'tOC .. ......... .. . . . 008 -
52. M~eTaX.Iop4bClI~f~lll3OU~aI~aT. . . . 0,005 0,00
5.3. MeTI3.laI1.laT . .......... 0,01 0,01
54. Me~kf.laiueta........... .,07 0.07
55. MeH.Imcp~an~aii...........9.10' -
56. MVIJ2MMIE~pH4a.......... .01 0,1
57. MOI(O~mmamijn .. .. ...... 0,04 0.04
58. M4OHOWI1.3au4l.. ........ 0,01 0,01
59. NzIJib.9K (tieoprarnpxlteKe coeAmie-

llb111. KPOM.C MbLWb3XOBHCTOrO BOAOPO.
a.B nepec4ere iia As) .. ......- 0,003

60. 1134Ta.inI1...............0,003 0,003
61. 11 HTPadelt3o.1. .. . ....... 0008 0,008
62. 1IroTpox.-iop6ciiao., (napa ni opTo) . - 0.004-
63. Ilapaix.iopai ~. ii. ........... 04 0 , 0

W5. Ilelural. ..... ......... N 25
66. fl;pa. ..................... 0,0 0.08
67. 11ponm.tn .. ........... 3 3
68. r~poflli1L.rl CFIIpT . .. ....... 0,3 0,3
69. fnbAb HeT0Kwc3eKa . ..... . . . . 5 0.15
70. PryTb meTaaim'ecicam.. .........- 0,0003
71. Cam4'a (KOnab) .. ....... . .15 0.05
72. Csm~ieu ero coeAltNemig (xpome

reTpa3TI3.1CBlIHIU. 8 nCpec'iere Ha
P) ..... ..........- 0,007

73. CsiiHcuL cepffIiCTUH .. ........- 0,0017
74. Cepnasa KICJoAM:

no ldomicy~e HS04 . . . . . . . 0,3 0,1
no naaoponiia~ay ;iofy . . . . 0,006 0,002

75. CepIinCTWA aiirimplIA. . .......... 5 0.05
7. Cepoiloipoix.. .......... . %.(08 0,008S
77. Cepoyrnepoa. ............. 0,03 0,005
78 CAwHiAIan xiICAM. ........- 0.01
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Key: (38). Isooctanol. (39). Isopropyl benzene hydroperoxide. (40).

Isopropyl alcohol. (41). Caprolactam (vapor, aerosol). (42). Caproic

acid. (43). Carbophos. (44). Xylene. (45). (gitrathion). (46). Maleic

anhydride (vapor, aerosol). t47). danganese and its compound (in

recalculation on MnO 2 ). (48d) . Butyric acid. (49). Mesidine. (50).

Methanol. (51). Metafos. ( M2) oetachlorophenylisocyanate. (53).

Methylacrylate. (54). Metayl. dcerate. (55). Methylmercaptan. (56).

Methylmethacrylate. (57). dono-meaayl aniline. (58) . Bono-ethylamine.

(59). Arsenic (inorganic compounds, besides hydrogen arsenide, in

recalculation on As). (60). Napnrhalene. (61). Nitrobenzene. (62).

Nitrochlorobenzene (para dud ortho). (63). Parachloraniline. (64).

Parachlorophenyl isocyanate. (b5). Pentane. (66). Pyridine. (67).

Propylene. (68). Propyl alcohol. (69) . Dust nontoxic. (70). Mercury

metallic. (71). Carbon black (soot). (72). Lead and its compound

(besides tetraethyl lead, in reca&.culation on RY). (73). Lead

sulfurous. (74). Sulfuric acid cn molecule on hydrogen ion. (75).

Sulfurous anhydride. (76). Hydrcgen sulfide. (77). Carbon disulfide.

(78). Hydrocyanic acid.
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Page 55.

continuation table 3.

79. Commnat ucmza:
no uoxezypc HCI........0.2 0.2
nO DOAO9OAUOUY NOS0 . 0,006 0.006

80. CTHPO. . .. ............ 0003 0.003
St. TeTparH.Apoypa . ......... 0.2 0.2
82. Titoou.. .. ..... .. .. ... 0.6 -
83. ToauynmexAmnoueamaT .. . ...... 005 0.02
84. Tonyom......... ... . ... . . . . 6 0.6
85. Tpiummiaxn........ .. .. ... 0.14 0.14
K& Tpuvmop~st. .......... 4 1

87. YrnepoAa oina . .. ....... 3 1
88. Ym~epoa lmewpeiLiopsmClk .. . . 4 2
89. YxCyCisai KisCAoTa.. . ....... 02 0.06
90. YKcycnmI amrNAPHA....... . . . . . 1 0.03
91. OeusOai.. ............. 0.01 0.01
92. VopbaJbnerxA . . . ......... 0035 0,012
93, 0oC10oI)MMl iRiAPNA . .. ...... 0.15 0.05
94. Orafeailk asrInIApN (naPas. a3PO.

301h) . .............. 0.1 0.1
95. 0ropIcThl coieiHR (s nepectie-

Te Ha F) . . . . . . . . . .
ra3006P&3NH~e COe~UnNU19 (

SiF4) .. ........... 0.02 0.005
Xapowlo pacnsopinme 1seoprmrnIte

mKe 4)TOPEAh (NaF. Na2SiFs) . - 0.03 0.01
Itzaxo pacmopue HeopraHHwCe

lip,, cosmeCTioU gpmcyTCThNN raso.
o66pamloro 4)TOPa N 4)TOPCOACI 0.03 0.01

06. O iypoa4. . .......... ...Q 0,05
97. X.'sop . . ............ .1..o
98. X.T1OP6Ci3oA.............0.1 .

99. X~IOPnui,.e.................
200. X-10p;Ai..I.1.wla.......... 0.01
101. LX.-KNC.. ........... 0.04 0.02
102. X.v~ipPaummssLN (ISopmonaO) . . . 0.06 0.05
103. Xpou auecusaaieromI (a ncpecqOee

Ha ClOs).. ............. 0001 0.0015
lot. I111IOICItcam .. .......... 1.4 1.4
105. Uffy1J.-KA1go. . . . .... .... 0.05 0
106. LbssimirrKC3110ous. . .... .... ... 0
107. 1IimLorescamotioamne.. ....... 0.! -
108. ');6fJofPrnfAPnu.. ....... 0.2 0.2
109. 3rasffuji. .. .. ............... 5110. 3THAMAaTa. ............... 0. 0.1
Ill. 3TM.16eH3oJ1..... .. .. . . . .. 20
I12. 3mieff. ............. 3 3
113. 3rms~w owscb.. ......... 0.3 00
114. 3TmAeummax . .. .. .. . . 0001 0.001
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Key: (79). Hydrochloric acid: per molecule HCl; per hydrogen ion.

(80). Styrene. (81). Tetrauydroturan. (82). Thiophene. (83).

Toluenedlisocyanate3. (84). Toluene. (85). Triethylamine. (86).

Trichloroethylene. (87). Carnon oxide. (88). Carbon (tetrachloride.

(89). Acetic acid. (90). Acetic anhydride. (91). Phenol. (92).

Formaldehyde. (93). Phosphori.c anhydride. (94). Phthalic anbydride

(vapor, aerosol). (95). Fluoride compounds (in recalculation on F).

Gaseous compounds (HP, Sif). Readily soluble inorganic fluorides

(NaF, Na 2SiFG). Badly/poorly soluble inorganic fluorides (AlF,

Na 3AlF,, CaF 2 ). During the combined presence of gaseous fluorine and

fluorosalt. (96). Furfural. (97). Chlorine. (98). Chlorobenzene.

(99). Chloroprene. (100). Chloroaniline (meta). (101). Chlorophos.

(102). Chlorotetracycline (feed). (103). Chromium hexavalent (in

recalculation on Cr0 3). t104). Cyclohexane. (105). Cyclohexanol.

(106). Cyclohexanone. (107). Cyciohexanonoxime. (108).

Epichlorohydrin. (109). Etnaaol. (110). Ethylacetate. (111).

Ethylbenzene. (112). Ethylene. (113). Ethylene oxide. (114).

Ethylenimine.

Page 56.

9.3. Effect of summation of action/effect possess following of

combination of harmful substances:
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a) acetone and phenol;

b) acetaldehyde and vinyl acetate;

c) valeric, caproic and butyric acids;

d) ozone, nitrogen dioxide and formaldehyde;

e) sulfur dioxide and paenol;

f) sulfur dioxide and nitrogen dioxide;

g) sulfur dioxide and hydrogen fluoride;

h) sulfur dioxide and aerosol of sulfuric acid;

i) hydrogen sulfide ana Dowtherm;

J) sulfur dioxide and nydrogen sulfide;

k) isopropyl benzene and hydroperoxide of isopropylbenzene;

1) furfural, methanol and etuanol;
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4- a) cyclohexane and benzene;

n) poverful mineral acids (sulfuric, salt and nitrogen) in

concentration on hydrogen ion;

o) ethylene, propylene, butylene and anylene;

p) 2.3 dichloro - 1.4 naphthoquinone and 1.4 naphthoquinone;

q) acetic acid and acetic anhydride:

r) acetone and acetcphenone;

s) benzene and acetophenone;

t) phenol and acetophenone;

u) sulfuric and sulturous anhydride, ammonia, nitrogen oxides.

9.4. For harmful substances whose maximum permissible

concentrations are not affirmed, time/temporary maximum permissible

concentrations of these substances in each specific case are

establish/installed by Ministry of Pub. Healtb of USSR.
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M Naximum permissible ccnceatrations of harmful substances in air of

working zone.

10.1. In air of working zone of industrial rooms, are

establish/installed maximum permissible concentrations of harmful

substances, asserted by Sinistry oi Pub. Health of USSR, given in

lables 4 and 4a whose excess is not allow/assumed.
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pag, 57.

] ?able 4.* maximum permissible conceztratiofls of harmful substances in

air of vorking zone.

apa K~we Arpera?.

BMI" 2QyM on" o

1. A3ota OUIICIM (a ,.pge"Ite ma NOt) n
2. Axpowitum .. . .............. 2 a
& Azipiooa (latc.9.AQPAUDi*?,Opu) I a
4. Ampuosanm ucJ1Ta..........

ILAApai (reeaL QoppAUAOMmflIASgt@EC* 01+ 3+

7. A.,.ozam (Gucao.ix %ACSZOP6UUII 0sF +
& NAuagAiera?............................100 4
0AKU4RnstU (UGzaPMuAPST - -mwt 03 2

aUmogponas - 2-xxaop**p&umsu). *4 2
I&. Amumma sAmaiulecaNne amue 44,-2

C6I ... .un~ .uaa~~m MI;"m; 1.- 2 +

IS. a-A'. .ai:aaa32
I& a.AMI~w"uOE3oTPH4IQP"A . . . ......... 0 2
14. -Ataniso - "Kaonu 3.7-Au~pa. 1.4-

16. Amp 0onAC. 44onOWIS .wc~aolA 3 a
A U .o s. co~c~ . . . . . .. . .

ft. AuMHRAHPKIAno (2-merrnt - 4-awaso nf~
&I*W0XCHMe?3UIIIPK 1kAIIII) . S

I& Anuemaawroam ICAOTa -.............

V AlaGS31i1uYMOcS~T 13-(2winep'uAgA) o. .
PIwAcyabbIT)

'I m-Aimsug (a.-AMaaoaaag3) 1+ 2 a

9 . W-Aleypaunu... .. .. . . . ........
JL AxipaxINHoemOik £ageapcu xpacaaeA,,

C"JI116 ic. (CaMaCa SO% 1.MOTjSflHMN -4AomfumenIa~fnuo,4az&Upou N 50% jtW

27. Atvo . . .y. uU . .k . 430
Ifnp0a 66Hto~nt~~m I. a

27Aooa............... .... . - 3

5.Amke f'.."I"Safu .0 .. .. ............ 0.9+ 2
38. A~tz,,~u~v........... a
32, AII-uo4ioa.... .. .. .. .. . .... 3 3
U1 Aft-9i.,. I IN-SUCToKc161#oaPOaaUMN6.

37. Ge'II-L?0f~~ 5 flep~re XS C) amt 4
XS GOMM$a TOAARNai (CAauttgau M~AWma

" AP) (a flepecwte me C)....
U.a11 hopcm ........ SXpXM n
daiin 5* ..4 2

uot. bl ~gives Prel"Ze4 states Of aggregation Of subatance

Untder COnditioUN for the pCo4auctlo: P- vapoxs and (or) qaaeE, a

aersosp~a -mixture Of vapors and aerosol; lm" - are dangerous

1.
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also after the admissiou through the skin/leather.

Key: (a). Substances. (b~). Mlagjnitude of maximum permissible

concentration in mg/u3 . (C) * Class of danger. (d). State of

aggregation. (1). Nitrogei oxides (in recalculation on M02). (2).

Acrolein. (3) . Acrophol (cis-p-caiioroacrylate of sodium). (14).

Acrylic acid. (5). Allyl cyanic. (6). Aidrin (hexachiorodidomethylene

hexahydronaphthalene). 47). A.llodai

(bischloromethylhexachlcrobicycoheptane). (8). Amylacetate. (9).

Aminazine

(10-hydrochloride-3-dimetayi-aminopropyl-2-chlorophenothiazine).

(10). Amines aliphatic pzimary C?-Cq). (11). Amines aliphatic highest

(Cgs-Cle). (12). a-Aminoanthrdiqua.none. (13). *-Aminobenzotrifluoride.

(14). 5-Amino-8-oxy-3.,7-dibromo-1.'4-naphthoquinoneimine. (15).

Aminopelargonic acid. (16). AminokIlasts, phenoplasts (molding

powders). (17). Aminopyrisidine

(2-methyl-I-amino-5-ethoxyaetbykpyrimidine. (18). Aminoenanthic acid.

(19). Ammonia. (20). Anabasine-sultate [3- (2-piperidyl)

pyridylsulfatel. (21) . p-ALisidine (p'-Aminoanisole) . (22). Aniline.

(23). Anthraquinone. (214). Authraquinone disperse colorant blue "K"

(mixture 50o/o I-Methylamino-14-cxyethylamincanthraquinone and 500/0

of disodium salt of dinaphthylaniae disulfonic acid). (25). Atrazene

(2-chloro-I-ethylamino-2-isopropylaminosymtriazine) . (26).

Acetaldehyde. (27). Acetone. (28). Acetonanyl
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(2,2,-trinethyl-,2-ihydoqunolne). (29). &cetonitride. (30).

Illegible. (31). Acetylproqjol acetate. (32). Aceophenone. (33).

Acylate-1 (N-acetoxyisoaroqLycaxoanate). (34). Benzal chloride. (35).

Benzyl chloride. (36). Beazyl cyanade. (37). Gasoline-solvent (in

recalculation on C). (38). Gasoline fuel (shale, cracking, etc.) (in

recalculation on C). (39). Benzoyl chloride. (40). Benzoyl.

I
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page 58.

Continuation"-fable 14.

41. tooP.~~fl 4 1
4.5aiaya~noa~a..................0.2 2

44. BePIuMA U 1WAHIII FCtANURN 45 DQ**pC-I

43. 6ijcx.iopmevmLjeH3oA .. :::::: 1 2
46. SumiC1opmerimummCia : .............. 2 a
4?. Sismx.op.ax~s~aJia 0.5 2
40. Siopgb iopwcTuA .. ..............
49. Gopnija kucAjoTa .. .............. 3

aSO.iic .on f . .r . . . . . 3 a
51. ipolmaiteronpoflicluuma?. ............ 0.5 2
52. spo.acwiijA....... . .. .. .. .. ...... 2 a
F3. 6PU04)OPN............ . 5 3 a
54. , ) TbfILIO T aT . . . . . . . . . . . 204 a3. Fi)r14lkaIITaKC (2O6yTIITIO6tK3TH4SOA) 2 3 a
56. 6YT .10oLAO 5,saPU ag~DjwAOSt NCAOThi 10 3 a
57. 6)THAOSAaA HbIP S-L1IOP~eTUA - I-$Y.

PahlgiP601WIoa KIiCAOT~ll.. ........ ...0 2 a
ASByrimiusuil wiflIip 2-4ypauxap~oam~ot

a~c~r........ ............... s 2 a
59. fiyrimAU mbap 2.4 ;. . .. .. .. 0.5 2 4+&a6W. 1.4-Gytuanuo. ......... . . 2 R+a
61. fyrma'ac (rpiudyrii.ljTpurmaO"coa?) . . 0.2+ 2 a
62. a3a.lepuaaaossm Raom . 3 a

G&. B&HAHAa~ w ea coCAsgum:
ai) Auii alayaoKadc slaAm.........0.1 a
6) niuab lp4!GxoNCI ", flUOUall~ AN.

All" . .. .. .. . . . . 2 a
a) 0ppomaculk.ft.... .. .. .. ...... 2 a

,r) nai sakwAR&AcoAapi~su9N tuAaa~os 4 3 a

65' 0...6y"AUS1,A J40up . ........... w 4 a
Ia. 2.3.u..anitpmum............. .Q5+ 2 .
6". U.,ulf.11.I.YUJ . 0 4 a
64. IiU4,H1.1 X~~pcta.. .. . . .. 30 4 a
69. boi-o.,4Paw. aP'.13 sah~paaaa . . . . 3

ni. rUa.IwKlIotlaa. ........ 0.0s+ A
a2 rCK.~s~ti@TLI~HHKH..... .. .. ...... 0.5+ 2
73. Irexcjiaopan (rtCScXAopul.orgacCAH) 0.1+ 1 "+a.
74. v -reKCiiXi~paH (7 -reKCSX.IopNNalj og-u

cai) .. ................ .4s+ I
75. rtKcAOAomcrom............. .. 2
7b. rexcaLmop6eH3O.1................0.,j+ 2 0+6
77. rex9aA1('llI.10110uITSAI19ill..........0.01 1 a
IS . Iga....JaruTpsponheii .. .. ............ 5 3
79. U..alcorcu tumn.IraaurimerwTpiaaiaapo-

iimlli.,. ...... ............ 1 2 11+a
en acf t.op (rcnraX.I0P-reTparUAPoa..no.

Mt.IHaIfA8l) ................ 0.01+ 1 a
8I. repgauiA. oKwebI repaiux .u . . . . 2 3 a
52. fopallA. '4c.ifjpcxL1opIcTMA (a aepa-

I.llet aaGO).. ......... ..... 1 2 a
u3. rlictrlllI1rII1.paT. rmApa3Km u Oro iipoaa3.

DOA14C ................... 0.1+ I i
94. ~pO~lTi11!tt~TH1+ 2 a
&e , r.,lIlCPeKlt.. IfJOSAPOiIIA6413u0 .. 2 a
86. 2-4 A1 (amumwmax ca~b 2.4 AuxxO*a~eu*

KciIvgcychI86 KHC.iolu)....... .. ....... 2 a
57. L1110 (0.,.1n'taa - 2.2.. mpsumarns

#oc~par)... . . . .... 0.2+ a
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Key: (41). Benzotrifluoride. (42). Benzotrichloride. (43). p-Quinone.

(44). Beryllium an4 its compound (in recalculation on ). (45).

Bischloromethylbenzene. (46). bischlorouethylxylene. (47).

Bischloromethylnaphthalene. (4d). Boron fluoride. (49). Boric acid.

(50). Boron anhydride. (51). bromoacetopropylacetate. (52).

Bromobenzene. (53). Broaofota. (54). Butyl acetate. (55). Butyl

Captax (2-butylthiobenzothiazoie). (56). Butyl acrylic ester. (57).

Butyl ester 5-methyl chlridia-1-turancarboxylic acid. (58). Butyl

ester 2-furancarboxylic acid. (59). Butyl ester 2,4 D. (60).

1,4-Butynediol. (61). Butyphos (tributyltrithiophosphate). (62).

Valeric acid. (63). Vanadium and its compound: a) fuse of vanadium

pentoxide b) dust of trioxide and pentoxide of vanadium c)

ferrovanadium d) ferrovanadium e) aust of vanadium-containing slag.

(64). Vinyl acetate. (65). Viiyl butyl ester. (66). 2-Vinylpyridine.

(67). Vinyltoluene. (68). Vinyl chloride. (69). Tungsten, carbide of

tungsten. (70). Hexamethylenediamine. (71).

Hexamethylenediisocyanate. (72) . dexamethyleneimine. (73).

Hexachloran (hexachlorocyclohexane). (74). T-Hexachloran

(y-hexachlorocyclohexane). (75). kexachloroacetone. (76).

Hexachlorobenzene. (77). kiexachlorocyclopentadiene. (78).

nexafluoropropylena. (79). Cyclonite (cyclotrimethylenetrinitro

amine). (80). Heptachlor (heptachior-tetrahydroendomethyleneindan).

(81). Germanium, oxide of germaniam. (82). Germanium tetrachloride

(in recalculation on Ge). (dJ). Hydrazine-hydrate, hydrazine and its
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derivatives. (811). p-hydroaydroxyathyl aercaptan. (85). iydroperoxide

of isopropylbenzene. (86). 2-4 D (amino salt of 2,11

dichiorophenoxyacetic acid) . (d7). DDVP

(0,0-dimethyl-2, 2-(ivinylcntloride Fhosphate).
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Page 59.

Continuation table 4.

I& AlLT (~xAN*MNUJS1NA0I8 0.1+ 1 ~
I*. l.2*flN6pU M It 3
91. flhe6yTablaSa SOPyl M 0.5 2

U. flNGIIA (3.3-6yYAileHU CeSA06YHJIOU) NO 4
I&. Amrs'i-.Pa neilTP1&.10U8.. .......... 2+ 3 a
.4. AslMH1CoiPs1mud. ............. .... 5. 2 n

1L Ale~onanJ'GcN304 . 50...+ . 6 4 a

9L J1no0@AibvoK~aKap6oUxm (00 COA4PV8S 5+

I mlw"(recxca~opsmoKCWAUOM"
.e sa M a r m ~ fp o m % *T a am m ) . . . . . . . .. . . . . 0 0 1 + 1 U + s

10.AfeTaxamm ... 02
11. UCUA&IIAuH-UM .:
1A~hurn 1It~mox U. .. ... .. . ... 3

10 2 +

2.u3OMCUXJI0 pH4b au~r .~4 . . 0.6 3 +

to.AmiPO'IO' ... ... + 2 a~

JI .- miio0.06+ 1 "+a

tit. Amuuarpo-op-6yn. .o. . . . . . . 0.05+ 1 n+a
I& Auuurrrnou Arn oA o NC.O. . . . 20- 4 j

13? AINUKTP0M GA .O .AIN00 . UC.O.l. 0.36 1 3~
114. AM mrpoTPozamaiduaoA . . .* . . 0+ 2 ffa

lit. f~~ (PAuneponuKrurxaopa0um4Ka~aw)....................... 2 348
223. flu-u-PouL6mauu . p-.nmtau 2 . T 2

t. Ka lu .uu.p. .m. .e.p.T. . . . .

32. l.$euuT) . . . . . . . . . . 1+ 2 a6

321. A11 - unon a m , L OPUP 88UU8U ofK SU . 0 25 2 n

Igo. Au (-)?AoreauI34ujca . . 1+ 2

3IV. f"lu euaeoornpoaa . .. .......... 5 3 a

129. 3.4%astu~npanuauun. .. ......... 0.5+ 2
ISn: .li.~p~ ~i.............20+ 4 a
1313. I.All ' IjpGyTrm2 1 ............ 2 n
132. fluxxopruzip;:i.. .. ............ 3 I
13&8 1.2-fuopimnoEmu............20 4 i
334. I.3-AmXvboPN30fyTisjiem. .......... 0.5 2 IN
13L 3-3-JmxAujoadyyuAeuj (CUMMTpKqIW

M3oueP) . . . . . . . . . . .0.3 2
133.3-pxom~axatx*0y~ 0.5 2 a3?. 2.3-LAuxaip - 1.4-Hac)oyo U .o . . . O..s 2 a

13. 3.4-Aflr*wropnm6euaoa.. .......... + 2
130. .2-AUXA0ocpaa... .. .. .. ...... 1
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Key: (88) . DDT (dichlorodipieny.Ltrichloroethane). (89). Decalin.

:4 (90). 1,2-Dibrompropane. (91). uibutyl phthalate (dibutyl ester of

o-phthalic acid). (92). Div.Layl (1,3-butadiene pseudo-butylene).

(93). Dihydrate of perfluoroacatoaa. (94). Diisopropyl amine. (95).

~i. Diisopropyl benzene. (96). aicobtilt octacarbonyl (in content of CO).

(97). Dicumyl methane. (9d) . D2.ldrin (hexachioroepoxy diendomethylene

octohydronaphthalene). J99). Diuetaylaolae. (100). Dimethylaniline.

(101) . Dimethylbenzylamine. (102). Dinethyldioxane. (103).

Dimethylsulfide. (104). iimaethylterephthalate. (105). flimethyl

formanide. (106). Dimetbylcalororiiiophosphate. (107).

Dimethylethanolamine. (108). Dowtherm (mixture 25o/o diphenyl and

75o/o diphenyloxide) . (109). Dinitrobenzene. 4110).

4,6-Dinitro-2-isopropylihanol. (111). Dinitro-o-crasol. (112).

Dinitrotoluene. (113). Dlinitropklenol. (11(4). Dinitro-sec-butyiphenol.

(115) . Dinitrile of adipic dcid. (116). Dinitrile of

perfinoroglutaric acid. (117). oinitrile of perfluoroadipic acid.

(118). Dinitrothiocyanobenzene. (119). Dioxane. (120). Diptal

(diisopropyltrichloroalytniocdbamate) . (121) . Di-n-propylanine,

tri-n-propylamine. (122). iDitrazine citrate

(1-mathyl-'4-diethylcarbamyi ot pijieraziae citrate). (123).

Ditertbutyl peroxide. (Ue4). Dizolylmethane. (125). Diphenyl,

chlorinated. (126). Diphenyl chlorinated oxide. (127). Diphenylol

propane. (128). Di(2-etbylheoxyi.)kjhenylphosphate. (129).

3,4-Dichloroaniling. (13.~0 DiLchlorobenzene. (131).
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1,3-Dichlorobutele-2. (132). Dicaorohydrin. (133).

1,2-Dichloroisobutale. (1346). 1,4-Dichloroisobutylefle. (135).

3-3-Dichloroisobutylene (symmnatrical isomer). (136).

3,3-Dichlorouethy1oxacyc1oDuta~rO. (13?).

2,3-Dichloro-1,4flaphthaquaiUone. (138). 3,4-Dichloropropale. (139).

1, 2-Dichioropropane.
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Page 60.

Continuation table 4.

L .3.fluIOaPOPuU41....... . 3

342. 3.4A.I 0mAUi3fMU~daT 6 1
N!43 . I01P+NJITPIIZA0PCIIA&I (06131IT41011

MoMTtattib HCI).. ............. 1 2

144. AZ1B.opaa... .. .... .. .. ........ o+ 2
145. 1.1-*O.IA0PSTU4111 (IIMAIIhIMtAKX4OP2Ai 50 4

346. IIIIUML'w1CI4TSAIS1 ....E 1+ 2

141L *-,II3N~IHO)TIEA~ep.lanT&U 1 + 2
149. TIA,,,aMKHkO)?HAmeTaKPIJIST m 4

M9ie.1oTWi U .
lat. ;21u0TuJ'o3& a lp leptooprrNToipa

hlfC.1OlrI. . . . . . . * . . 0.1 U

353. AWi.rIutX.t0PHo*C~bT .. .......... & 2 a
156. a.fTNJI)I4aNOfi&MNM.... .. .......... 3 a
186. 1o.meusueptaanraH (TP.?HSNII) 9 a
1%6 ll3o6YThg.IeH........ 1 00 4

,ST. 1111"YmTIVC xao caf ,. . . 0.3 2
533NI.wcInrlt 8a~AMIA 6 3 a

150. lil3onIPcM.........aa;8a;....*M; 40D 4 U

300. IlorponuarorneuuU O. If 3
103. t1.inaponi'.-Iteasms (symoM............5 4 a
162. lljornI~U.1RMTPJI . . . .. . 5 3

1l3. 1li~on pot~amur . . . . 3 + 2
364. 1l3onP~nWAXJIoPKaSO6)AT. ......... 0.1 1
366. 331onponsuti-N-.4tiuiAl~p6*Mat . . . 2 3 G+a
166. 3.ouiponn, N-3-XJlQopenaAKaP6aM2T . . 2 3 a+&

lBS. linaii (2*Llop -4-113orpoa- 2-tamu.
On - -AII)TSI. am~mo. cat wTPU~S31U) .2 3 a

160. Kimitm~ cyeapar (no Cal) . . . v 0.1 1 a
170. I.ximsi oKHcb . . . . .. . . .. 0.3 1 a
171. Kam:3,apa.......................3 3 a
1'2. KannolatraN. .. ............ 10 3
173. Kaispoilosam wicAot.....................S a3 I

174. KJIPdanOGa (MHJI..fTH0gqKIP6AMAT HAT-
PON)s (no uelSSJ~u3oTII0ouSJIAaTY) . . . . 0.1+ 1

11S. Ksp6o4boc (0.0.AmuelUJLHKaPdO)TKCU.
)1iI..iSHoro4lCaaT) .. .. . . . .0.5+ 2 a+

31. KaP41,'su. (XA0PdymHcaLJX.oP~bNHAKAP6.

177. KePOCuss (11 nCPCC~.e sat QC) .. 300 4 U
178. Ko(,;,.16 MeTaJ.1114~eCKH~A N4 GKIICI NO-

. . . . . . . 0.5 2 a
179. Ko~~I'APOSIO Huloa~rs 1390AYSIM

ero pacnaAs (no Co) .. .. ........ 0.01 1 a
341. lCP01 01I011W aAbAcrHa . . . , a v 0.6 2 a
WIl. Kcanyor.ea4 at .ISR 6YTNIA0GhSI . . . . 30 8

3 82. KcS.x5m. s.......... 3+ 3
In3 Kelf.1ioj .. .. .. .. .. . .s0 3 a
164. .1;gptattm (A nepecqm K& C) ..... 300 4 aI
135. %JSC6 (W.TAtCSN. WN'.GA~UTuOKSIP641MT

11lr3 IA) . . . . . . . . 0.5 2 a

386. Mapratatau. ............... 0.3 2 a
I8?. Mac~audI &AbaerHA.......................S 23

,388 Macamaul amrHsAPK. ............. 2
369. IAScaXum uaNCAai1 .*. . . . . . .
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Key: (140). 1,3-dichlorojpropylene. (141). 2,3-dichloropropylene.

(142) . 3,4-dichlorophenylisocydnate. (143).

Dichlorophenyltrichlorcaiiane (is necessary HCl control). (1446).

Dichioroethane. (145). 1,1-uichloroethylene (vinylidenedichioride).

(146) . Dicyclopentadiene. (147) . Di.ethylauine. (148).

P-Diethylaminoethyl mercajitan. (149). Diethylaminoethylethacrylate.

(150) . Diethylbenzene. (151) . Dietliyl ether of perfinoroadipic acid.

(152) . Diethyl eth'ar of 1 efluoroglutaric acid. (153).

Diethyichiorothiophosphate. (15'4). Diet hylaminoethanol. (155).

Dodecylsercaptan (tertiary). (156). Isobutylene. (157). Isobutylene

chloride. (158) . Isobutyric alaahyde. ( 159) . Isoprene. (160) .

Isopropylaninodiphenylamine. (161). Isopropyl benzene (cusol). (162).

Isopropylnitrate. (163). Isopropyl, nitrite. (164).

Isopropyichiorocarbonate. (165) . .sopropyl-M-pheflylcarbamate. (166).

Isopropyl-N-3-chlorophenyicaroanare. (167). Iodine. (168). Ipazin

(2-ch loro-4-isopropy 1-2-aiino-6-aiethyla mine-sy mtriaz in). (169).

Cadmium stearate (No. Cli). (170). Cadmium oxide. (171). Camphor.

(172). Caprolactam. (173). Caproic acid. (174). Carbathione

(sethyldithiocarbamate of sodium) (on

(0,O-disethyldicarboethoxyethyldithiophosphatrz) . (176). Carbyne

(chlorobutyneylchloropheny.Lcarbamtate). (177) . Kerosene (in

recalculation on C). (178). Cobal~t metallic and oxide of cobalt.

(179) . Cobalt hydro-carzmonyi and products of its decomposition/decay

(on CO), (180). Crotonic aidekque. (181). Xanthogenate of potassium
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(butyl. (182) . Xylidine. j13) lyLol. (184) . Ligroin (in

recalculation on C). (185). Haneb (ethylene-UN'-bisdithiocarbaaate

of manganese). (186). Mangjanese. (187). Butyraldehyde. (188). Oil

anhydride. (189). Butyric aci.d.
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Page 61.

Contiu3ation-Table 4.

IN. M*Aaeam 22u~ ** I. I U.

(U.3" Me sa (.u - 9.8 a. .4UU . a+
HL. AMTuAS CiNCb (M30haaUMMONSILO?0 1+ 3
34. MemasTOaC (CUM ?N0UQODM0U 3

uePKnaTqqu113100C*8la) . . . 0. 1 i~
UL6 MOPSYPa. (Cieth STwNfepuYPXAipNM

x IP -uso6mepa ftgaeam40oriesms) Q 3-f
480 COMPABENIM PTYiU a SaY43) . 31*15

ML. MsTauaoa MUcCmOT . . . -. : , 0
* ~ ~ M 1W. mamou xxAcorn auroAPuA. . .

222L ]Aemao (0.0 NWmmmx-o.NmpoaQaUe- 0.1+ 1 +

ML. MOTHAMaMOTbCc(00-ANMU4-0-ThIUP- '4 2 .

Um. Mom 6a"~Mlu* 2 a a

UL 2-Miam - S-auwAuuposa. 2+ 2
UL. 0-Meams - 2-28HUMaPuAMl o O+ 2
31LMemwarescn~immm . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
-. L Menu,." LdPmCme* t..............4
US. AMN umaIGUCUmA . ............ o2
ML Memumiao~b(2 a 3opu) . . .. 20 4
216. M*amUWAauNePOHp. .. .......... + 3 a
222. METAMualaOalmUSUS ............. 6o . U +

213 M-SJ (0.0-AuaaeTM - P-WUAuePXanT0.
*IURNI04oc*a) . .. ....... .01+ 1 R+

2M. MeTM'AaePacaaio'bo (ueft TmMomwrO
N THoh~osor 130N@03 0.0-AIIMOTN.. -

a1Eaep~~r~~rM4uoc&aa) . . . . 4,. 1 +
295. I-MeTm aaimmaa. 2-MemuuAmarAua . 2D0
2M& .- u u........... 3 S

Marna U~~i..3w 0.1+ 1 fl+G
21& 4 uetoru 20 4

22 .M .uoaa . . aeuaoo .U . ... .. 2 a
UL MemAouaA P.up muuaaefaoao v 6c-

aorm .;.......................
MS. MeaaoeUs '$UP N3*MaSCA~ EUCAT 10+ 3
U. Mamm"oi. 14P aIpOnft MaClOIN 1+ 3

ML Maamiu vbmp uscanuca xacaom . 5+ a a
33L MeraaosAa *uop opCmuoaosol ncaom 10+ 3 a
ML MMUMOUPPOrnAKAcRo . . .. . . .00 4 +

W. Mea9M&#oP~eaUAAuztA00Caua (060Wn
WINa SOUTPO~h ICO . .. ... ... 2 U

A.MSTNUAOPC*UT320 a&M. Mammoou................0 4 a
3m MevUAgj~KT ........................ 4 a

2v1 J"11-12 - 5-3TImUNPuANX . .. ....... 2+ a
30MeTsaAIIIJeme.0 POCIUIIMUM MhgmA

UL &UM G)P30AMN "UtCUM . . . . 2 a
a~ Ma aA
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Key: (190). Maleic anhydride. (191). Copper. (192). Nesidine

(2-amino-1,3,5-trimethy.ibenzene). (193). Nesityl oxide

(isopropylidene acetone). (194). fiercaptophos (mixture of thion and

thiol isomers of 0,0-dietkiyl-o-ethylmercaptoethylthiophosphate).

(195) . Mercuran (mixture of athylsercurochioride and 7-isomer of

hexachlorocyclohexane) (in content of mercury in air). (196).

* Metacrylic acid. (197) . fietacrylic acid anhydride. (198). Metaphos

(0, 0-dimethy1-o-nitropheuy~lthiokaosphate). (199). Methylacetophos

(0,0-dimethyl-o-ethylcarboxymetbylthiophosphate). (200). flethyl

acetate. (201). fiethyl (bromide. (d02). Methyl chloride. (203).

2-Met hyl-5-yinylpyridine. (204) . f3-Methyl-2-vinylpyridine. (205).

Bethyihexylketone. (206). metaylene bromide. (207). Methylene

chloride. (208) . Methyl vi.nyl ketone. (209) . Methyithiophene (2 and 3

isomers). (210) . Methyldiinydropyrane. (211) . flethylisothiocyanate.

(212). (213). M-81

(0,0-dimethyl-o-ethylnercaptoethyldithiophosphate). (214).

Methylmercaptophos (mixture of thionic and thlol isomers of

0,0-dimethylethylmercaptoetbyitniophosphate). (215).

1-Methylnaphthalene, 2-methylnaphthalene. (216). N-methylmorpholine.

(217) . Methylnitrophos

(0. 0-dimethyl-4-nitro-3-merhylphenylt hiophosphate). (218). Methyl

acrylic ester. (219) . Methyl other of valeric acid. (220). Methyl

ether of isovaleric acid. (21)lethyl ether of isobutyric acid.

(222) . fiethyl ether of caproic acid. (223) . Rethyl ether of butyric
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acid. (224). Methyl ether ot propionic acid. (225).

Methylpyrrolidone. (226). setayipropylketone. (227).

Methylfluorophenyldichlorosilane. (is necessary RC control). (228).

Methylchloroacetate. (229). methylchloroforn. (230).

Methylcyclohexane. (231). fietaylethylketone. (232).

2-ethyl-5-ethylpyridinr. (233). flethylethylthiophos

(O-ethyl-O-ethyl-Oitrophenyltriophosphate). (234). Molybdenum,

soluble compounds in the iorm of aerosol of condensation. (235).

Nolybdenum, soluble compounds in the form howled.
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Page 62.

Continuation -Table 11.

M.N.%WuA 14105011DIII 10AXIII 3

23$. MONo11SflPOOEJA"uN * 1 2
214. 1Moesru.aamum . . I 2 u

2II. W*MONWMOI?.0sms a4Up 9#3oPIIINA . 0.5+ 2
212. m.,Aroc,.Iopu4GcpouyITp*OPIT&II . . . 50 4
26&. %jwox-10pa.IMIJI0SAdAi* 14UP (no0 0.5 2

py c ncpecIOToM i uomiecyJy) . .. 05 2
244. MoffoX.40P-. AIX.IOPCTUPOA . . . so6 4
2%5 M mIOLopwLmoreacKaN a . 50 4 U

I6M OXIG.1fN ..................... 0.6+ 2
247. MWUbXhK0%WA~ N mmdubasoa.CrhII aurxA-

PHAIJ . ... .. . . .... 0.3 2 a
N&6 MajwaVrCOaNCTuA DoAopoa . . .. ** 0.3 2
VS6. H*TpitA poAIKIICrhl (Texim-fecK3A) so5 4
250. H4iTAHN .. .... .... .. ...... 20 4 U
251. Il"ama~illm XLlopiPOSAaNuu. (asmcuae) . 0.s+ 2 U
252. a -1 laoxoa,..... .. . . .......... . . .
25&. Hiab~~ 11 cra OKICbw. 3aKUCb. CYAWOMA

(a nepecee m~a Ni) .. .......... 0.5 2 0
M3. Huxe.im scap~onlZu .. ............ 0000 1 U

256. IIlIIc.iu C6,111 8 DNA* rNAPO~SaSl3
46 arpecqeTe I$NO NI.. .......... 0.005 1 a

2A8 l1imarmst~-cy.aa 13 (1-mema-2-nwpo-
.1 1ITIto "pAlIfIcy.mb02T) I........... . . .. 1 A

57. Hurpoem (Moep)1uaaewe SAKUI~tfOO
4267.5%). .. .............. 2 a

M3. IINTPNJI AKDHIJoBOS KMCAOIM..........0.5+ 2
11. -IIITV0314113A. ............... 3 3
X1-.IIPOShIHNu . . . .00.1+ 1 a

261. 0-11mrpoaiAju................0.5+ 2 a
24?2. wa.IhirPf,4%ernorpTnPInb6A . £ 2 3
26. I Ii.rpmoeiau. EN vpo)au. mmrpoaglouau.

.II r a...................0 4
M6. IIbltpOKC1.1O.1........ . . . . .* S 2
2%~.. HarP1Cnr~.IIIseiinM #194 Eioa ......... 3+ 2 n
rA,. 1sirpe4'b-pm.. ....... .. ..... 0.5 2 a
W~. IIHTPfl4KN 5.o~~p4~C810 3 a

266. 11ItPoo)CXa JW*0010110N CY*aT&X
1I fleexrn'P146m.. ............... 2a

26. 1I1lIrpo.1op6cI43Om. ANNUTPGIIOPMOANNe- 1+ 3
nIIII 6ermiowa ....... .. .. .. ..

270 I1uvpomNamrtmesmN...............1 2
M,1 Otni.. .. .... .......... ....... a

272. *OKel.belhfviaure.......... 0.5 2
'73~~ Osutt~air.............0.3 2 U+4

0K?3M. H ' (OXTAIMLT~PISNA 3MSPG- a
dbrC4.,pwoa X14C.0fu). ............. 0.0rj 2I

4M. .a.3oj,~np)~ja~~ . . . .- 2 a+
278). OKT&i.asuft sibsp 2.4 X. . . . . . . .2 2
m7. fleIrr40nOP11Ponnonoaam1 SUCAOYS... 2

2,,. flhworav. opsueto . ................ 0.5 2 11
"7. flowITaXAopHHTPodeK3*A..... 0. 5 2 8+4

280. r1@%raxaiop*em* ............... 0 .1+ 1 i

2aletocoopsrno~yruueN. ............ 0,1 1

.83. flep .. 10p 'ae-ILIMepKaan 2
21s. flaojiwwa (cuek uw a) . . ... s
265. fluepaimn siausaav. .. .......... 5 3

255.flnmomtuu.................. 0.2+ 2

US. ffluNAM".eu . . . 0
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4 Key: (236). Molybdenum insoluble compounds. (237). Mono-butylamene.

(238). Mono-vinylacetylene. (239). Mono-isopropylasine. (240).

Monomethylamina. (241). a-Monomerhyl ester of resorcinol. (242).

Nonochlorodibromtrifluoroataane. (243). Monochlorodimethyl ester (on

chlorine with recalculation to molecule). (244). Monochlorostyrene,

dichlorostyrene. (245). Monochlorocyclohexane. (246). Morpholine.

(247). Arsenic and arsenous acid anhydride. (248). Hydrogen arsenide.

(249) . Sodium thiocyanate (tecanical). (250). Naphthalene. (251).

Naphthalenes, chlorinated (highest). (252). a-Naphthaquinone. (253).

Nickel and its oxide, oxide, sulfide (in recalculation on NI). (254).

Nickel carbonyl. (255). Nickel of salt in the form of hydro-aerosol

(in recalculation on NI). J256). Nicotine sulfate [3

(1-methyl-2-pyrolidylpyridinesultate) ]. (257) . Nitrophene (content of

alkyl phenols 72.5-67.5o/o). (258). Nitrile of acrylic acid. (259).

p-Iitroanisole. (260). y-Nizroaniline. (261). o-Nitroaniline. (262).

-Nitrobenzotrifluoride. (263). Ritromethane, nitroethane,

nitropropane, nitrobutane. (264). Vitroxylene. (265). Nitro-conpounds

of benzene. (266). Nitrofora. (267). Nitrophoska nitrosulfuric acid.

(268). Nitrophoska phosphoric, sulfate, and chlorine-free. (269).

Nitrochlorobenzene, dinitrochloro-compound of benzene. (270). Nitro

cyclohexane. (271). Ozone. (272). p-Hydroxydiphenylaaine. (273).

Hydroxycarbamate. (274). Octaaetayl (octamethyltetramide of

pyrophosphoric acid) . (275). Octailuorodichlorocyclohexene. (276).

Octyl ester 2,4 D. (277). Pentafluoropropionic acid. (278).
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Pentachioroacetone. (279). PentactLioronitrobenzene. (280).

Pentachiorophenol. (281). Pentacaaiorophenolate of sodium. (282).

Perfluoroisobutylene. (.k83). Perckiloromethylmercaptan. (284).

Picolines (mixture of isoaers). (285). Piperazine adipinate. (286).

Piperidine. (287). Pyriaine. (288). Polyvinyl chloride.
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Page 63.

Continuation-Fable 4.
35. lamnpouaau 3.eaaa~Oa * 10

IN. flOAUvrwMd .U t .53.@.i. . 10 3 a

nMw 3smo~ a~lU ru.poaaopMAL--
29L flpomerpum (2-MOMAeruaO & 36Oif

UL oauIC3Azo.o~iuI* 0.1 1 a

MIL npauari.................200 4 a
M0 fl1poffm~aPomuofav.............70 4

sot. flpouuoaosuI a~bAOrMA . . U

302. Ptuattrr 11 (cmetf. ?plixaoPTNOteuza-
ANCYAb*lAS TrPuxxaogO~UGAS H 08-

103 PeR2auui IV (MUKOUS COnb UeUZa1JlOP-3

1104. Piyru ueTsaeitse aa...........0,01 U
SOL C49970*90Cx-77 (N. NWA-xu 314-inu.

yuineNTfU-84eaAefRmamun) 5 +
31SL CYwACM (PTY~b ANYXaopucTAS) 0.1 1 a
307. Conmet so eroa ueoprommie c ogRN

11C111N. ........ . .. .. .. ........ 0.01 1 aUSw Cebu"g 1I*mabNMA - Nem~nspilauAi) 1 2 a
SO0. Cene. asgop4)ldB.................2 a
310. C*Ajexiuln~ aurgapboa............0. 1 1 a
it. Cepa micaota. cepumai sarRAPKn . 2 a

31L. COPMseUMI HVl auupx... .. ... 10 3 N

313 C0poao01POA .. . ............. + 2
$14. CePoSAOoPOz 6 cucUM C YriAt2A0PiA&-

. cl-C,. .. ...... ... 3 3
ISM CapoyriePOA .................. 0 2

L .Cwnai (2.MeTma4jpau) ::, 1 2

IL CmlznuzaO (a nepecqeT a CQ . .* ' 1
allCo6&xTmara(a epcq m C .4 n

M. Contan xncxoTa.......... ........ . . S ISK. Cono~mmep eupaa C Wm poaou S S a22L Caugmg n1fen,.zeW@u mCXpKaro pua
48-muaoama. IcPOlaORUiS0 a AV.) . . 2 3

1111. CBOTi IWTJiosuft (uevamoa) .+ . . U
304. Commy rnoaw . ............ 1000 4 n
10. Cflirilt mponmlosaul. ..... ...... 10 3 a3S. Crnwpy aulmo,,aa*. .. ........... * 3
327. CnsIPy sucronpowluvomm . .. ....... to 3
321. Calm? UYINAORU . ............... 10 3
329. Crnjopi lIreKwlgjAORM.i............10 3
MIG Campr it-renuHaos.ma ,.. ... . .1 .

$18 CaulPr R*OKflfAlUI..............1
332. Campr UNOIAORMl...............10 3a 1

34. CUMPT npoasaombi.... .. ......... 1 2
3111. CnWVT OKTra0T*P3MA0uI......... 21) 4
3W5 Cap T~ff4)pdyTlAoaBA .... 20 4 a
337. CaP TPlt41Trp3TltAO8b1A . 8 0 3 3
A33 CnUMP ?TO~paaao Aa . . .20 4 s
33. Crnxpi xsoaxruaa~s (2.samareaeaaoa so 4 a
340. Cmp'f.i. a .Xpyiupowh.a S . S a
341. Cup~woumaau ...
ML5 CyA1,4uay ANNORM 6
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Key: (289). Polypropylene (not stabilized). (290). Polyformaldehyde.

(291). Polychloropinene. (492). Low-pressure polyethylene. (293).

foaming agent ChKhZ-5 (f-aetauiurathanebenzenesulfohydrazine). (294).

Propazine-10- (3-dimethylaminopropyi)-phenothiazine hydrochloride.

(295). Promethryn (2-methylrnio-,6-bsisopropylamino-symatriazine).

(296). Propanide (3,4-dicnloropropionanilide). (297). Propylene

oxide. (298). n-Propylamine. (299). Propylacetate. (300).

Propylpropionate. (301). Propionic aldehyde. (302). Renacit II

(mixture of trichlorothiophanolaaisulfide, trichlorothiophenol and

paraffin). (303). Renacit IV (zinc salt of pentachlorothiophenol).

(304) . Mercury metallic. (305j. Santoflex-77

(NN'-di-1,4-dimethylpentyl-p-pienylene diamine). (306). Corrosive

sublimate (mercury bichloridej. (307). Lead and its inorganic

compound. (308) . Sevin (1-naphthyl-N-methylcarbamate) . (309).

Selenium (amorphous). (31U). Selenious anhydride. (311). Sulfuric

acid, sulfuric anhydride. (312). Sulfurous anhydride. (313). Hydrogen

sulfide. (314). Hydrogen sulfide Ln mixture with hydrocarbons C%-Cs.

(315). Carbon disulfide. (316). SyLvan (2-Methylfuran). (317).

Cymazene (2-chloro-4,6-bisethylaminosymmtriazine). (318). Turpentine

(in recalculation on C). (319) . Solvent naphtha (in recalculation on

C). (320). Hydrochloric aciu. (321). Copolymer of styrene with

a-methylstyrene. (322). Alcohols unlimited of aliphatic series

(allyl, crotonyl, etc.). (3.4). Alcohol methyl (methanol). (324).

Alcohol (ethyl. (325). Alcohol propyl. (327). Alcohol acetopropyl.
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(328). Alcohol butyl. (319). Alcouol n-hexyl. (330) . Alcohol heptyl.

(331) . Alcohol octyl. (332). Alcohol n-nonyl. (333). Alcohol decylic.

(334). Alcohol (propargylic. (335). Alcohol octafluoroamyl. (336).

Alcohol trifluorobutyl. (337). Alcohol trifluorcethyl. (338). Alcohol

tetrafluoropropyl. (339). Aicobol isoactyl. (2-ethylhexanol). (340).

Styrene, a-methyl styrene. (341). Streptomycin. (342). Sulfamate of

ammonium.

I, I , - .-- , ': ., :q ..- ,,:
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Page 64.

continuation table 4.

343 Cypa..u. ItTOPHJII.. XAOPNAM (yPez- W
4aRTUma.141ThRae (a UePWceeTO NO Sb)

C 0610naTOabHUU M~OIMsI.1? 0.3 2 -s
3.Cypbma N&I3TSjqeAU (3 NAO AN) . 2 a

a) CypbNA (TPexsaAeHnThze OK1W-
AM H MALIA 3 OHAe OAN

(a llepeCRMT HS Sb)! . . - 1 2 a
6)CYPI.%a InSlTIS aJICl'rume oxmc-

*A jjl i CYAzL41iAM (a aHAe NW'
JAll) a flepeC'CTe N Sil .b s 2 3 a

345. C.AblbjlHIma IHb~e npen&aThl: cr9.3-
rowsa SCAmlR. HopeYAW0a3o0R, CY~b#a-

Ila.1 Cynbazuuemmi. cYJAWN . . - 2 a
316. Ta~aI...................3 3 a
347. Tamin. SIOAR.2. 6POUVA ............... 0.01 1 a
348. T .,.,yp. ................ 0.01 1
3,19. Tc)~.C(PaARl KUICAOTS. ........... 0.1 1 +

30Terp ~OMTH 20 4
331. Ter p rujipoloypaN . . .. 0
352. TerpantH ................. 00 4
3W3. TcrpaHHTpaueT3u. ............ 0.3 2 U

354. TeTpaX.0PCeXCaTp~e . . . ......... 03+ 2 is
358. Tenpaxiopalponan. TeTpaZmopuenTam.

35.?CTpxaOwtCATH....... .. .. .......... 2
30.Tcipaxaclopam . .. .. . . 2 V+8-

367. Terpaxropynmeltalu . ~
358. Tc-.PaX.1oP33....... .............. 5+ 3 IS
359. Telpax.ipmmew K......................10 3
W2. T,.pna-mi.icaieu. ............. 0005+ 1 I

361 . Tc~!pI0KoCUcIAaH. ............. 2D 4
W4. Tiol.,am (S-npornim,-N-3 1 2 11+8d

TlI.1lloxmp~s"&l............. ... + . +

363. TasorcaimsiAor KC?. ... . . ... 1 +6

364. Tinn3.................0,1+ 1 51+11

34w3 T::u,ei.....................20 4
366. T oqJoc (b0O-AITI.JI -0.uwrPo*i.SNAruo :

4.',.4idT).. ........ ' ' 0.0s+'1367. Tttpax. ilMTA -(TIr*T mHAVHY9SUAK.2
C.1ilIA)....................0.5 2 a

368. T:aan cTM~Pezxxjopflcrhz (no0 cozepNa.
auo liCd a ao3Ayxe).... .. .. . .......

3.39. Tobtyscti'.................3+ a

37,. Ta~memiiaim2+ .3 N+&-
371. Tw~y~f--lcsull31auI . 0.5 2 a
372. Two.i . .II:o~a.. . .. .. .. ........ 50 3 O

.373. r.sin...................0 1 N

371. Tpvtvi,IcrpalkeTaT ............... 1 21
373.' . . . . . .p . 1,o2

3H. TpitG'r.i.3,::ar (Tpru*jyimnsl 90ct. .+
op:...C4)"jfIJO b*)I.oTu) . . .~ .+ 2

377. Tpss~pe.'iabo-4ar. COAeP~eAlM.IA CGL~ 0,1+ 1 a
Y%, oproIImocepoo

378. TJ,;KPe31f.10oC(.aT. COltU311tKR Ntle 06+ 2
v:, oplolIo~COm 8. . .. .. .. 1,5+ I

.379 Tpl1sCe.1CeulV.(ovbaT . . U
IN0 TplfMCTislauicH 4 . 3
36*. rpufmeTuAonpona. (srPmoll) ,+ 2 .N 5
i2 TPHcelcTPOT.1Y0.1 .. .......... 2
343. 1. 1.3-Tpixwpamerom . ........... 0.3 2 I
3"4 Tpwx.10p6em30J a* . . . 19 3
365. Tpimaopnpo'iam 3 3
3bi. TpIIimopapontuen..... .. .......... 3 3
3W. TpNXJAopcNAa. (0011Aaar.71*1 KOETPOJb
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Key: (343). Antimony, fluoriies, chlorides (tri- and pentavalent (in

recalculation on Sb) vith the necessary check HCi and HF). (344).

Antimony metallic (in the form of dust). a) antimony [trivalent

oxides and sulfides in the form of dust (in recalculation on Sb)] b)

antimony [pentavalent oxides and sulfides (in the form of dust) in

* recalculation on Sbl. (345). Sulfanilamide preparations: streptocide

white, norsulfazole, sulfacyl, sulfadimesine, sulgin. (346) . Tobacco.

(347). Thallium iodide, oromide. (J48). Tellurium. (349).

Terephthalic acid. (350). Tetrabromoethane. (351). Tetrahydrofuran.

(352) . Tetralin. (353). letranitromethane. (354).

Tetrachlorohexatri,ne. (355). Tetrachlorcpropane, Tetrachloropentane,

Tetrachloroheptane. (35b). Tetrachlorononane. (357).

Tetrachloroundecane. (358). Tetrachloroethane. (359).

Tetrachloroethylene. (3b0). Tetraethyl lead. (361).

Tetraethoxysilane. (362). Tyllas to

(S-propyl-N-ethyl-N-n-butyltniocarDamate). (363). Thioglycolic acid.

(364) . Thiodan. (365). Thiopnene. (366) . Thiophos

(0,0-ethyl-0-nitrophenyltnioiosphate). (367) . Thiuram, TMTD

(tetramethylthiuraadisuitize). (J6d). Titanium tetrachloride (in

content of Hrl in air). (3b9). Toluidine. (370) . Toluylenediamine.

(371). Toluylenediisocyanate. t372). Toluene. (373) . Thorium. (374).

Tertbutylperacetate. (375). Tertbutylperbenzoate. (376).

Tributylphosphate (tributyl ester of organic Fhosphoric acid). (377).

Tricresylphosphate, containing more than 3o/o orthoisoners. (378) .
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Tricresyiphosphate, which colitains, is less than 30/0 orthoisouers.

(379) . Trizelenyiphosphate. (480). Trimethylahine. (381). Trimethylol

propane (etriol). (382) . Trinitrotoluene. (383).

1, 1,3-Trichioroacetone. (384). Trichlorobenzene. (385).

Trichioropropane. (386). 'ricI~cropropylene. (387) . Trichiorosilane

(is required HCi contrcl).
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Page 65.

Continuatiou 'I-ble 4.

O-p.P#WM1aA7M004a?&) . .. .. 03+ 2 0+0

isxmOP118418anmos) . . 011 & 4
31. p%xA~p4beNOA*T NOM . ..
3wPsi#ra~nau 12.,uwaubOMMI - 10-3 -

14.metuj - Iil-nnpIANNNJ) uOanN 00- 611
hIOa&4A3i11l Amr*Ap*OMODMAi 6 3.1

3a ropm xcycUNAHU Nma . ... 3 3

38 Tuccaaas 1 2OT
am aft(pCO Tau e -OU no-U .) no 4 o1o
4A yrpa s (M aOuailae. ea. um .7 . 1 . . 2

40& p~a YNC d)A .XAT . . . . a
406. u-O ai~ * " H0*0 -401

,~ *& y .......................... 5km+ 1
4w 14b OTOUI (0.0-A Ne ms . . .-6*Moe2%1a

40? abeteQAnMR .eY.I.MT.@C.h. 0.2+ 2 a
408. OO1&[1waJubaer xi4A . j ;&'C

413. G~ op CaJ . . . #~ AOC@S. ) 0 . 4
4W 4. Opaigm~~........... .* 3+ 2

436 @O~OPCTL6 6*00.60.1 2

413. 00PU~boD O~ (ituoitB...................... . 4
414. O#cGpsha .aru,........ .... . 2 a
41L. Oot0aiu'.* (0*. aen . . . NM.... ~

6 00pOmUCiUA iNOO~A .) . . .. 5a
41L 0Oto~eaai ar~ifpA .. . . .. . 2..

421. *OnAo~0C (0.0G*MNIU.3 -4?SAaUN- 0. 04+4
A0ANRO~tU0,0ar). . . ............

422 *YOPONAOCT4. ...........
43 @TopiiCTMO SOAOVOA. . I .
424. 07uotPIcTaAoO~N KXtROU COAN2

(mncep~e.u HF). .......... 5 I 2 a
42L Oypas * * .. .. I. ... 3 0
42L OYI*YPOA . . . . .. . . . . .10
427. XAop. ......... ...........
42L. XAOp& ASYONEb . .
429. Xiopssnm (2-xAop -4.6-6iuCAminet~swu-

43L. is.Xmpanu*um. . . ... .......... .+ 2
431. XAopaImruApuA 1pIAopyncycmas KNU@ OA+ .3

431. XAOPSarMAPA AiiPMAOeOi. UITSKOW4@-............

435 ) *.06wx * *.t .. .+ . .
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Key: (388). TrichloroethyLene. (3d9). Trichlorometaphos-3

(O-ethyl-O-ethyl-O-tricoioropheuythiophosphate). (390).

Trichloronaphthalee (a ixura of tetra- and pentachloronaphthalene).

(391) . Trichloroph~aolate of copper. (392). Triphthazine

[2-trifloromethyl-10-3-4-aethyi-l-piperidinyl) propyl phenothiazine

of dihydrochloride). (393). Tgritluoropropyl amine. (394). Trifluorine

acetic acid. (395). Tritluorocaloropropane. (396).

Trifluoroetbylaeine. (397). Triethylamine. (398). Triethoxysilane.

(399) . Mineral spirits (in recalculation on C). (400). Carbon oxide.

(401). Hydrocarbons aliEhatic maximum CI-Cl. (in recalculation on C).

(402) . Carbon (tetrachloride. (403). Acetic acid. (404). Uranium

(soluble compounds). (405). Uranium (insoluble compounds). (406).

p-Phenetidine hydrochloride. (407). p-Phenetidine. (408).

Phenylmethyldichlorosilane. (js necessary HCl ccntrol). (409).

m-Phenoxy phenol. (410). Phenol. 411) . Fczalon

(0.0-diethyl-S-6-chlorobenzoxazolinylmethyldithiophosphate) . (412).

Formaldehyde. (413). Ettyleneylycol formal (dioxolane-1,3). (414).

Formamide. (415). Phosgena. (416). Hydrogen phosphide. (417).

Phosphorus (yellow. (418). Paosj.ioric anhydride. (419). Phosphamide

(0-0-dimethyl-Omethylcabaaidemethyldithiophosphate). (420). Phthalic

anhydride. (421). Phthalophos

(0,0-dimethyl-Pphthalimidoditaiopaosphate). (422). Teflon. (423).

Hydrogen fluoride. (424). Bydrofluoric acid of salt (in recalculation

on aF). (425). Puran. (426). Purfural. (427). Chlorine. (428).

.I
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chlorine dioxide. (429). Chloroazi~ne

(2-chloro-'I.6-bisdiethyiauinosyuutriazine). (4130) . p-Chloramiline.

(4131) . Acid chloride of tricalorotcetic acid. (432).* Acid chloride of

acrylic, metacrylic acids. j433). a-Chloraniline. (5434).

Chioroacetopropylacetate. (435). Calorobenzene. (436). Chlorex

(p.pl-dichlorodiethyl ester).
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Page 66.

Contiuaation Table 4.

437. 1.3-X. 61OpN"fPOfl5.... ... ........ 3 3 i

ZIk 
0.02+6121k msc

408. X.open't ssixoa* . .4 . . . . . . 2 6441. Wtiojjjj,:yk, SaoV.CUa.................. I 1113
vs11)s1sA...................0.2 a

444&. .jo pser11.1Tpfs1Wopcs1-74 (06131141,101 1
444. Litopos'r'css.. ............... 2 2
44S. X.-.PO4)oc !I).0,7111MCTss. (I -OsKCH .5 2--'2. '.. .1Oil .Tr.1) .OOC4.o11T] .0.5+ 23 ~44& XLioginpursioooaa X11".OT&

447. Xaopiseaiprusoasx KISCAOTa 5 3 a
441. as X.sopigbell s.1hIs osu: a a. a.X.7*p~enieA-

w*.tS41o6ar...................0.6 2
4494 isxjpbeusoa. ............... 1+ 2 a
450. X.iopr.s lpupovsuasse dwst"1as11,s41.

Casuv cossssssIs(............ . .. . . .2 - 2 11+4
451 . 2 .. sslc.s.~o.s3.........0.3+ 2 a
4W2. Xpohloil.-1A .1111is spisi. XsPosAars. Osixpo.

w..JA (3 is 1".re a CrO') .. 0.01 1 a
453. X PosaMMUswut .it wisci (~Pouass.

M610aqsss1s 6,16AC111,A) I a nelcc'sere "sa CrOw) 0,021 a
454. Xpoi .jo(piw (rcs..srsi..jhar TpssusO- 00plix. xpu'sal (a us-.pec-oe~c iisa CrO&) 00 .
466. U..ss'".bsft 8o.i'po. coa.m .iIHmabIOA

Kic!~d(a rscpec-sato us IN 0.3+ 2
450. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) L.s:1csi(psuppash) 01 1 Is

456. uil.u,I~g. (1i8G5 o~~mt ,:.f...........0+ 2 a+&457. llnsji cw y.j,Ap O.0asersn

Tu,-1:(. 0 Ms - I s*em1.vCycsbo6 Ssc.

.11w ' -. l 2 *
* 439. U'.116 (.ysg less- N. M;-dssC-.AxiTs0Oap6a- 0.2 a

45.Ussipirescas..................2 U
462. lotre C M 3ss............463. Uik..,rvicws ttt~ssa KaisGouaT . .1. 3 1

4. tl,,s!,rescssi,ussuj itoomar 71- 3 U

4w. 1 I I:.h.5ettf rd1~5.1 :sis(csss : ssap*
468. 1 1 no5't

410. 1 6spsosifA Vey a .. 11assec m ero uppac-

as; 4poi"P,1A 0,6 .. . 2 a
4703. 116A.................... .. . . .. . 3 3 a

471.Ill.1041 ckis (POTWP) ( arpe we .5
ita i~fi . .. .. . . .. . 3

4n . a 6as..... .. . . . . . . .....
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Key: (437). 1,3-Chlorobrosopropane. (438).

4-Chlorobenzophenone-2-carboxyl2c acid. (439). 7-Chlorocrotyl ester

2.4 D. (440). Hydrogen chloride. (11).

5-Bthoxyphenyl-1,2-thiaztioaiua chloride. (42). Chiorindan

(octachloroendomethyleneretrahydropidan) . (443).

Chloromethyltrichlorosilane (is necessary HCl control). (444).

Chloroprene. (445). Chlorophos LO,O-dinathyl

(1-hydroxy-2,2,2-trichloroetxy) paosphonate]. (446). Chloropropionic

acid. (447). Chloropelaryonic acad. (448). u-Chlorophenylisocyanate,

p-Chlorophenylisocyanate. (449). p-Chlorophenol. (450). Chloroten

(chlorinated bicyclic compounds). (451). 2-Chloroethanesulfochloride.

(452) . Chromium bihydride, chromates, dichromates (in recalculation

on Cr03 ). (453). Chromoammonium sulfate (chroboammonium alum) (in

recalculation on CrO). (454). CAromium chlorine (hexahydrate of

trichloride of chromium) (in recalculation cn Cr0 3). (455). Hydrogen

cyanide, salts of hydrocyanic acid (in recalculation on HCV). (456).

Cyanurchloride (trichlorotriazine). (457). Cyanamid free. (458).

Cydeal (ethyl ether of 0.0-diaetinyidithiophosphoryl-1-phenylacetic

acid). (459). Zineb (ethylene-.ofM-bis-dithiocarbamate of zinc).

(460). Cyclohexane. (461). Cyclohexanone. (462). Cyclohexamine.

(463). Cyclohexamine carbonate. j4o4). Cyclohexamine chromate. (465).

Cyclohexanoneoxiae. (466). Cyclopentadienyltricarbonyl of manganese.

(467). Cyclopentadiene. (468). Zinc oxide. (469). Zirconium metallic

and its insoluble compcunds (zircon, dioxide, carbide). (470). Tea.

I : -" I I"- " I " II = lIl
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(4171).* Caustic sodas (soitionsJ (in recalculation on UaOH). (472).

Extraline. (473). Epichlorhydrin. (474). Eptam

(S-ethyl-N-N-propylthiocarb-aaate). (4175) . 2-Ethyihexanal. (4176).

Ethylacetate.
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Page 67.

CotinuationlVable 41.

W. 311"CiSU" *N 6 . 2
4M S3rueVAUNGW s 2 3

479.TAMUN . .iauum . . o.t'r+ I U

4M6 3TuaQ*Aeuy4IIX . 6 .... .+ 1
40 ST*~vunp~ 10. 3 A.

4W9. rUAeUAUaiaeTai . . a .. 3

4S3. S3syumozaprupa . .. .......... 0,-s+ 2
481.3lTUAhMPKARANa.. .. ............. 2 i
415. 3TxueepxypLaopIjs (a* couatsmSun

PiyirU & maAYxe)..... . . . . . . . 0 I

489. 8tuipyea v (69M . . . . . 0.005+ t 4

487. N-3SnuauposM .. ..... * . . 5 3
488. 3ITmaoNW. ANUAOSMI S*UP . . . . 300 4 3

49L TU&S OPONUSTH . . .............. 3
491. 3wma XAoPttTWA ..... .. ......... M 4
4ML 0 -3TOK[CUUPOOUOUHTP4A . . . , . so 4
4w9 3l36yaTua?(-&apeUUA - aUx*.P

46L. %am 1-plaa - N-rqKC&UevUaeut p. 2 3 .-
aif)*... .. . ..... .. . 0G.5 2 -a

Key: (477). Ethylene oxida. (478). Ethylene diamine. (479).

Sthylenimine. (480). Etayienesulfide. (481). Ethylene cyanohydrin.

(482) . Ethylenediaceta te. (48.3). Ethylenechiorohydrine. (484). Ethyl

mercaptan. (485) . Ethylsercurochioride (in content of mercury in

air). (486). Ethylmercurophosphate (iD content cf mercury in air).

(4187) . M-Ethylmorpholine. (4dd) . tthyl, diethyl ether. (489).

Ethyltoluene. (490). Etayl (Dromide. (491). Ethyl chloride. (492).

P-Ethoxypropionitrile. 4493). Ethersulfanate
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(p-chlorophenyl-p-chloroboazosuranate). (494). Yalan

(S-ethyl-N-hexamethylenethiocarbamate).

FOOTNOTE 1. For the duration of work in the atmosphere, containing

carbon monoxids, not more than I U the maximum permissible

concentration of carbon monoxide can be raised to 50 mg/m 3 , for the

duration of work, it is not more than 30 min - to 100 mg/ 3 , for the

duration of work not more than 15 to 200 mg/m 3. Repeated works under

conditions of the increased content of carbon monoxide in air of

vorking zone can be conducted with interruption not less than in 2 h.

ENDFOOTNOTEo
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Page 68.

soytuio OUT

L. AJISOMNIHA x *Iro czaau (a nepee 24

usch anynxpws) . .na . sa... po-...

3O44 uxOHAeRCAURN ............ 2 4
3& AAuiOmIIIH oKmtCh (saexKTpoICopqA) S CMe-

cm co cluamou uHlKeflN Ao 15 .. . . 4 4
4. ApociLii. &IOAII~bUtwPOaaMMMA 6yruIOSM '

cfllpTOAI (6yTOCHI~) . .......... 1 3
&. A~xMHnn OKilCi 8 asiAe a3POSIOAi j~At3Rs

Terpauwsn (rnrnso3em, 3JAeKTPOKoPYRA, NO-
JIIOpyA) ....................... 6 4

6& Apocma~. MoARsIO1PIpoauIWIA~T
XHX.IopcXJlaHoM . ............ 1 3

7. bap.tT ................ 6 4
& Bopa 3PH apsj.. ............. 4
9. Bo.1b0PaMOKo6AbTroahse Cnalasb a xa

c aa3azi. Ao5% ............ 4 4
10. AoJIomI?.... ................ 4
11. AIuaroMNT .................. 1 3
311 AIe.wea oxmcb c lpiimecbo oymciECIO map-

rasN~aAo 3%. .............. 6 4
13 AC33ea OKHCb c flpHmcbio qiopIcrbx

HAN OT 3 Ao 6% mapraieaux COCAHtit-
N .................. 4 4

14. )KeAC3efswA N umiteesmik aFrlOMCPSTbi 4 4
I&. IMaeCHXK . ............... 6 4

I&. XpemmitueacoaepNwawlle nr

a) KpemmItii JilyolKic lcPiC'raAAHIN
'aciam: Knapil. KPHCTo6aJIIHr.
TPl4.IlIIIIT lips, COAepNwallllli e

a nwi~s cauui 70% (KxaapwirT,
Alitac it .p) . ..... .. ...... 3

'b41 Kpciriisss .111YOKIICb amopqmlafl a
BIIACe ;a ,pOJO.lIH KOIIACUIIfILIIII flPil
coaeAt$4.umil cc is flw5is cituiue
70% (BO3rojibi. 3.eKTPOTCP.%111ae-
cicora n1poll3aoacrila Kpesuilna it
XPCMIIIICTLIX 0Ieppocnniios,
a3poctia-175. aspocia.-300 it ap.) 13

0sa) Kpe.%ti ALBYOKIfCh amopniafllB a
cmecii C oKiic.Wm"t mapraitua
5 5hue a~p3OaN0.1 KOHueltCawuilt C
COAcpW3HCa4cM xaitC~oro 113 HHX
6ouqee 10%..... .. .. ..... 3

&T4 KpeMHAIw ABYOKIICh XpI4CTaAAHIIV4C
Citafl ITP COAMPEBmmI ee s nu-1
AN~ OT 10 Ao 70% (rpammr, tua-
MOT, cijUoA*-cbipCI. yrAerlOPOA,

man UhIJ~b It AP.) . * 2 4
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UbMAN aT 2 AO 10% (roP0o'Ia
XyKCtPCNIIMO CASHIM. MUIIO-'
CY~ib4)HANbl PYAM, yraefOPOA*

Ra APt .aa~a . . . . . . : '

17. I~pexuemeAlac1MI cnAs . . 4 4
I&. XpeNUawa XaP6aA (Kap6OpyflA) . . 6 4
It. ArWpouSnHaed cTaAm N ax cmecII c RaJma- 6

30M AO% .............. 64
2& MaMeUT... .. .. .... .. .. ..... o 4

21. CUAAKai M CSIIJHXATCOAeP)KaZUII n!WAH*
a). &c6ecT nPHPOwAHb mHcxyccrneH-

Hbli, a Taic)ce cuewuaHaible ac6ec-
TonopomJbie riWJiM fIPK COMOU6C-
RUhN 8 HHXa ac6ecra GoAe 10% - 2 4

V'4ac6ecTo~ueMeHT. .......... 64
C, 4k) ac6eclo64axAlIr (WoAOUNT), AC-

6ecrope311Aaa... .. .. ...... 4
cdst flJAbK. cjIao-4oaronU? If MYC-

KOSHT .............. 4 4
AL.) CWUINIINOe KI uHHepa~tbH08 so-

JIOO................... 44
-A) iteumHI. OJIH;HH. a.&am?. 4Opc.
S TepwTr.amna . ... ...... 6 4

221 flaib p3CTHTeAbNorO H haHBOThloro Ipo-
.CKOMAeMHR:

a) c nPHmcbhIO ARYOKIICH KpeCHHR
Gone. 10% (3epuosam. AYGNHSN.,

-X~KBX XAonqaTyMaaCHax,
JAbuHxas, wuepcrnuas. flyxolaha
H AP.) ....... .. ...... 2 4
c npKMeCbD0 ABYOKNCN KPOMMHN
oT 2Ao 10%. ......... 4 4

Q)c InpHmecbio AsyoKNcU KPCMH
ueNee 2% (aayquan. xjionqaTo-
OYu&A2Hag, APeleCHaN U AP).) 6 4

23. TanrA H ero oiKHcow ............ 10 4
24C Twrau t H r0 ASYOxHaCb. ........... 1 4
25 TpeneA. .. .............. 1 3
26. YrAepoAs nmbAHa:

a) xoxc He~~moR. fleKOBUml, cAaH-
h~lkat 9AeY.TPOAHbIA . . . . 8 4

)D S) aAAm3M IIPMPOAMMSG N HCKYCC1.
WXM0............... 4

q)Exaeuxul yroAb c coep2Icauem
ABYOKUCH KpeMHXE MHe 2% . 10 4

27. OocajaOPIT ................ 6 4
28. lUhh1)011I1 RiIfNA . ............ 4 4
29. L1-ryH.................6 4
30. t4vr~iua ScueCu C S-ICKlpQNopynjw AO

20% .?io~pH . . uc . e~oa~i 6 4
MR CTSASUH ............... 6 4
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Key: (a). Designation oi substance. (b). Magnitude of maximum

permissible concentration in mg/a 3 . (c). Class of danger. (1).

Aluminum and its alloys (in recaiculation on Al). (2). Aluminum oxide

(among other things with imparitj/admixture of dioxide of silicon) in

the form of aerosol of conaensation. (3). Aluminum oxide

(electrocorundum) in mixtuce with nickel alloy to 15o/o. (4).

erosils, modified by butyl aiconol (butosyl). (5). Aluminum oxide in

the form of aerosol of disintegration (alumina, electrocorundum,

monocorundum). (6). Aerosils, modLtied by dimethyldichlorosilane.

(7). Barite. (8). Bohr caruide. (9). Tungsten-cobalt alloys in

mixture with diamond to 5o/o. (10). Dolomite. (11). Diatomite. (12).

Iron oxide with impurity/admixture of manganese oxides to 3o/o. (13).

Iron oxide with impurity/admixture of fluoride or from 3 to 6o/o of

manganese compounds. (14). Iron anci nickel agglomerates. (15).

Limestone. (16). Silica-containing dust: a). Silicon dioxide crystal:

quartz, cristobalite, tridymite with its content in dust is more than

70o/o (quartzite, dinas brick, etc.).
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it b). Silicon dioxide daorpaous in the form of aerosol of

condensation with its conzenr in dust is more than 70o/o (sublimates

of electrothermal production of s.iicon and silicide ferro alloys,

aerosils-175, aerosils-3U0, etc.).

c). Silicon dioxide amorphous in mixture with manganese oxides

in the form of aerosol cf condensation with ccntent of each of them

is more than 10o/o.

d). Silicon dioxide crystal with its content in dust from 10 to

70o/o (granite, fireclay, mica-raw material, carbonaceous dust,

etc.).

e). Silicon dioxide crystal with its content in dust from 2 to

10o/o (combustible kukersite slates, copper sulfide ores, carbon and

coal dust, clay, etc.). (17). Silicocopper alloy. (18). Silicon

carbide (carborundum). (19). Alloy of steels and their mixtures with

diamond to 5o/o. (20). Naqnesite. (21). silicates and

silicate-containing dust:

a) asbestos natural and artificial, and also mixed asbestos rock

dust with content in them of asbestos are more than 10o/o.
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b) asbestos-cement.

ic) asbestos-bakelite (Voloait), asbestos rubber.

d) talc, mica-flagopite and muscovite.

e) glass and mineral filament.

f) cement, olivine, apatite, torsterite, clay. (22). Dust of

plant and animal origin:

a) with impurity/admixture of dioxide of silicon is more than

10o/o (granular, bast, cotton, cotton, linoleic, wool, downy, etc.).

b) with ths impurity/aaaixture of the dioxide of silicon from 2

to 10o/o.

c) with the impurity/admixture of the dioxide of silicon are

less than 2o/o (flour, cotton, woody, etc.). (23). Tantalum and its

oxide. (24). Titanium and its dioxide. (25). Tripoli. (26). Carbon of

bullet:
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a) coke petroleum, J;Itch, schist. electrode.

b) diamonds natural ana artiticial.

c) Coal with the content ot tne dioxide of silicon is less than

2o/o. (27). Phosphorite. (28). Zirconium nitride. (29). Cast iron.

(30). Cast iron in mixture with electrocorrundum to 20o/o. (31).

Electrocorundum in mixture with alloy steels.
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10.2. Maximum permissible concentrations of harmful substances

in air of working zone are such concentrations which with daily to

work in limits of 8 h during entire working length of service cannot

cause in of working diseases or deviations in health status, detected

by contemporary methods at investigation, it is direct in work or

within distant periods.

10.3. Naximum permissibla concentrations of harmful substances

in air of working zone are maximally one-time.

10.4. According to degree ot effect on human organism harmful

substances should be subdivided into 4 classes:
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1 - substance extremely dangerous.

2 - substance highly uangerous.

3 - substance moderately dangerous.

4 - substance little dangerous.

10.5. By working zone should be considered space in high to 2 a

above level of floor or area/site, on which are located places of

permanent or sojourn of workers.

10.6. With simultaneous content in air of working zone of

several harmful substances of unidirectional action/effect,

calculation of general/total excuange ventilation is to produce via

addition of air volumes, necessary for diluticn of each substance

individually to its maximum permissible concentration taking into

account contamination of additional air. In this case, as permissible

for design and sanitary supervision should be considered such

concentrations (C) of the harmful substances which answer formula (2)

C, + c, + -+ IM , (2)

i.e., the sum of the ratios ot the actual concentrations of harmful

substances (CI, C2, ._: C,) in air ct rooms toward their maximum

permissible concentrations (n'lJK,, 1"AK ... .AK,), wbich are
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establish/installed for the isolated/insulated presence, must not

exceed I (unity).
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10.7. During codeposition into air of working zone of rooms of

several harmful substances, whica o not possess unidirectional

character of action/effect, quantity of air during calculation of

general/total exchange vrntilation is allow/assumed to accept on that

harmful substance, for whica is required feed of greatest volume of

pure air.

10.8. For harmful substances whose maximum permissible

concentrations are not afi.rmed, time/temporary maximum permissible

concentrations and conditions or applying these substances in each

specific case are established by Ministry of Pub. Health of USSR.

10.9. To harmful substances of unidirectional action/effect, as

a rule, should be related narmtul substances, close in chemical

structure and character of biological effect on human organism.

Examples of the combinations of the substances of unidirectional

action they are:
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a) hydrogen fluoride and salt of hydrofluoric acid.

b) sulfurous and sulfuric anhydride.

c) formaldehyde ana aydrochloric acid.

d) different chlorintatd hydrocarbons (maximum and unlimited).

e) different brominatea hydrocarbons (maximum and unlimited).

f) different alcohols.

g) different acids.

h) different alkalies.

)I) different aromatic hydrocarbons (toluene and xylene, benzene

and toluene).

J) different amino-compounds.

k) different nitro-coapounds.

1) amino- and nitro-compouad.
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m) Thiophos and carbophos.

n) hydrogen sulfide &ad carbon disulfide.

o) carbon monoxide and amino-compound.

p) carbon monoxide and anitro-compound.

q) bromide methyl and carbon disulfide.
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11. Meteorological conditions in the working zone of industrial

rooms.

11.1. Meteorological conditions - optimum and permissible

temperatures, relative buiadity and speed of air moticn are

established for working zone of industrial rocas.

meteorological conditions in cattle-breeding and

poultry-breeding buildings, and also in buildings for storing

agricultural production, coolers and the like (in the rooms of
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storage) are established in accordance with the norms of

technological design, attirsed in routine. If the parameters of

meteorological conditions in these rooms differ from those

establish/installed in lable 5, then for workerz must be provided for

rooms for heating in accordance with the demands of chapter SNIP for

the design of auxiliary buildings and rooms of industrial

enterprises.

11.2. Temperature, relative aumidity and speed of air motion

should be accepted upon warm, cold and transition periods of year on

the basis of category ct work on heaviness, according to

designation/purpose of rooms, on surpluses of explicit heat according

totable 5.

The optimum parameters of air medium in rooms should be accepted

in accordance with the instructions of chapter SNIP according to the

design of heating, ventilation and air conditioning.

11.3. By working zona snould oe considered space in high to 2 m

above level of floor or area/sites, on which are located work sites.

The as permanent work site is considered the place, at which

worker is located the large part (more than 50o/o, or more than 2 h

continuously) of his operating time. If in this case the maintenance
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production is carried out in different points of working zone, then

the as permanent work site is ccnsidered entire/all working zone.

11.4. Surpluses of explicit heat (from equipment, heated

materials, insolations and people) should be considered residual

quantities of explicit beat (minus heat losses), which comes rooms in

calculated parameters of surrounding air after realization of all

technological and structural measures for their decrease, and also on

thermal insulation of equipment, installaticne and conduit/manifolds,

sealing/pressurization ct equipment and device of local suction from

technological equipment and other measures.

L.I
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Page 73. Table 5. Norms of temperature, relative humidity and speed

of air notion in the vorking zone of industrial rooms.

/)XmAoal * mepesolmi nepuom roem (Towneorm pe emF S4UYU mse +lO'CI

AL~nyC~uh
X&AKpexipnciuic Koeeon S) flM0S~bW / J \lomyTUNWO ?eMOC6PTYeS

YauNflaly- USE "839- pume" TeMnepa~y . " D83- A5HieMNu Mtiz p46066w
PO 002AYX8 OCTb SOS- sosyx p.031759 MOT No 5.s Oy2* Mc

*.c AYaa% 8 aC ayae 6.0-c AYZa0.

I , a 4 6 g 7

lo"MeMme. Napes- Jiarwa OD-22 SD-IS He. 60.6 17-22 Wa GoAea Ha ue ADS
tapuSYaMWa Sena.H- 0.2 750.8

(300M UJEUTINIa

MU~~C 336G 131

Cpcmu.B 1-19 60--m HO GO.... M5-20 To ADS 9a""10 152

Taweing IS-16 -0_ To so 13-16 TOU 11
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Continuation Table 5.

(/)Telutui flcpIol FoAm (icwtiepw1ypa hh.pyacHoro ooiAyxa +10'c v olue) --

0; C1,1, J:5D Ha noclo"Howxi p160MHZf UOCTSK

X&Apalepiwengsa Kateropma n ITM3A~bNft (41,aonycinm"uo Aonvci mumI

I~MCc.II '-~~' OTIlOC ITAhCKPO aTmocuTeJlb . 1-'Ctb One flOCTORIITC~flCPATV- ~ h A M( eJIN, TCwnepaTypa HNIac k4~Hiaxp&'M
Ps 101A.Yi4 kChh031 IIIAYKl bOSAYX3 A *C HOCTIb &OIAY. U03AYXA MCCT

0 AYxs a % a W/Cex Ia % a A/ec

1 2 1- 10 -1 __ 3 14 56

* lu x~na. & A jerviss 222 60-30 0.2-0.5 Hie Omjer qcu flpa 28*C me 0.3-0.6 Heola.
,oIpsrsyemwe HC3HIMH- iii 3*C smuje -ojiee 55%. eK Na 30b

IOb n&MHH3HIKH cpewxeA ieu.6 PIpm 27*C me3W CCJC
NsmoFO ToIA neap&YPU. 6ojee 60%. Tom nePaTYPU
(3 £Y.AIA''a N Me- Haspyacdioro jfpm 26-C 'me Hapy2K*ol

am)SOSAYx& a 131 ;., 6ce 66%. vosAyxa a 13
qacos caur Mpm 261C tie Iacos cainro
acapKOro He. 6ojie 70%. WPKOIO in-
cua~a. No 1 pa 241C m CARS
do&"e 28*C Imme e 6o.

Aeo 75%

cpeasceO 320.23 60--3D 0.2-0.5 To we To icn 0.3-0.7 To as

To LZiiax 21-21 60-30 0.3-007 To ace. sno' tipw 26 C no 0,3-2
loam. 261c 6osee 65%.

sm
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Page 75.

Continuation table 5.

a e"AMA po** meuQ CS Z

j'X#V*KIM CVpII(C * KaTeropuas O"d" AyCTIIlUS tC IIneplSryp'OTIiUSCCPUTCTb" 
KfiCTb B.t DOCTOSM.Some~itau AT) QTI0CM~r~b- COMOC I b .MXP6-

?(MII~d~y.~ IA.. 9IIU IMM TeCMIIIPSI , KA a#;- 1 pMw4CHiUa azpaR
piIN OSAY& : m.P tM S4 L' HOTb was- I MOAYXa IWC?

b AYS b % b , AV'SS% A1ICME

2 * 3 4 9

flo~u~eumea*. ,apax.- Jergam 3- 60- lit OOAe* 17-24 lie b60er He fne 1I-.26reulayeu,.ue Wal,,I-- 0.2 76
vejamnhaaa uabhdTua*
usn savOr@ TeulA (60-

30 xx sAM.)

CpemeI 17--19 60-40 lie 6oAee 16-22 To We He 6o ee 15-4
amarncrn 0.3 0.6

Taawua il--8 60--30 1.m u .- t7 To am I2..-.4

Notes: 1. The characterisric of industrial rooms on the

categories of the fulfilled in thee works depending on expenditure of

energy one should be establisned in accordance with the departmental

standard documents, matched in routine on the basis of the category

of works, done by 50o/o and sore working in the appropriate rcom.

2. In table 5 high speed of air motion corresponds to maximum

temperature of air less - to nLnimLum temperature of air.
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Continuation of Table 5.

11iiAUR ItpmOR roms (creMreparypa mapyaKoro IoslyUs + lo*C • R mwe)

(5)k kid IOCTOMMMUZ p06oalax MecTax

LoflycSai"ue C&ycsh
XbpaKTCPMCTalKA K=Reo 0 - .-- - --. TtMfepa60 ypa

ToN CihaoHOCNZtqb- CyPoetg OMOCUTeJb- CKOpOCTb one flocTOnw*

Temurwpaiy- 10% Mj3A(- AbIIKegHHMa TCenepaTyp! H84 5lawa- Ab1Acilml 4 UldU p3GO6409
pa bOljAyxa UOCTb 9o- husity- oAyLIJ & •OCTb b0)AY O3Ay Xa NeCl

______ AYX2 0% m5 e MICa @a % a A/calc

20 to • 12 13 14 16

no¢e tap K- JierK- 22-25 - -30 0.2-0.5 lie 6ee, -4eu p. 28C me 0.3-0.7 - Cowee.
fep l)*Uwe salaqag- ala PC we 6ojuee 65%. %eu tie V.C

Ireabal rM. H36UTKINNa " CPcEJ.A Tel- /ipu 27"C ie stwe cpeaet
omsoro iena nepaTypu -a.-' : 6oAee 60%. Temu epsiypw

|6oAee 20 xxe0IAIa ) pyn1oro uo- ;'1pu 26*C mge hapyj.loro
,ysa . 13 qa- Eoaee 65%. noSAyxs a 13

coo camoro .p 25C me acos caamrO'"ap oro e - . ec 70% . mapKOm
cau. No me ulps 240C /% MecINA

Ae lC *uMe. me 50-
36-1 6-3 o~-oneae 75%(ECpe.e*i 20-23 0 0.2-0.5 5 To Ae To 3e 0.6-1.0 To MTRI KecTS ._.7 ) !

)Tn 8 16-21 - -,7 iTo a 1e. I 76 C ae 0.6-1,0 a
no me %o ee Zoee 65%.

26*0 1 na *21C we

kus 15%

3. In regions with incrwased relative humidity of surrounding

air, it is allow/assumed during natural ventilation of buildings and

constructions to accept, during definition/determination of required

exchange of air, for warm period ot year (calculated parameters A)

relative atmospheric humidity in working zone by 10o/o it is higher,

establish/installed in tanie 5 for permissible parameters of air

medium.

4. Parameters of air in industrial rooms (temperature, relative
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humidity and speed of air motion) out of working zone are not

standardized.

Key: (1) . Cold and transiLon periods of year (temperature of

surrounding air lower than +100C). (2). At permanent work sites. (3).

Characteristic of industriai rooms. (4). Category of work. (5).

optimum. (6). permissible. (7). Permissible temperature of air in oC

out of permanent work sitds. (8). temperature of air in OC. (9).

relative atmospheric humiity in j/o. (10). speed of air motion in

i/s. (11). Rooms, characterized Dy insignificant surpluses of

explicit heat (20 kkal/asoh and less). (12). Light. (13). It is not

more. (14). Average/mean aaavaess. (15). Then. (16). heavy. (17).

Warm period of year (temperature oz surrounding air of +100 C it is

above). (18). It is not mora than on 30 C higher than mean temperature

of surrounding air 13 hours oi nottest month, but it is not more than

280C. (19). At to more than . (20). At 240 C it is below not

more than 75o/o. (21). it is not more than on 30C higher than mean

temperature of surrounding air 13 hours of hottest month. (22). Then,

but is not more than 260C. (2J). dooms, characterized by considerable

surpluses of explicit heat (more tnan 20 kkal/m 3 oh) . (24)

Page 77.

Insignificant are considerea the surpluses of explicit heat in the
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quantity, which does not exceed 20 kkat/mJ-h.

Explicit is the heat, which affects a change in the temperature

of air in rooms.

11.5. All works, produced in enterprises, cn heaviness are

subdivided into three categories:

a) to category light works (expenditure of energy to 150 kcat/h)

are related works, produced sitting, standing or connected with

walking, but not requiring systematic physical voltage/stress or

elevation and transterenca of Aeaviness (basic processes of sewing

production, fine mechanics and macuine-building, printing trade, work

of controller/inspectors, workiers of communication/connection, office

works, etc.).

b) to the category of tae works of average/mean heaviness

(expenditure of energy more than 150 and to 250 kcal/h) are related

works, connected with permdnent walking, transference of small

heaviness (to 10 kg.) and iulfii.Led standing (hasic processes in

spinning and weaving production, in assembly shops, during the

machining of wood, in welding snups, in the mechanized open-hearth,

foundry, rolled, forging, neat-treating shops, etc.).

L , li l'l ..... .. II I - I"% -- "--- --I -
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c) to the category or punishments (expenditure of energy it is

more than 250 kcal/h) axe related the works, connected with

systematic physical voltage/stress, and also with permanent movements

and transference of considerable (it is more than 10 kg.) heaviness

(shops forging with smith forging, foundry with manual gasket/filling

and drenching of argillaceous clays, etc.).

11.6. In heated industrial rooms, and also in rooms with

considerable surpluses ct evident heat where to each worker it is

necessary for effective area trom 50 to 100 i2 , is allow/assumed to

provide for in cold and transitiou periods of year decrease in

temperature of air out of permanent work sites against those

calibrated to 120 C in ligat worxs, to 100C - in works of average/mean

heaviness and to 80C - in punishments.

Page 78.

In this case, at permanent work sites, it is to provide for the

maintenance of the meteorological conditions, establish/installed in

table 5, for the cold and transition periods of year.

11.7. In industrial rooms with a floor space of to one worker,

are more than 100 m2 of norm of temperature, relative humidity and

speeds of air motion, provided tor in table 5, it is allow/assumed to

i0
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provide only at permanent wort sites.

11.8. In idle time in heated industrial rocus, temperature of

air in cold and transition periods of year is not standardized.

11.9. In rooms with considerable moisture removal, is

allow/assumed at permanent work sites improvement in relative

atmospheric humidity, givan in tabke 5, for ware period of year:

in hygrothermal sense (ratio of total quantity of explicit and

concealed/latent heat toward quantity of releasing moisture) less

than 2000, but is more than 1000 xcal/kg - maximally by 10o/o, but

not higher 75o/o.

in hygrothermal sense is less than 1000 kcal/kg - maximally by

20o/o, but not higher 75o/o.

In this case, the temperature of air in rooms must not exceed

280C in the works light and average/mean heaviness and 260C - in

punishment.

11.10. In unheated industrial and storage areas it is necessary

to provide for devices for neating of workers at permanent work sites

or special rooms in accordance with demands of chapter SNIP for

.......................................
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design of auxiliary buildings and rooms of industrial enterprises.

11.11. In industrial rooms, in which according to conditions of

technology of production is required artificial maintenance of

permanent temperature or temperature and relative atmospheric

humidity, it is allow/assumed in all periods of year to accept

meteorological conditions (temperature and relative atmospheric

humidity) in limits of optimum parameters (120C, but it is not more

than 250C) for warm and cold periods of year according to this

category of works and characteristic of industrial room.

Page 79.

Deviations with respect to tue conditions for technological

process from the norms cf tte indicated in Table 5 parameters of air

medium at large values are allow/assumed in accordance with the

departmental standard documents, affirmed in routine.

11.12. Permissible temperatures, relative humidities and speeds

of air motion in working zone, provided for inTable 5, must be

provided for in parameters of surrounding air in accordance with

instructions of chapter Soi according to design of heating,

ventilation and air conditioning.
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11.13. In the case waen mean temperature of surrounding air in

13 h of hottest month exceeds 250C 1, permissible temperatures of air

in industrial rooms at permanent work sites, indicated in table 5, it

is possible to raise in warm period of year with

preservation/retention/maintaininy of indicated in the same table

values of relative atmospheric humidity:

FOOTNOTE 1. 230C for punishments. ENDPOOTNOTE.

on 30C, but not higher 310C, in rooms with the insignificant

surpluses of explicit heat.

on 50C, but not higher 330C, in rooms with the considerable

surpluses of explicit heat.

on 20C, but not higher 30°C, in the rooms, in which according to

the conditions of technology of production is required the artificial

maintenance of temperature and relative atmospheric humidity,

independent of the magnitude of the surpluses of explicit heat.

11.1 . Temperature of heated surfaces of equipment and

enclosure/protections at wort sites must not exceed 45 0c, but for

equipment within which temperature is equal or below 00oC,
temperature on surface must not exceed 350C.

|4
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With the impossibility on tecanical reasons to achieve the

temperatures indicated near tae sources of considerable radiant and

convectional heat (melting and heating aggregate of the molten and

incandescent metal, etc.) must De provided for the measures for the

defense of workers from possioie superheating, somehow: water-air

sprinkling, shielding, aanly dispersed atomization/pulverization of

water for the irradiated surfaces, cabs or surfaces of radiant

cooling, room for rest, etc.

-a
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Page 80.

Table 6. Norms of temperatures anu speeds of air motion during air

sprinkling.

,.A) 3 (i) jPU. ItUAUQU o6Afe.CUMh

*1U E RJ KAIM1.1 I IN hZ.GA'.q I"W MKflJMV' 24IW. gxa/A'.riv 0 Ou&0

nP3a0 *A- pa--T.- 22 - - - 2.0.5 1.-- --

__ _ _ _ _ _________ a " .. 9 a f. ... Was____ K

123 4a 10 1 2

Tenjiwdl (rem- Jieriax 22-24 0.5-1.0 21-23 0.7-1.5 20-22 1.0-2.0 19-22 2.0-3.0 19-20 2,"-.5
flePaTYPQa- O: 'pcAeA 21-23 0.7-1.5 20-22 1.5-2,0 19-21 1.5-25 18-21 2.0-3.5 18-19 3.0-3.5

AYXS + HOr C If ,h~C
mw,-e) .TwTaxenax 20-22 1.0-2,0 19-21 1,5-2,5 18-20 2,0-3.0 18-19 3.0--3,5 18-19 3.0--3.5

XOAIOAUE.A it ()AeraR 22-23 0.5-0,7 21-22 0.5-1.0 20-21 1.0-1.5 19-22 1.5-2.0 19-22 1,5-2.0
nepexoAIblR (peeA 21-22 0.7-1.0 20-21 1.0-1,5 19-20 1.5-2,0 19-21 2.0-2.5 19-21 2.0-2,5
(xeunepamypa ec a 1

NAPYXnoro
03YI HHn ze smneaa 20-21 1,0-1.5 19-20 1,5-2.0 18-19 Z,--2.5 18-19 2.5-3.0 18-19 25-3.0

Notes: 1. The intensity of thermal irradiation, indicated in

-Table 6, is defined as the dverage for 1 h.

2. Direction of air jet during air sprinkling is recommended to

provide for, as a rule, to irradidted body surface.

Key: (1). During thermal irraddiaton. (2). Periods of year. (3).

Category of work. (4). from JUU to 600 kkal/m 3*h. (5). more than 600

... .. I l llI I .... ..... 1
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to 1200 kkal/m 3 eh. (6). 2400 kjal/m3*h and more. (7). temperature of

air in OC. (8). velocity of air motion in m3/s. (9). Harm

(temperature of externa. air+1U 0C is above). (10). Light. (11).

Average/mean heaviiess. (12). deavy. (13). Cold and transient

(temperature of surrounding aiL lower than +100 C).

Page 81.

11.15. Air sprinkling is to provide for at permanent work sites,

characterized by effect oi radiant heat on workers of 300 kcal/mz h

and more.

Temperatures and speads of movement of air at the permanent work

sites, operated by air showers, should be provided for in accordance

with table 6.

The calculated parameters of surrounding air during the design

of the systems of air sprinkling should be accepted in accordance

with the demands of chapter SHIP according to the design of heating,

ventilation and air conditioning.

11.16. In cold and transition periods of year in industrial

rooms in which are conducted wor~s of average/mean heaviness and

heavy, and also during application/use of heating system and
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ventilation with concentrated air supply, it is allow/assumed to

provide for increased speeds ot air motion to 0.7 m/s at permanent

work sites during simultaneous increase in temperature of air on 20C.

11.17. At work sites, at whlch are conducted process/operations,

connected with permanent conract with wet and cold object/subjects

(for example, division ct trozen meat, fish), should be provided for

devices for heating of hands.

12. Maximum permissible concentrations of harmful substances in water

of the basins of the public and domestic sanitation water-use.

12.1. In water of nasius of public and domestic sanitation

water-use, are established the maxjmum permissible concentrations of

harmful substances, asserted by tinistry of Pub. Health of USSR,

given in Table 7 whose excess is not allow/assumed.

12.2. During contamination ot water of basins, which use for

domestic water-use, by complex oi narmful substances with identical

limiting indices of harm: orgauoleptic (according to odor,

off-flavor, coloration), on eftect. on common/general/total sanitary

conditions/mode of basin (to selt-purification from organic

contamination), according to sanitary-toxicological index, given in

Table 7 maximum permissible concentrations for separate substances

must be accepted taking into account one of of following indications:

-.. . .. : ,. , _p
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Page 82.

Table 7. Maximum permissi~ble concentrations of harmful substances in

water of the basins of the p3Lal.c and domestic sanitation water-use.

1. A4111141 aYw MSp V&IINhPIII-T0KCa- 1.0

*2. Aacpiioaax ancaoia VT.o AsiC 0.5
3. Aniuoai 0106
4. An&IAiin 0.1
&. Au"eioimzumaivrspux 0.001
6. Autro4~eitoi * ~
7. Sei3Uwi *0.5
&. fepiI.iIII (3'+) 0,000
9. Baii.9 (VV3 0.110. B3111Hl14CT41 0.2
1 1. Baoem~p~ (WoVI) 50.1
12. rCKCMQTItKl1M~AHIAKH* 0.01
13. reiccaJiar
14. rexcaX.3oP61eu3Ao 0.0
I&. reK~coreiiS 0.3
ii. rHAPS3IW * 0.01
R?. rs~eeii, U30flps *OA

i.renTs .I"P 05
9.rciorerro"uo AfluIPT 0025

20. ;LIteyT,,II.Av~aT a - GaJ0 a 0.1

21. A1AT *0.1
22. AlNaonponit~lamsix 0.5

24. III-A1W3onlP0III.dcH30A 0.06
25. ,ImmeTsiLamitH * 0.1

2 . 11.1110~KCaM 0.00527. * X.~. neue..Taa 0.6

3.KnI~ oQ 0.0 1.

30. 2.4-.iL,;uerpo4eseo1 0.03
31. JAnx-ioemlirl Tl.1l.os 0 0

U2 2.3 ;*rx-op - 1.4.eiaiOTaxN- *0.25

Xo, 2tr tiri, c

40. Kporeimirpim~ 0.1

42. K064.br (C 2
2. 2.-AYTHAIIue 0.06

43. NiCT414011~AA0

44 Me; ;uueral 0,1
45. N'14TIL.OUNP~I~PLUXaUA *0.1

46. I4.i.6aeli Oto~~ V 0.5
47. MwoiometeT~amuiI I

48. %WU6XK ' (A 3 0.05
49.9 8-Ia*ToA a 0.4
50. IINTPBThd (no 830TY3 I

SI. Hmpa axpeiviobol igne *
AQrM
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Continuation a~ble 7.

OL 1mypuopfu"A0.06

IL. Hutponumoreacau 0.1
. fleommos~ums U (1- 0.1

62 l3Ln 9 MONUSM

St. 27oAnx1apa moos= a0.

S. haut~~a *0.1
OLP~b I (Hc '+I OAS.00
W. Cauuu (Pb'+) *0.1

O. Camew (Sao+) a0.001
U. CipoflwuI (efaduabUMA) *2

(Sr2+ )
71. Cypaai (Sb 2 +I 0.06

71. Tayp (Te+) *0.01
73. Tcrpvaxaop6exaom 0.02
73. Uhpavuocaoso * 0.0002
74. Tripawticmn, OreYyCuau.
M5 Tpflsimaua 2
7L. Tpu~iopioppouam 0.1
77. Ypolpoaaiu 0.5
78. @eviItarNAPa3uiu 0.01
79. *@proIsuaAu *1.94
80. *OpVIaAbUtA 0.

*ro I -2.5

a 2n.*y pu Of 0.2

SL. U*opa-vu0A oat0.

U . X~ o xcoa 0.12

37. Usum-orexccau 0.2
0. 1 1mmioregcoca O .02
SO. U'rn'oremcatiou 0.2
01. Uum~orecanoluoacuma I
9L. 'LiuelpxxacpsocTul yrAe. a0.3

96. -T~lt-NO

U. 3.uoolaa au~T 8 LI ilx GUe

200.~c~ a pcauii 90aaaga. a

amr(Ar-coiah)
M0. AmGyTx aav

201. Ameu auAua 0

7I
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Continuation table 7.

103. IlmHYntpopoA&uOCKSoAI nrtam TavmwI 0OA
204. AI0IT*ITaT 3
205. flwicyujlryaw.IIAum a I

107. KaAmaifi (Cd 2+) 00

209. hisC.1smN xizc-loua v 5 95JI ap 5iix oflyCrU
mu pacCIdTOM so coo"-

I,&NN MVpraNIqecI m no noxaare~m snlK
Ill. Mo.o.as NN1cJOTs M J PCSPM-Oacoo
212. Mypaabsim~a wacA*a AI&3pemr Suaa

H13. Meaib (Cu2+) a0,2
114. hierissnupoaAcN 0.5
IM5 MoNoiriTn.oS 3411P STV- b I

226. HaUe.ib I Ni
2 +) 0 .

127. Hopcyaw~Iozo a .
'I B npeAeau3X. AOUYCTUI

INNX psC'ITom NC COAp.
1!8 & nponmursuxona a miamma opramisvecgu1 wO
119. CIIN~eTIqeCK96 mc8S9Nhia a UM~CTS 3 BOAC OAOMOU6

L~jcAQTw (Cs - C0I aw no U AlSTt~As" Env.
x 3 pacTsopCNNoro K3cA090-

,222. CYALFriiu 0.01
1i3. Cy.11411bu~ OTCYTcSNO
124. Cy.u.4aasi.e3lim 1
225. Tcpcoia.1ijm xitcoou 0.1
226. TeTparai.ipoqbyp.icoAa8 0.5

227. Tuii MT'+) a 0.1
12. TpulpTOTl.1 a 0.5

22.TpimLiopazzeTar ma~paaS 5

B npCACji@X. AOIIYCIN-

130. Tpowimeair.itioah maI ea r 8Hqnu Be-A iGGOO
232. K~yC~JI wicjira- it no 2IOKa3aTeJ2Su snKIJpacTsOpenuoro ENCI~po-

132. 0r.",CaaR KU1CAOTaa0.233. X.0P a.(TIIII*WA' , ~ 3OieYTCTBN*

13.UumK (Zn 2) 1O

13.Awii NuipIoro PEM * 0,04

130. Aisuif AK~NOrO 3n 0.03
CA - CA.

240. o-Ammicbo4a 0.01
242. o.Amm,I.*emoa 0.05
142. AueranbAeruA 30.2
143. Asaiooc *0.03
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245. 0.015
246. lymaampaaa?"

248. BYTMACA0.

L. BAMniCuaKNOmgT WATIMI. 2
(rxK-12) 

O
261. reucaxapyaia*00
155. reacca=sam~ * 0.0
SL. rexcau~oplSYT&N 0.02

es.rNazolM.Me~~ 0.002
256 rM ;roxUnM 0.2
167. fAsisanon * A
356. flANcaeac 0.25
in0. LINUT.T 0flI4CQP. .

261. AJIUOTNAASIXEOP8HX~fi2

361.J~seaoy~etaa~U *0.07

164. Anulonpoftul~njbO-*00

16L JAInuuvoxxiorGeme30A 0.5
367. ..linponji.aaliu *0.5

166. ANTuoep"#ar apaue a 0.3*1

,so. finlf~uiipf* *0.02

271. 3,4-fla~zloPa "ilma 0.05

2 72 2.S-JXmIxaos)KAusH 
0.05

273. oaIJlxAopden30A * .O02
274. a-flUuoTpdEH3aoA0.2

2 75. JffX.'o6y~cu 
0.05

117. llJIAoPMeTaN 7.5
276. 11"vi opem"o *.023

160. AIsxoprANmOex 00 ,0
M61 Amutaeosaaau 2 .

181. ARIAKOAUMNNAONA *0.

SCUC.1OTa

13. A1IG3THAOSMA 94IPRO 0.3

166. Vee~ (Pao+) 0.5
,111. Hso~yyj~es 0.5
281. Hsoupex*0.0
LB.IM nen4~uJapa 0.2

120. 1,1onponeAxopenmau. I
KAP641MA? (XAOD-H*XO

191. Kapd'W p 0.03
292. Xa~~o 0,06

354. Xciv~a dyrnao"S8 01001
PS IT

206 Raa~. iv0
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Continuation table 7.

197.$~ .McApxjaUTOAuauASMUfl anEI-S~ .

1 9g. Mepmanooc 
0

200. MeTiIt-.p&Lmar 0.02

205. M 111.1;ITIoKapdaMiV a 0.02

202. Mti I.: I'I'iPoOC 0.

Al3tMrif ics.lmllar marpME 2

2M.K~wncox a 0.01

205. Ca.Metiscruipos 0.1

M0. btem-a. 311weTod

207. MdnonHaTVueiJaN CoJ~b *25

2 08. 4 0.10 ,l.2laIm 0.5
'Do. Mumox::opraU:imM 0.

21.M1a,1.a" 0.?

211. Mom) ow.aM 05

(N a -2.4 1
213. Hwh';ir',azje IK.1oTUa o.3

255. llei i morocepimicTsm 0.1
216. 1Sclrb cluxqa 0.
217. M-1IlT pl ertli1axuIO)03TS- *0.5

110.1 1oKClaiUSUI)
216. a3ur'~m.41.~.e 0 0.2

219. Uz3IllL1.4*.14U..uer.*
a~IWIIIU,T.,I...1 (UXCIsaU45

221. 0lini 0.-00

IM iS1)
222. 1lcruTa%.'0Ai~Y~sa a 0.02
223. 1 I' I a 1.10,4 Oc..1 *0.3)
224. 1Nkl~r4.xW41e0.1R1 HSTr- 5

p25 llim VJ~ OM~ 0.5
r-7i~. 10.~i*tn1I

IXC2 I

-29. nlo.,., .r T CAVIM;au IIO1
(h'uA -KAI

2.30. [10o"erPuti *

2 .*olf-6 :3. 0.2

2.1.5. cinws 0.1 C7jq
236. repoyr.iepOz I

237. Cn'aiu,~ (MCPSC?50911- OTCYTCftma
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Continuation table 7.______

AL. Comuas**I.242. Tetpaurp~enuR 0.06

244. TewpaxaliOaiU 0.00

146.T~ip~aaOmU?3 .0.00S

243 TerpazaO~lwfl 0.20

0.833
SI. Twopyoa * 0.1a
w9. Tpx~yaUeC4V 0.007
24L TePwao9m614P

3
T 0.2

2M4 TPNuaoSSMN 200.4
15L Tuop3AE 056

2.W. Tpux.1oirwa. 0.010

UL3 0VIXOcPynaMi 0.03

M6. T0rax~4,O 1.

IM2 TXAOPauTMta * 0.0*
M2T1. Xao~upacqNU'reI a *.W

25. Xopoar fcam164 me 0.009
al

258. XJIopyrw4SaS UJO 0.4

28. raorBoft iesl 0.06
U10. XoO).~yps- Iima

2 ~pa~ pn2
211. Xjiop""rnnor~vxAur~ O 005
262. X.Rpo (rp p0.

273. Xpom OAS)p .
2674. LXirAnsomwc %%Oh
27&~ lliA007"ypoaa xuco 0.1

278. amaV.11Uswi8 Knxa OA0
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UL. A"Nom-ea COb Noms' Oilm 40meO

Aw 0n-7 0.4
. on-7 1.6

2T. OfC.0 0,,13• 3
26. OflC-M . CamrITIINpO-TOcNuKO* 0.5

aoiuqecxng

2IL DA-2 (nOacupoa du) To m 0.5
291. ]A-2-T (noasumaeUTo* OAayo.,tbU,.hi)
SI. laa-ios •
2M. BA-12 2 2

234. bOUaKIAIa A 2 2

Key: (a). Designation of substance. (b). Limiting index of harm. (c).

Maximum permissible concentration in mg/l,. (1). Adipate of sodium.

(1A). Sanitary-toxicological. (i). Acrylic acid. (2a). Then. (3).

Anisole. (4). Aniline. (5). Acetone cyanohydrin. (6). Acetophenone.

(7). Benzene. (8). Beryllium. (9). Vanadium. (10). Vinyl acetate.

(11). Tungsten. (12). Hexametnylanediamine. (13). Hexanate. (14).

Hexachlorobenzene. (15). Cyclonitz. (16). Hydrazine. (17).

Hydroperoxide of isopropyl uenzene. (18). Heptachlor. (19). Gentyl

alcohol. (20). Dibutyldildurate - tin. (21). DDT. (22).

Diisopropylamine. (23). m-,D1so~ropylbenzene. (24).
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p-dypsopropylbenzene. (25). Dimetaylamine. (26). Dimethyldioxane.

(27). Dimethyl dithiocarbamate. (28). Dimethylphenyl carbinol. (29).

Dinitrile of adipinic acid. (30). i.4-dinitrophenol. (31).

Dichlorodibutyltin. (32). 2,J-0icaloro - 1,4-naphthaquinone. (33).

Diethylamine. (34). Dierhyidicapryiatol. (35). Diethylene glycol.

(36). Diethyl ether of maleic acid. (37). Diethylsercury. (38).

Isocrotonitril. (39). Isopropylamine. (40). Crotonitril. (41).

Cobalt. (42). 2.5-lutidine. (4J). methacrylamide. (44). Methyl

acetate. (45). Methylolmetuacry±amaide. (46). Molybdenum. (47).

Monomethylamine. (48). Arsenic1 .

FOOTNOTE 1. Eliminating organic compounds. ENDFOOTNOTE.

(49). P-Naphthol. (50). Nitrates (on nitrogen). (51). Nitrile of

acrylic acid. (52). m-Nitropnenol. (53). o-Nitrophenol. (54).

p-Nitrophenol. (55). Nitrachlorooenzene. (56). Nitro cyclonexane.

(57). Nonyl alcohol. (58). Parapnenylenediamine (ursol). (59).

Paraquinonedioxim. (60). Pentanate. (61). Ammonium perchlorate. (62).

a-picoline. (63). Pyridine. (64). Polychloropinene. (65).

Thiocyanates. (66). Mercuryz.

FOOTNOTE 2. For inorganic compounds. ENDFOOTNOTE.

(67). Lead. (68). Selenium. (b9). Strontium (stable). (70). Antimony.
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(71). Tellurium. (72). Tatrachlorobenzene. (73). Tetraethyl tin.

(74). Tetraethyl lead. (74a). Ansent. (75). Triethylamine. (76).

Trifluorochloropropane. (77). Urotropin. (78). Phenylhydrazine. (79).

Ferrocyanide. (80). Formaldenyae. (81). Fluorine 3 .

FOOTNOTE 3. Has in mind fluorine also in compounds. ENDFOOTNOTE.

(82). Furan. (83). m-Chloraniline. (84). P-Chloraniline. (85).

Chlorobenzene. (86). Cyanides'.

FOOTNOTE 4. Cyanides simple and complex (with exception of

cyanoferrate) taking into calculation cyanogen. ENDFOOTNOTE.

(87). Cyclohexane. (88). Cyclohexene. (89). Cyclohexanol. (90).

Cyclohexanone. (91) . Cyclohexanoaeoxime. (92) . Carbon tetrachloride.

(93). Epichlorhydrin. (94). Ethylene glycol. (95).

Ethylmercurychloride. (96). AAmouia (on nitrogen). (96a). General

health. (97). Acetone. (97a). In tae limits, permissible by

calculation for the content of oryanic matter in water of basins and

according to indices of BPK ana dissolved oxygen. (98). Benzoic acid.

(99). Butyl acetate. (1U). tiexamethylenediaminadipate (AG-salt).

(101). Dibutyl phthalate. (10e). Dimethyl formamide. (103).

Dinitrhodaninebenzene. (104). Lioctyl phthalate. (105).

Diphenylguanidine. (106). Isobutyl alcohol. (107). Cadmium. (108).
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Caprolactam. (109). Butyric acid. (110). Menthanol. (111). Lactic

acid. (112). Formic acid. (113). Copper. (114). Methylpyrolidone.

(115). Nonoethyl ether/ester of ethylene glycol. (116). Nickel.

(117). Norsulfazole. (118). Propylneglycol. (119). Synthetic fatty

acids. (120). Hydrochloride deziwliguanidine. (121). Streptocide.

(122). Sulgin. (123). Sultidess.

FOOTNOTE s. Taking into account oxygen conditions/mode for winter

conditions. ENDFOOTNOTE.

(124) . Sulfadimesine. (125). Terephthalic acid. (126).

Tetrahydrofuryl alcohol. (147). Titanium. (128). Trinitrotoluene.

(129) . Trichloroacetate of sodium. (130). Triethylene glycol. (131).

Acetic acid. (132). Phthalonic acid. (133). Chlorine (active'.)

FOOTNOTE 6. Taking into account chlorine absorptivity of water of

basins. ENDFOOTNOTE.

(134). Zinc. (135). Avadex Ldi-allate]. (135a). Organoleptic. (136).

AIdrin. (137). Amines ot aliphatic series. (138). &mines of aliphatic

series. (139). Amines ot aliphatic series. (140). o-&minophenol.

(141). p-Aminophenol. (142). kcataldehyde. (143). Acetophos. (144).

Barium. (145). Gasoline. (14b). autylacrylate. (147). Butyl benzene.

(148). Butylene. (149). Butyl alcohol. (150). Vinylsiliconate of
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sodium. (151). Hexachioran. (152). Hexachlorobutadiene. (153).

Hexachiorobutane. (1514). dexachilorcyclopentadiene. (155).

Hexachloroethane. (156). dyclroquinone. (157). Dalapon. (158).

Dicotex. (159). Dimethylaizaiopbosphoric acid. (160).

Diuethyldichlorovinylphospuate. (161). Dinethylterephthalate. (162).

Diisobutylamine. (163) . DiLisoprojiyldithiophosphoric potassium. (1614).

Dinitrobenzene. (165). Dia11;rouapathalene. (166).

* Dinitrochlorbenzene. (167). ipropylamine. (168). Dithiophosphate

(cresyl blue. (169) . Diuron. (170)). Diphenylol propane. (171).

3,4-Dichloroanilin,3. (171d). 2,5-Dichloroaniline. (173).

o-Dic-hlorobenzene. (1714). p-DiLchlorobelzee. (175). Dichiorobutene.

(176) . Dichiorohydrin. (117). iiicnaloromethane. (178). Dichiorophenol.

(179) . Dichiorocyclohexane. (180). Dichioroethane. (181).

Dicyandiamide. (182) . D.Lethdnuaziue. (183) . Diethy Idithiophosphoric

acid. (1814). Diethylditbiopnospaoric potassium. (185). Diethyl ether.

(186) . Iron. (187). IsoDutylane. (188). Isoprene. (189).

Isopropylphenylcarbauate. (190) . isopropyichlorophenyl-carbamate

(chlorine-IFK). (191). c~aroyna. (192). Carbophos. (193). Kerosene.

(1914) . lanthogenate (buityl. (195) . Xylene. (196). Maleic acid. (197).

P-Mercaptodiethylamine. (19d). Marcaptophos. (199). Metafos. (200).

Fethylacrylate. (201). 1flethy1dithiocarbamate (carbathio). (202).

methylnitrophos. (203) . meai~yisiliconate of sodium. (2014). Methyl

mercaptophos. (205). a-metny. styrene. (206). Nethylethylketone.

(207) . Nonosodium salt of cyanuric acid. (208). Rono-propylamine.
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(209) . Mono-chiorohydrin. (210). lono-ethylanine. (211) . Monuron.

(212).* Sodium salt of dickuloropuenoacetic acid. (213). Naphthene

acids. (214). xt-Naphthoi. t215). oil polysulfide. (216). oil other.

(2 17) . p-nitrophenylauiuoethauoi (oxianine) . (218).

p-Nitropbenylsethyl chloridecarbinol (carbinol). (219).

p- Nitrophenylacetylami noetnanoJ (oxyacet ylanine). (220). Nitroform.

(221) . 0-dinethyl-S-ethylmercaproerhyldithiophosphate. (222).

Pentachiorobutane. (223). i~eatachlorophenoI.. (2241).

Pentachiorophenolate sodium. (225). Picric acid. (226).

Polynethyihydrosiloxane. (227). Polymethyldichlorophenylsiloxane.

(228) . Polyethylhydrosiloxane. (229). Polypthylsiloxane

(lubrication). (230) . Promethrine. (231) . Propazina. (232).

Propylbenzene. (233). Propyiene. (234). Saponin. (235). Sevin. (236).

Carbon disulfide. (237). Cyaazena (undissolved) . (238).

2-hydroxy derivative of siaazine (undissolved) . (239). Turpentine.

(2410). Styrene. (241). Tetrdkiydroquinone. (242) . Tetranitromethane.

(2413). Tetrachlorohaptane. (244). Tetrachlorononane3. (245).

Tetrachioropentane. (246). Tetracaloropropane. (247).

Tetrachioroundecane. (24d). Tetraciiloroethane. (2419). Thiophene.

(250) . Thiophos. (251) . Toluene. (252). Tributyiphosphate. (253).

Trichlorouetaphos-3. (254). TrietnAnolamine. (255).

Trichioroethylene. (256). Trichiorophenol. (257). Phenol? (carbolic

acid).
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FOOTNOTE 7. For the points of water-use, vhich use a basin as the

sources of the household driaKiny water supply. ENDFOOTNOTE.

(258). Phosbutyl. (259). Pnospaaaide (Roqor). (260). Phthalophos.

(261). Furfural. (262). Cnloranil. (263). Scdium chlorate. (264).

Chloronitrosocyclohexane. (2b.). Claoroprene. (266) . Chlorophos.

(267). Chloropelargonic acid. (4bd), Chloroundecanic acid. (269).

Chloroapentic acid. (270). Cnloroandic anhydride. (271).

Chlorocyclohexane. (272). Chromium. (273). Chromium. (274). Celatox.

(275) . Cyanuric acid. (276). Ethylacrylate. (277). Ethylene. (278).

Ethylbenzene. (279). Ethysiliiconae of sodium. (280). Ovotran

[chlorophenylchlorobenzenesulondte]. (280a). Surface-active

substances. (281). Alkyloenzenesuitonate. (282) . Alkylsulfate. (283).

Alkyl sulfonates. (284). Disodium salt of monoalkylsulfosuccinic

acid. (284a). Flotation reagentsf.

FOOTNOTE 6. Flotation reagents, waich have constant composition.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

(285) . APN. (286). OP-7. (z87). oP-10. (288). OPS-B. (289). OPS-M.

(289a). Flocculants. (290). VA-2 (polystyrene). (291). VA-2-T

(polyvinyltoluol). (292). VA-b0e. (293). VYq-JDL-J 29'4) Poly-
acrylamide.

Page 88.

I
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a) with the realization of preventive/warning sanitary

supervision - the magnitude of tie maximum permissible concentration

of each substance, entering tna complex, must be decreased to as much

time, as harmful substances with tae identical limiting indices of

harm are planned to descent urn effluents or is contained in basin.

b) with the realizdtion of tne current sanitary supervision -

the sum of the concentrdtions or all substances, expressed in

percentages of the appropridte aximus permissible concentrations for

each substance individually, must not exceed 100o/o.

Page 89.

13. Noise, ultrasound ana vi.ration.

13.1. During design ot newly projected and reconstructed

enterprises, their separate buildings and ccnstructions, should be

provided for measures, praventing harmful effect cn wcrkers of noise,

vibration and ultrasound when theiz levels exceed permissible,

provided for in present norms.

13.2. Measures for aacrease in excess sound pressure levels,
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ultrasound and vibration, waich are generated during realization of

technological process of proauction to values, establish/installed in

present norms, must be provided for first of all in technological

aspect of project, and also in volumetric-planning and constructive

solutions of buildings and constructions.

NOISE.

13.3. Standardized parameters of noise are levels in decibels (L

dB) of root-mean-square sound pressures, measured on linear

characteristic of audio-noise meter (or to scale of "C") in octave

frequency bands with geometric mean frequencies 63, 125, 250, 500,

1000, 2000, 4000 and 8000 dz, determined according to formula

L -201g P dB (3)

whera P - souni pressure in N/M2 ; 2elO-s - threshold quantity of the

rms sound pressure.

Note. For the rougt astimate of noise, it is allow/assumed to

put to use its common/generaL/tota± level, measured according to the

scale by "A" of audio-noise meter and named "level of sound" in dBA.

13.4. Permissible sound pressure levels and levels of sound at
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lqI
permanent work sites in zooms and in territory of enterprises should

be accepted on kable 8.

13.5. During design of newly projected and reconstructed

enterprises, their separate buiidings and constructions, should be

provided for measures whose axecution must provide in territory of

habitable building-up sound pressure level not not exceeding

permissible, establishea ay present norms.

II
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Paqe 90.

Table 8. Permissible sound pressui.~ levels and levels of sound at

permantent work sites.

ao~ a r4.

SYponau. 3aymosoro A*sAcnits ti as

t. flpi, lyme. flpoKK-
LaIoLLem 33811 lnomewe-
£uI. HaXO;IRLLLuIXCR iia Tep-
PITTOPitH flPeAflPPI4RT11:

()a) oInCTpyKropcxcme 71 61 54 49 45 42 40 38 50
CrfOPO XoNINITbI paC-
'IC'IISIXos 1 nPOrpa-
361ICTOO clieTo-m~eii-
TPOIHbLX btaul.1, flO-
siMeI~TR ia6opqTo-

Pit XI TeoPeTliqe.
cKxm pa6oT It o6p3-
6ioTxH wxnepid~eti-
T3.11bbil AaHHIUX, nlo-

t~teueitaa nplcmia
6o.bHbAX~ UJpasnyuix.

*1)6) nomeumenniv yn- 79 70 63 58 55 52 50 49 6W
pasemih (pa~oHe

&4 a) x36iftu iinio. 94 87 82 78 75 73 71 70 80
AJCUI It I CT311ILLIIOII.
110(0 ynpauJI011isu

0i)r)To wec peqe- 83 74 68 63 60 57 55 54 66
80Al C1113bio no TeaeW

2. rlpit wyme, s03H114
xwoiedAC D4y-rpn nomeIue-
161hi Ht npokatiex B

U3 TePPi4T0PKI1 npeanpiim.

a) nom.euiein iy 83 74 68 63 60 57 55 54 65
- yqacruj Tromiok c6op-

MAE. M&WIIHOfMKW
6topo
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6) noueUIIAs. -94 87 2 76 75 73 71 70 80

Hili Aag pa3smejlmetU

cWyMlmuXx arperaTos
CqeT1o-zuIlCAIt e.lb-
ux ,awiat (Tay.s-

Topos. nepbopaopos.
ManINrmgx 6apa6a-
no a T. 0.)

& loc1onmnxepa2oqme 103 96 91 88 85 83 81 80 90
mecra nlpo3mScr3ga-
UI nomeImeHlIiz H ma

TeppuTOpE npejUipUtuiA

Notes: 1. Depending on the character of noise and time of its

effect of the magnitude of octave sound pressure levels, given in

present table, they are subject to refinement according to table 9.

2. Acoustic calculation ot ventilation installations should be

performed, being guided Dy requirements of indications according to

acoustic calculation of ventilation installations.

3. Permissible sound pressure levels, created in rooms by

installations of air conditioning, ventilation and hot-air heating,

should be accepted on those 5 dB Delov indicated in table 8 or actual

noise levels in these rooms, ii latter dc not exceed standard

magnitudes, indicated in table 8. Correction for the key of

ventilation noise in this case accepted should not be.
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Key: (a). Designation. (b). Geometric mean frequencies of octave

bands in Hz. (c) . Levels oi sound into dBA. (d) . Sound pressure

levels in dB. (1). with noise, wnich penetrates inside rooms, which

are found on territory of enterprises. (la). a) design offices, rooms

of calculations and programmers ox calculating-electronic machines,

room of laboratories for tneorerical works and processing of

experimental data, room of metaod of large public health stations.

(ib). b) the room of ccntrols (working room). (ic). c) the cab of

observation and remote coatrol. (1d). d) the same, with voice

communication on telephone. (2). With noise, which appears indoors

and which penetrates into rooms, waich are found on territory of

enterprises. (2a). a) room and sections of a precise assembly,

typewritten offices. (2b). u) room of laboratories, room for location

of "noisy" aggregates ot accounting and computing machines

(tabulators, perforators, magnetic drums, etc.). (3). Permanent work

sites in industrial rooms and in territory cf enterprises.

Page 91.

13.6. Permissible sound pressure levels in octave frequency

bands and levels of sound iu territory of habitable building-up

should be accepted on ablb 10 with corrections on table 11.
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13.7. Sound pressure lwvels, created in territory of habitable

building-up by sources ot noise (machines, equipment, installations)

of enterprises, should be deteraiaed from formula

L - L -20lg, 4-O8 , (4)

where L - sound pressure level, created by sources of noise

(installations, machines, u ipment) of enterprises in territory of

habitable building-up.

, ._.level of the acoustic power, radiated noise sources, in dB

relative to 10-12 V.

r - distance from noise source to the territory of habitable

building-up a.

a--fadiag noise in the atmosphere into dB/km, taken on-Table

12.

:1 -r -*~-~ -,r,.A~r.~ -
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kable 9. Corrections to octave sound pressure levels and levels of

sound in dB and da&.

(,) XGpam Pmyna
CyuMp8mA AAwreAbi*IbGb lOUt@*CkftSU

4a CUmHY (pa&604*h A*Ub) u (p1moaoe Ise A •

61 4 A 8q 0 -5
I * 4, +6 +

3 1/4 0 1 t7) +12 .+7(da 5 15 Num +18 +13
.'e'ee 5 AUwQ +24

Note. The duration of the etfact of noise must be substantiated

by calculation or confirmad oy technical documentation.

Key: (1). Total duration of the effect per shift (workday). (2).

Character of noise. (3). broadbaad. (4). tone or pulse.

Table 10. Permissible souna pressure levels and levels of sound in

the territory of residential building.

6,) LCP.A ,rVo0M#T.P*4fue I•CTOThO

°" . 1. 125 120 1 . S I 100 1 U. 1 4000 I 
"

I~$ V'po.,. ..yoaoro zaha,,.., as 86 l

Teppitropax 11jioA 3a- 67 57 49 44 40, 37 35 33 45
crpofivut (a 2 N OT orpaac-
Aaiou fX KOHCTpyKUA NW4H-
o'hIx it oG0LLecTaeHI-X 3Aa-
uI.). n.I oULaAKH OT.bI-xa
.'II~popaft3oao H Na,;hXl..,

KsapTa.;O3. n.1OLauAUa
MITCKWX AOWKO.bIhdX yR-
PeAACU(. YDoCTin IUMeAe

Key: (1). Designation. (2)'. Geomtric mean frequencies of octave
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bands in Hz. (3). Level of sound and dBA. (4). Sound pressure levels

in dB. (5). Territory or aaoitaale building-up (2 a of enclosing

construction/designs of habitaDle and public buildings), area/site of

rest of city blocks and .esidantial sections, area/site of children's

pre-school institutions, sections of schools.
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Table 11. Corrections to tae permissible octave sound pressure levels

and the levels of sound.

(.2) fo npa u~ m a 5
#8x~uJ bmOp mea~ an a OSA

XVawRep wyxa Ulpoxonoaoc.wA 0
(y Tonaau, &unyAKHcA -5

(npu b3miepeumax cTaa.
AaPTUU wyMoMepou)

Mesy pacnoamu o6"- KypopmA paAon -5
( Houafi npoexmpyeuhA 0

xawoA pafio

e ) 3Kwza SacIpoAxa, pacno- +5
Ao3ICeHNa 5 CYUW.TBYIO.
u~eN IRocexANoo nylixTe

Bpeua cy'ro flueMnoe Apeus - c 7 .o +10

2;Oo 3 PC3 IR - C 23 4 0

AmirnsbuoCm 303AeAcT- CyMMap~aR AAHTlbHOCTb
BuS uyua 3 zMeDHoe B%:
Beun 38 aa60fee 56-100 0
MyEUe '/2 18- +5

6-18 +10
00 uea 6 +15

Notes: 1. The duration of the effect of noise must be

substantiated by calculation or confirmed by technical documentation.

2. Tone ones should ae counted noise, in which is heard out

sound of specific frequency.

IM
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3. Pulse ones should be counted noise, received as separate

shocks also of states of one or several nomentum/iapulse/pulses of

sound energy; length of each impulse of less than I s.

4. Corrections for period ot days are accepted only for

territories of habitable Duilding-up and sections of schools.

Page 94.

ULTRASOUND.

13.8. Permissible sound pressure levels for work sites in

ultrasonic installations should De accepted according to 'able 13.

I

, - , , . . . .-. . .
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Table 12.

a r4

Key: (1). Geometric mean frquwacLes octave of bands in Hz. (2).

Fading noise in dB/km.

Table 13. Permissible sound pressure levels for work sites in

ultrasomic inatmllations.

(/)Cpeaerouerpwxue qacroru C - TUmx MAc S r4
12500 16000 20000 nema)

* (3) Ypomm nyvonoro xamm a 0B

758 110

Note. With the total time of the effect of ultrasound of less

than 4 h into exchange the indicated in table levels should be

increased in accordance wita table 14.

Key: (1). Mean geometric tr euencies 1/3 - octave bands in Hz. (2).

and it is above. (3). Sound pressure levels in dB.

Table 1I. CorrectioLs to sound Fressure levels for work sites in

A
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* ultrasomic imntallations.

)CYmN~apuax u ocmr ~fin. .y~zb~p~y, himu .*iJ

0 1 Ao 4 e +6
8 /4 a 13 +12

3 5 * IS +3
* I a 5 +1

Note. The duration ct tae e£tect of ultrasound must be

substantiated by calculdtion or confirmed by technical documentation.

Key: (1). Total duration of tae etfect of iltrasound. (2). Correction

in dB. (3). From. (4). to. (5). min.

Page 95.

VIBRATION.

13.9. Standardized parameters of vibration are rms magnitudes of

vibrational speed in octave oands of frequencies or amplitudes of

displacement/movements, excited al work of equipment (machines,

machine tools, electric motors, rans, etc.) and transferred to work

sites in industrial rooms (seat, sex/floor, wcrking area).

Note: 1. The requirements of present norms do not apply to the

means of transport and self-propelled machines, locating in movement.

- -- - -a -l -.-
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2. Duration of effect of vibration must be substantiated by

calculation or confirmed by techniical documentation.

13.10. Permissible magnitudes of parameters of vibration at

permanent work sites in inaustrial rooms under continuous influence

during workday (8 h) are given in-fable 15.

Notes: 1. Thp amplitudes of displacement/movement are

standardized for the harmonic, and also subharmonic vibrations (when

within the limits of each octave oand is located not more than one

harmonic component) separately on active bands.

For the intermediate values of the frequencies of the harmonic

oscillations of the amplitude of tre permissible

displacement/movements, should be determined linear interpolation.

If into octave band falls more than one harmonic component or

vibrations have continuous spectrum, then is standardized

root-mean-square vibratioaal speed for each of the octave bands.

2. With duration of efrect of vibrations, smaller 4 h, during

workday indicated in Table 15 permissible magnitudes of parameters of
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vibration should be increased 1.4 times (on 3 dB), under influence

less than 2 h - 2 times (on b dB), under influence of less than 1 h -

3 times (on 9 dB).

3. Indicated permissible majnitudes of parameters of vibration

are related both to vertical ones and to horizontal vibrations,

evaluated separately.
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Table 15. Permissible magnitudes of the parameters of vibration.

0 ;Wiende 1i e l . ra. 1 4_ _

Wa(1TU oaUTSNdI 1.o1oc & 1'4 (1.4+2.S) (2.5+5.63 (5.611.2)

;1) 4AC °OTa a " 8.A 1 1.6 I 1 2 2.5 2.s1 3.21 41 6I 5.6 6.3 1 0) 11.2

AWL(is (nituouc.' 3a..z4aC 3.11 2.212 1.2.6 0.73 0.61 0.41 0.28 0.16 0.3 .0 0% .0 001
nw) n'-peme '." I ip tap.

Awkii-eCKHR ko.1Vi/iiox e AlA

CP-AEIeK.-.p. H- • 11.2 6 2
0.23 0.09 0li.05 a.- .OT2

p~em CmIC.ibSO 107 100 92
6. 10--
MM/c"x

4 -' PreomerpineclieH rpa- 16 31.5 63magu e (Asaw l a c *,'O(aKax) - f. + 5 4 +
qaCoAu oMnsnux noaoc r' (1.2 22.4) (22.4+45) (4 90)

( .aco.a.ri; 11.2 12. S 20 22,41 25 ,31.5 40 4 5 " I I 90

A~mUST a (loexoaoe aiiaw.e 0.041 0.036 0.0N 0.0225 0.02 0.018 0.014 0.0113 0.0102 0.005 0.00n?1 0.006 0.006
New) n upeta e 1e 12n nR p rap -

portoc~ag SOA6eIN o 3 MM 1Mae ______________

Key: (1). Mean geometric aad Doundary (they are given in brackets)

frequencies of octave bands in Hz. (2). Frequency in Hz. (3).

Amplitude (peak value) or displacement/movement during harmonic

oscillations in am. (4). RMS value of vibrational speed. (5). in

mm/s. (6). in dB relative 01O-* mm/s.

Page 97.
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14. The electromagnetic wdv"s of zadio-frequencies, which ionize

emission/radiations I cther hdrmtul factors.

14.1. With planning or newly projected and reconstructed

enterprises, their separate Dulldings and ccnstructions, should be

provided for measures, preventing hkarmful effect on workers of

electromagnetic waves ot raaio-trequencies, icnizing

emission/radiation, static electricity and other harmful factors.

14.2. Tolerance levels or electromagnetic waves of

radio-frequencies, ionizing emission/radiations, static electricity

and other harmful factors are estaolished in appropriate standard

documents, affirmed in routine.

I

* r r r r
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